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Introduction
Monomials are the link between Commutative Algebra and Combinatorics. Mono-
mial algebras, also called toric rings or semigroup rings, and their presentation ideals are
studied in the books of Bruns-Herzog [2], Hibi [27], Stanley [32], Sturmfels [33] and Vil-
larreal [39]. In this thesis we concentrate on monomial ideals. With a simplicial complex
∆ one can associate two squarefree monomial ideals: the Stanley-Reisner ideal I∆ whose
generators correspond to the non-faces of ∆, or the facet ideal I(∆) whose generators cor-
respond to the facets of ∆. The work of Stanley [32] has demonstrated that there are deep
relations between the combinatorial properties of ∆ and the algebraic properties of I∆.
Facet ideals for graphs (with no isolated vertices) have first been considered by Vil-
larreal [39]. In this special case the facet ideal is called edge ideal, because its generators
correspond to the edges of the graph. In his papers [40] and [41], Villarreal has shown
that the edge ideal is the appropriate algebraic object attached to a graph. Among the
graphs the trees are the simplest ones. Faridi generalized in [15] the definition of tree to
simplicial complexes of any dimension, and also introduced facet ideals to study trees.
However the notion quasi-tree (see Definition 2.27) introduced in [43] is also important
for us in this thesis.
In the first two chapters of this thesis we introduce the basic notions concerning
graphs, simplicial complexes, and give a characterization of pure trees which are con-
nected in codimension 1 (Proposition 2.20).
In [15], Faridi showed that the facet ideal of a tree has sliding depth. We will show,
in Chapter 3, that an M-sequence (introduced by Conca and Negri, see [7]) has sliding
depth. We also prove that the facet ideals of several classes of trees are generated by M-
sequences by showing that any such tree has at least one good leaf (see Definition 3.9). It
is an open question whether an arbitrary tree has at least one good leaf. If this would be
the case, then the facet ideal of any tree would be generated by an M-sequence.
The goal of Chapter 4 is to study the facet ideals of trees. In Section 4.1 the Koszul
cycles of the facet ideal I ⊂ R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] of a tree are studied. By this we mean the
cycles of the Koszul complex K.(x,R/I) of R/I with respect to x1, . . . ,xn. In Proposition
4.10 we show that the Koszul homology of the facet ideal of a tree has a K-basis with
homology classes of monomial cycles as its elements. In the graph case we even show
that the Koszul homology of the edge ideal of a tree is generated as a K-algebra by the
homology classes of linear cycles, see Proposition 4.13. Using this fact, in Corollary
4.14, we determine the regularity and the projective dimension of the edge ideal of a 1-
dimensional tree. Furthermore in Theorem 4.19 we show that for the edge ideal I of a
1-dimensional tree, the regularity of R/I is the maximal number j, for which there exist j
edges which are pairwise disconnected (see Definition 4.16).
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In the Section 4.2, we consider the facet ideal I of a pure tree (Definition 2.2) and
describe the linear part of the resolution of R/I, see Proposition 4.23. We call a tree
whose facet ideal has a linear resolution a linear tree. In Proposition 4.33 we show that a
tree is a linear tree if and only if the facet ideal of this tree is a linear quotient ideal and
we classify (Theorem 4.41) all linear trees of a given dimension. Moreover in Corollary
4.34, we determine the Betti numbers of the facet ideal of a linear tree.
In Proposition 4.45, we show that if there exists an order of the facets F1, . . . ,Fm of ∆
such that for each i= 2, . . . ,m, Fi\⋃ j<i Fj = /0, and there exists j < i such that |Fj \Fi|= 1.
Then I has the alternating sum property (see Definition 4.42). In particularly, the facet
ideal of a pure quasi-tree which is connected in codimension 1 and the facet ideal of a
tree (need not to be pure) which is connected in codimension 1 have the alternating sum
property.
One of the fascinating results in classical graph theory is Dirac’s theorem [8] on
chordal graphs, that is, on graphs for which each cycle of G of length ≥ 4 has a chord.
Dirac proved that a finite graph G is chordal if and only if G has a perfect elimination
ordering on its vertices. Recall that a perfect elimination ordering (or a simplicial elimi-
nation ordering) is an ordering vn, ...,v2,v1 on the vertices of G such that vi is a simplicial
vertex in the graph induced on vertices {v1, ...,vi}. Here a simplicial vertex in a graph is
one whose neighbors form a clique. In Chapter 5, we give an algebraic proof of an equiv-
alent form of Dirac’s theorem by showing that a finite graph is chordal if and only if G is
the pure 1-skeleton of a quasi-forest. Our proof of Dirac’s theorem is certainly not easier
than the original proof, but our algebraic approach gives new insight on the possible rela-
tion trees of a perfect ideal of codimension 2. Moreover, our version of Dirac’s theorem
in terms of quasi-trees allows to formulate a ‘higher’ Dirac theorem with applications to
resolutions of powers of certain classes of monomial ideals.
In Chapter 6, we consider graded ideals in a polynomial ring over a field and ask when
such an ideal has the property that all of its powers have linear resolutions.
It is known [25] that polymatroidal ideals have linear resolutions and that powers
of polymatroidal ideals are again polymatroidal (see [5] and [18]). In particular they
have again linear resolutions. In general however, powers of ideals with linear resolution
need not to have linear resolutions. The first example of such an ideal was given by
Terai. He showed that over a base field of characteristic = 2 the Stanley Reisner ideal
I = (abd,ab f ,ace,acd,ae f ,bde,bc f ,bce,cd f ,de f ) of the minimal triangulation of the
projective plane has a linear resolution, while I2 has no linear resolution. The example
depends on the characteristic of the base field. If the base field has characteristic 2, then I
itself has no linear resolution.
Another example, namely I =(de f ,ce f ,cd f ,cde,be f ,bcd,ac f ,ade) is given by Sturm-
fels [34]. Again I has a linear resolution, while I2 has no linear resolution. The example
of Sturmfels is interesting because of two reasons: 1. it does not depend on the charac-
teristic of the base field, and 2. it has linear quotients. Recall that an equigenerated ideal
I is said to have linear quotients if there exists an order f1, . . . , fm of the generators of
I such that for all i = 1, . . . ,m the colon ideals ( f1, . . . , fi−1) : fi are generated by linear
forms. It is quite easy to see that such an ideal has a linear resolution (independent on
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the characteristic of the base field). However the example of Sturmfels also shows that
powers of an ideal having linear quotients need not to have linear resolutions.
On the other hand it is known (see [6] and [28]) that the regularity of powers In of a
graded ideal I is bounded by a linear function an+ b, and is a linear function for large
n. For ideals I whose generators are all of degree d one has the bound reg(In) ≤ nd +
regx(R(I)), as shown by Ro¨mer [31]. Here R(I) is the Rees ring of I which is naturally
bigraded, and regx(R(I)) is the x-regularity of R(I). It follows from this formula that
each power of I has a linear resolution if regx(R(I)) = 0.
In Chapter 6, we will show (Theorem 6.16) that if I ⊂ K[x1, . . . ,xn] is a monomial
ideal with 2-linear resolution, then each power has a linear resolution. Our proof is based
on the formula of Ro¨mer. In the second section we give a new and very short proof of
his result, and remark that if there is a term order such that the initial ideal of the defining
ideal P of the Rees ringR(I) is generated by monomials which are linear in the variables
x1, . . . ,xn, then regx(R(I)) = 0. In Section 6.3 we view a 2-equigenerated squarefree
monomial ideal as the edge ideal of a graph. By using a result of Fro¨berg (Theorem 5.8)
and Dirac’s theorem (Theorem 5.10) we define the right lexicographical term order for
which the initial ideal of P is linear in the x variables. We show this in Section 6.4 and
use a description of the Graver basis of the edge ring of a graph due to Oshugi and Hibi
[29]. Based on the same ideas and using polarization we also can treat monomial ideals
which are not necessarily squarefree. In the last section of Chapter 6 we extend the result
of Theorem 6.16 by showing that all powers of complementary simplicial complexes of
pure skeletons of a quasi-tree have linear resolutions.
In Chapter 7 we study the squarefree monomial ideals arising from lattices. One of the
most influential results in the classical lattice theory is Birkhoff’s fundamental structure
theorem for finite distributive lattices (Theorem 7.10), which guarantees that, given a
finite distributive lattice L , there is a unique poset (partially ordered set) P such that L
is isomorphic to the poset J (P) consisting of all poset ideals (including the empty set)
of P, ordered by inclusion. (A poset ideal of P is a subset I ⊂ P with the property that if
p ∈ I and q ∈ P with q ≤ p, then q ∈ I.) In fact, P can be chosen as the set of all join-
irreducible elements of L . Then L J (P). (An element p ∈L with p = ˆ0 is called
join-irreducible if there is no q,r ∈L with q < p and r < p such that p = q∨ r.) In other
words, by identifying L with J (P), if p ∈L and I = {q ∈ P : q ≤ p} ∈J (P), then
p = I.
Fix a finite distributive lattice L =J (P). Let K be a field and S = K[{xp,yp}p∈P]
the polynomial ring in 2|P| variables over K with degxp = 1 and degyp = 1 for all
p ∈ P. We associate each element I ⊂J (P) =L with the squarefree monomial uI =
(∏p∈I xp)(∏p∈P\I yp) ∈ S. In the paper [19] the monomial ideal HL = (uI)I∈L is dis-
cussed from viewpoints of both combinatorics and commutative algebra. The purpose of
Chapter 7 is to introduce the squarefree monomial ideal HL (we call it the Hibi ideal) for
an arbitrary finite meet-semilatticeL (i.e., each pair of elements inL has a meet) and to
generalize some of the results obtained in [19].
Now, let L be an arbitrary finite meet-semilattice [32, p. 103] and P ⊂L the set of
join-irreducible elements of L . For each element q ∈L we write (q) = {p ∈ P : p ≤
q} ⊂ P. In particular (ˆ0) = /0. Note that (q) is a poset ideal of P, and that q ∈ (q)
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if and only if q is join-irreducible. We thus obtain the map  : L → BP, which we
call the canonical embedding of L into the Boolean lattice BP consisting of all sub-
sets of P ordered by inclusion. In the case of finite distributive lattices L with the set
of join irreducible elements P, let K be a field and S = K[{xp,yp}p∈P] the polynomial
ring in 2|P| variables over K with degxp = 1 and degyp = 1 for all p ∈ P. We as-
sociate, as in the case of a lattice, each element q ∈ L with the squarefree monomial
uq = (∏p∈(q) xp)(∏p∈P\(q) yp) ∈ S and set HL = (uq)q∈P ⊂ S.
In Chapter 7 the following topics on Hibi ideals HL arising from finite meet-semilattices
L will be studied:
• When has the Hibi ideal HL of L a linear resolution? Theorem 7.30 guaran-
tees that HL has a linear resolution if and only if L is meet-distributive. (A
finite meet-semilatticeL is called meet-distributive if each interval [x,y] = {p∈
L : x ≤ p ≤ y} of L is Boolean, where x is the meet of the lower neighbors of
y in this interval. Here we call z a lower neighbor of y if y covers z.)
• How can we construct a finite multigraded free S-resolution F of HL ? A con-
struction of such a finite free resolution is given in Theorem 7.35 (i). Moreover,
we will characterize when our resolution is minimal. In fact, it will be proved
in Theorem 7.35 (ii) that our resolution is minimal if and only if L is meet-
irredundant, i.e., for any p ∈ L and for any proper subset S ⊂ N(p) the meet∧{q : q ∈ S} is strictly greater than the meet ∧{q : q ∈ N(p)}, where N(p) is
the set of lower neighbors of p in L . In particular, if L is a meet-distributive
meet-semilattice, then our finite free resolution is minimal (Corollary 7.36), and
we describe its differential in Theorem 7.38.
• Since HL is a squarefree monomial ideal, there is a simplicial complex ∆ whose
Stanley–Reisner ideal I∆ coincides with HL . We are interested in the Alexander
dual ∆∨ of ∆. In case that L is a finite distributive lattice, a nice description of
∆∨ can be obtained ([19, Lemma 3.1]). It seems, however, rather difficult, for an
arbitrary finite meet-semilattice, to obtain an explicit description of the Alexan-
der dual of HL . Very recently such a description has been found in [20]. We
will consider a special meet-distributive meet-semilattice, namely, a poset ideal
I of a finite distributive lattice. In this case a nice combinatorial description
of the Alexander dual of HI can be obtained (Theorem 7.40). Moreover, since
HI has a linear resolution, it follows that the Alexander dual of HI is Cohen–
Macaulay. The combinatorics on such Cohen–Macaulay complexes is discussed
in Theorem 7.41.
• More generally, let S ⊂L be any subset of L . The Hibi ideal HS associated
with S is again the monomial ideal in S generated by the monomials up with
p ∈S , where up = (∏p∈(p) xp)(∏p∈P\(p) yp) and where (p) is the principal
poset ideal {q∈ P : q≤ p} in P. LetS be a segment ofL (see Definition 7.44).
For example, any poset ideal I , or any poset coidealJ of L , as well as their
intersection are segments in L . In fact, S is a segment of L if and only if
there exist poset ideal I and poset coideal J of L such that S = I ∩J .
As another generalization of [19, Theorem 2.4], we consider certain classes of
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simplicial complexes ∆ (more general than those described in Theorem 7.41),
and show (Theorem 7.47) that such a simplicial complex ∆ is unmixed and each
minimal vertex cover of ∆ has cardinality n if and only if there exists a segment
S of some distributive lattice L such that H∗S = I(∆). Here H∗S denotes the
defining ideal of the Stanley–Reisner of the Alexander dual of Γ, where Γ is
defined by the equation HS = IΓ.
• We will also describe when HI ∩HJ = HI∩J , and in Theorem 7.56 it is
described when this ideal has a linear resolution. In the case I ∪J =L and
I ∩J = /0, in Theorem 7.57 we show that the ideal HI∩J has always a linear
resolution.
The results of Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Section 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 appear(ed) in joined
papers [21], [22] and [23] with J. Herzog and T. Hibi.

CHAPTER 1
Basic facts on graphs
In this chapter, we will recall some notion of graphs and some basic facts of graph
theories including the marriage problem.
1. Graphs and trees
A graph G consists of a finite set V of vertices and a collection E of subsets of V
called edges where every edge of G is an unordered pair {vi,v j} of distinct vertices vi,
v j in V . We write V (G) and E(G) for the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively. If
e = {vi,v j} is an edge of G one says that the vertices vi and v j are adjacent or connected
by e. In this case one also says that the edge e is incident with the vertex vi or v j, or the
edge e has the ends vi and v j. The degree of a vertex v in V , denoted by deg(v), is the
number of edges which is incident with v. A vertex of degree one (resp. zero) is called
an end (resp. isolated) vertex. If all the vertices of G are isolated, G is called a discrete
graph.
Let H and G be two graphs, H is called a subgraph of G if V (H)⊆V (G) and E(H)⊆
E(G). A spanning subgraph is a subgraph H of G containing all the vertices of G.
Given any finite set S, we denote the cardinality of S by |S|. The number of edges in a
graph and the degrees of its vertices are linked by a simple identity due to Euler (1736).
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a graph with the vertex set V and edge set E. Then∑v∈V deg(v)=
2|E(G)|.
PROOF. Let B := (bve)v∈V,e∈E be the incidence matrix of G, where
bve =
{
1, if v is an end of e,
0, otherwise.
We compute the sum of its entries in two ways:
∑
v∈V
deg(v) = ∑
v∈V
∑
e∈E
bve = ∑
e∈E
∑
v∈V
bve = ∑
e∈E
2 = 2|E(G)|.

One can also prove this proposition by induction on |E(G)|.
Corollary 1.2. In any graph, the number of vertices of odd degree is even.
Definition 1.3. A walk of length n in a graph G is a sequence
w = {{v0,v1},{v1,v2}, . . . ,{vn−1,vn}},
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where {vi−1,vi}= ei is an edge for i = 1, . . . ,n. For the walk w we also use the simplified
notation w = {v0,v1, . . . ,vn}, where this set of vertices is understood to be an ordered set.
If v0 = vn, the walk w is called a closed walk. A path is a walk with all its vertices distinct.
We say that G is connected if for every pair of vertices v1 and v2 there is a path from v1
to v2. Note that G has a vertex disjoint decomposition G =⋃pi=1 Gi, where G1, . . . ,Gp are
the maximal (with respect to inclusion) connected subgraphs of G, the Gi are called the
connected components of G. A graph is connected if and only if it has only one connected
component.
A cycle of length n is a closed walk {{v0,v1}, . . . ,{vn−1,vn}} with n ≥ 3 and the
vertices v1, . . . ,vn are distinct. A cycle is even (resp. odd) if its length is even (resp. odd).
We denote by Cn the graph consisting of a cycle with n vertices. In particular, C3 will be
called a triangle, C4 a square and so on. A complete graph Kn is a graph with every pair
of its vertices adjacent. The following figure is an example of cycle and complete graph.
C6 K4
The distance d(v1,v2) between two vertices v1 and v2 of a graph G is defined to be the
minimal length of all possible paths from v1 to v2. If there is no path joining v1 and v2,
then d(v1,v2) = ∞. In a complete graph, d(v1,v2) = 1 for any v1,v2 ∈V .
A graph G is bipartite if its vertex set V can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets
V1 and V2 such that every edge of G joins V1 with V2, i.e., each edge of G has one end
in V1 and one end in V2; such a partition (V1,V2) is called a bipartition of the graph G.
A bipartite graph G with bipartition (V1,V2) is denoted by G(V1,V2). Such a graph is
balanced if |V1| = |V2| and complete if each vertex of V1 is joined to each vertex of V2.
For instance, the following graph G1 is balanced and G2 is complete.
G1 G2
The following characterization of bipartite graphs is due to Ko¨nig:
Proposition 1.4. Let G be a graph. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) G is bipartite;
(ii) all the cycles of G are even.
PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii): Let V1 and V2 be a partition of V (G) such that every edge of G
joins V1 and V2. If {v0,v1, . . . ,vn} is a cycle of G, we may assume that v0 ∈ V1. Then
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v1 ∈ V2, v2 ∈ V1, and so on. It follows that vi ∈ V1 if and only if i is even. Hence n must
be even, i.e. {v0,v1, . . . ,vn} is an even cycle.
(ii)⇒ (ii): Is is enough to show that each connected component of G is bipartite. We
may assume that G is connected. Let v0 ∈V (G) be any vertex of G. Let V1 = {v ∈V (G) :
d(v0,v) is even } and V2 =V (G)\X . It follows that no two vertices of Vi are adjacent for
i = 1,2, otherwise G would contain an odd cycle. Hence G is bipartite. 
Definition 1.5. A graph G is called a tree if it is connected and has no cycle. A forest is
a graph with all its connected components are trees.
Simply because any forest has no cycle, we have:
Corollary 1.6. Any forest is a bipartite graph.
2. Directed graphs
A directed graph or digraph D is a graph G in which each edge is assigned a direction,
one end being designated its tail and the other its head. We call D an orientation of G,
and write D := G. An edge with tail x and head y is denoted by the ordered pair (x,y), one
says that x dominates y and write x→ y. In diagrams, the direction of an edge is indicated
by an arrow pointing towards the head of the edge.
Let v be a vertex of a digraph D. The outdegree d+D (v) of v in D is the number of edges
of D whose tail is v, the indegree d−D (v) the number of edges of D whose head is v. A sink
is a vertex of outdegree zero, a source a vertex of indegree zero. It follows easily from
Proposition 1.1 that for any digraph D,
∑
v∈V
d−(v) = e(D) = ∑
v∈V
d+(v).
A directed walk in a digraph D is a sequence w = {(v0,v1),(v1,v2) . . . ,(vn−1,vn)}.
The vertices v0 and vn are the tail and the head of the directed walk w.
3. The marriage problem
In this section we shall state the famous marriage problem of graph theory.
Definition 1.7. A set of edges of a graph G is called a matching if no two of them have a
vertex in common. The matching number of a graph G, denoted by β1(G), is the size of
the largest matching in G. A vertex v is saturated by a matching M if some edge of M is
incident with v. A matching which saturated all vertices of G is called perfect.
Note that not every graph has a perfect matching. The marriage problem theorem
guarantees when a bipartite graph has a perfect matching.
Let G be a graph with vertex set V . Given a subset U ⊆ V , the neighbor set of U ,
denoted by NG(U) or simply N(U), is defined as
N(U) = {v ∈V |v is adjacent to some vertex in U}.
Obviously, if C is a cycle in G with vertex set VC, then VC ⊆ N(VC).
Definition 1.8. Let G be a graph with vertex set V . A subset C ⊆ V is called a minimal
vertex cover of G, if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) every edge of G is incident with one vertex in C;
(ii) there is no proper subset of C with the property (i).
If C satisfies condition (i) only, then C is called a vertex cover of G. The vertex cover
number of G, denoted by α0(G) is
α0(G) = min{|C| : where C is a minimal vertex cover of G}.
For a discrete graph G, one takes the empty set as a minimal vertex cover of G. A set
U of V is independent if no two of them are adjacent.
Remark 1.9. Let G be a graph with vertex set V . A subset U of V is a maximal indepen-
dent set of G if and only if V \U is a minimal vertex cover of G.
Lemma 1.10. For any graph G, we have β1(G)≤ α0(G).
PROOF. Let C be a minimal vertex cover of G with |C| = α0(G) and M a matching
with |M|= β1(G). By the definition of matching, each vertex of C can cover at most one
edge of M. Hence β1(G)≤ α0(G) as required. 
For a bipartite graph we have the following equality:
Theorem 1.11 (Ko¨nig). If G is a bipartite graph, then β1(G) = α0(G).
PROOF. See [39]. 
By using the Ko¨nig theorem we have
Theorem 1.12 (marriage problem). Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex set V . Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) G has a perfect matching;
(ii) |A| ≤ |N(A)| for all independent set A⊆V .
PROOF. Let V =V1∪V2 be a partition of V .
(i)⇒ (ii) is clear.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Since Vi is an independent set for i = 1,2, one has |V1|= |V2|. By Ko¨nig’s
theorem there is a matching {e1, . . . ,er} with r = β1(G), and a minimal vertex cover C of
G with r elements. Hence ei∩C has exactly one vertex for any i and C is an independent
set. Using that V \C is an independent set of vertices and the equality N(V \C) = C we
get
|V \C| ≤ |N(V \C)|= |C|.
It follows that |V1|= r, thus {e1, . . . ,er} is a perfect matching of G. 
4. Cohen–Macaulay graphs
In this section we introduce the edge ideal of a graph and recall some result of Cohen-
Macaulay graphs.
Let R be a Noetherian local ring. A finite R-module M = 0 is a Cohen-Macaulay
module if depthM = dimM. If R itself is a Cohen-Macaulay module, then it is called a
Cohen-Macaulay ring. Let I be an ideal of R. If the quotient ring R/I is Cohen-Macaulay,
then we say I is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal. The ideal I is said to be height unmixed or
unmixed if height I = heightP for all P ∈ AssR(R/I).
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Let G be a graph over the vertex set [n] = {1, . . . ,n} and R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] the polyno-
mial ring in n variables over a field K.
Definition 1.13. The edge ideal I(G) of the graph G is the ideal of R generated by the
monomials xix j such that {i, j} ∈ E(G). The edge ring is the subalgebra of R which is
generated by the monomials {xix j : {i, j} ∈ E(G)} over K, denoted by K[G], i.e.,
K[G] = K[{xix j : {i, j} ∈ E(G)}].
If all the vertices of G are isolated, we set I(G) = (0). Since G has no loop, the edge
ideal I(G) is a squarefree monomial ideal generated in degree 2.
Definition 1.14. A graph G is said to be Cohen-Macaulay if the edge ideal I(G) is a
Cohen-Macaulay ideal.
Remark 1.15. In general, the Cohen-Macaulay property of a graph G depend on the field
K.
The next result establishes a one to one correspondence between the minimal vertex
cover of a graph and the minimal primes of the corresponding edge ideal.
Proposition 1.16. Let G be a graph over the vertex set [n] and R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] a poly-
nomial ring over a field K. If P is an ideal generated by {xi1, . . . ,xis}, then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) P is a minimal prime of I(G);
(ii) {i1, . . . , is} is a minimal vertex cover of G.
PROOF. Note that I(G)⊂ P if any only if {i1, . . . , is} is a vertex cover of G.
(i)⇒ (ii) is obvious.
(ii) ⇒ (i). Since I(G) is a monomial ideal, every associated prime of I(G) is an ideal
generated by some variables. Since I(G) ⊂ P and for any proper subset B of {i1, . . . , is},
B is not a vertex cover of G. We have P is a minimal prime of I(G). 
Corollary 1.17. Let G be a graph and I(G) its edge ideal. Then α0(G) = height I(G).
Definition 1.18. A graph G is unmixed if all minimal vertex covers of G have the same
cardinality.
Since any Cohen-Macaulay ideal in a polynomial ring is unmixed, we have:
Proposition 1.19. If G is a Cohen-Macaulay graph, then G is unmixed.
The class of Cohen–Macaulay graphs is huge. In [39], Villarreal gave several con-
structions of Cohen–Macaulay graphs. In particularly, he gave the following effective
description of Cohen–Macaulay trees and presented an interesting family of graphs con-
taining all Cohen–Macaulay trees.
Theorem 1.20 (Villarreal). Let T be a tree with vertex set V and edge set E. Then
T is Cohen–Macaulay if and only if |V | ≤ 2 or 2 < |V | = 2r and there are vertices
a1, . . . ,ar,b1, . . . ,br so that degai = 1, degbi ≥ 2, and {ai,bi} ∈ E for i = 1, . . . ,r.
Recently, Herzog and Hibi classified all Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graphs in [19] by
using the Alexander dual of some special simplicial complex (this kind of simplicial com-
plexes we will discuss later in Chapter 7). Their main result is
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Theorem 1.21 (Herzog-Hibi). Let G be a bipartite graph with vertex set V and edge set
E. Then G is Cohen–Macaulay if and only if after a suitable labelling of the vertices the
following conditions hold:
(i) V =V1∪V2 where V1 = {x1, . . . ,xn} and V2 = {y1, . . . ,yn};
(ii) {xi,yi} ∈ E for all i ∈ [n];
(iii) if {xi,y j} ∈ E, then i≤ j;
(iv) if {xi,y j},{x j,yk} ∈ E, with i < j < k, then {xi,yk} ∈ E.
For the proof of this theorem, the marriage problem is needed.
Note that Theorem 1.21 implies Theorem 1.20. In fact, any tree T is a bipartite graph.
By Theorem 1.21, T is Cohen–Macaulay if and only if after a suitable change of labelling
of vertices, it satisfies condition (i) to (iv). Since a tree has no loop, by (iv) we have: if
{xi,y j} ∈ E with i < j, then {x j,yk} ∈ E for any k > j; and if {x j,yk} ∈ E, then {xi,y j} ∈
E for any i < j. Thus we can rename the vertices as follows: For all i < j such that
{xi,y j} ∈ E we set ai = yi, bi = xi, a j = x j and b j = y j. Then these vertices satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 1.20.
CHAPTER 2
Simplicial complexes and quasi-trees
The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce some concepts of simplicial com-
plexes such as Stanley–Reisner ideal and facet ideal, and define the trees and quasi-trees
for simplicial complexes, both of them are generalizations of trees in graph case.
1. Stanley–Reisner ideals and facet ideals
In this section we recall the definition of simplicial complex, define the chains of a
simplicial complex and study two squarefree monomial ideals (Stanley–Reisner ideal and
facet ideal) associated to a simplicial complex.
Definition 2.1. A simplicial complex ∆ over a set of vertices V = {v1, . . . ,vn} is a collec-
tion of subsets of V with the property that vi ∈ ∆ for all i, and if F ∈ ∆ then all the subsets
of F are also in ∆ (including the empty set). An element of ∆ is called a f ace of ∆, and
the dimension of a face F is defined as |F |−1, where |F| is the number of vertices of F .
In particular, dim /0 = −1. The faces of dimension 0 and 1 are called vertices and edges,
respectively. The maximal faces of ∆ under inclusion are called facets. A nonface of ∆ is
a subset W of V with W ∈ ∆.
We denote the simplicial complex ∆ with the facets F1, . . . ,Fq by ∆= 〈F1, . . . ,Fq〉, and
the facet set of ∆ by F (∆). The simplicial complex with facets F1, . . . ,Fq is said to be
generated by F1, . . . ,Fq. A simplicial complex ∆ generated by only one facet is called a
simplex, note that /0 is also a simplex. A simplicial complex Γ is called a subcomplex of ∆
ifF (Γ)⊆F (∆).
The dimension of the simplicial complex ∆ is the maximal dimension of its facets,
that is
dim∆= max{dimF : F ∈ ∆}.
Definition 2.2. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex of dimension d. Then ∆ is called
(i) pure, if all of its facets have the same dimension;
(ii) connected, if for any two facets F and G there exists a sequence of facets F =
F0, . . . ,Fn = G, such that Fi ∩Fi+1 = /0 for all i = 0, . . . ,n− 1; we call this sequence a
chain between F and G, and n is called the length of this chain;
(iii) connected in codimension 1, if for any two facets F and G with dim(F)≥ dim(G),
there exists a chain C : F = F0, . . . ,Fn = G between F and G such that dim(Fi∩Fi+1) =
dim(Fi+1)−1 for all i = 0, . . . ,n−1.
The chain C (in Definition 2.2 (iii)) is called a proper chain. One can see that in a
proper chain dimFi+1 ≤ dimFi for i = 0, . . . ,n−1.
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Definition 2.3. A (proper) chain C between F and G is called irredundant if no proper
subsequence of C is a (proper) chain between F and G.
Remark 2.4. Any (proper) chain, after removing suitable facets in it, becomes an irre-
dundant (proper) chain. In fact, let C be a (proper) chain between F and G. The set of
(proper) subchains of C is with respect to inclusion a partially ordered non-empty set.
The minimal elements in this set are the irredundant (proper) chains between F and G.
It is clear that an irredundant proper chain need not to be an irredundant chain. For ex-
ample, F0 = {a,b,c},F1 = {a,c,d},F2 = {c,d,e} is an irredundant proper chain between
F0 and F2, but it is not an irredundant chain, since F0, F2 is also a chain between F0 and
F2.
Proposition 2.5. Let C : F = F0,F1, . . . ,Fn = G be a proper chain between F and G. If
C is irredundant, then Fj = Fk for j = k, and Fi∩Fi+1 ⊆ Fl ∩Fi for i = 1, . . . ,n−1, and
any l < i.
PROOF. Suppose there exists k > j such that Fj = Fk, then F0, . . . ,Fj,Fk+1, . . . ,Fn is a
proper subsequence of C and it is a proper chain between F and G, a contradiction.
Thus we may now assume Fj = Fk for j = k. Suppose there exists i ∈ [n− 1], such
that Fi∩Fi+1 ⊆ Fl ∩Fi for some l < i. Then
Fl ∩Fi+1 ⊇ (Fl ∩Fi)∩ (Fi∩Fi+1) = Fi∩Fi+1,
so dim(Fl∩Fi+1)≥ dim(Fi∩Fi+1) = dimFi+1−1. On the other hand, since Fl =Fi+1 both
are facets, and dimFi+1 ≤ dimFl , it follows that dim(Fl ∩Fi+1) ≤ dimFi+1− 1. Hence
dim(Fl ∩Fi+1) = dimFi+1− 1 = dim(Fi ∩Fi+1), together with Fl ∩Fi+1 ⊇ Fi ∩Fi+1, we
have Fl ∩Fi+1 = Fi∩Fi+1. Then F0, . . . ,Fl,Fi+1, . . . ,Fn is a proper subsequence of C , and
it is a proper chain between F and G, a contradiction. 
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex over the vertex set [n]. Let R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] denote the
polynomial ring in n variables over a field K. For any F = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ [n], xF denote the
monomial xi1 · · ·xik in R. There are two squarefree monomial ideals naturally associated
to this simplicial complex.
Definition 2.6. The ideal I∆=(xF : F is a nonface of ∆)⊂ S is called the Stanley–Reisner
ideal of ∆.
The Stanley–Reisner ring of ∆ (with respect to the field K) is the homogeneous K-
algebra K[∆] = K[x1, . . . ,xn]/I∆.
Note that I∆ is generated by squarefree monomials. On the other hand, if I⊂ (x1, . . . ,xn)2
is any ideal which is generated by squarefree monomials, then K[x1, . . . ,xn]/I ∼= K[∆] for
some simplicial complex ∆.
The dimension of a Stanley–Reisner ring can be easily determined.
Theorem 2.7. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex over the vertex set [n], and K a field. Then
I∆ =
⋂
F∈F (∆)
PFc.
In particular,
dimK[∆] = dim∆+1,
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where PFc denotes the prime ideal generated by all xi such that xi ∈ Fc and where Fc =
[n]\F.
One sees the proof for example in [2, Theorem 5.1.4].
Another squarefree monomial ideal associated to a simplicial complex is the so called
facet ideal, introduced by S.Faridi.
Definition 2.8. The ideal I(∆) = (xF : F is a facet of ∆) is called the facet ideal of ∆.
Let G be a graph. If G contains no isolated vertex, then the facet ideal of G coincides
with the edge ideal of G.
Now we introduce a very important concept related to simplicial complexes, called
Alexander dual, which plays an important role in the following chapters.
Definition 2.9. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. The simplicial complex
∆∨ = {[n]\F : F ∈ ∆}
is called the Alexander dual of ∆.
It is easy to see that (∆∨)∨ = ∆.
Definition 2.10. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. The simplicial complex
∆c = 〈[n]\F : F ∈F (∆)〉.
is called the complement of ∆.
We denote [n]\F by Fc. As usual, we use G(I) to denote the unique minimal gener-
ating system of the monomial ideal I. The following proposition gives a relation between
the Alexander dual and the complimentary of a simplicial complex.
Proposition 2.11. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. Then
I∆∨ = I(∆c).
PROOF. By definition, ∆∨ = 〈Fc : F is a minimal nonface of ∆〉. Furthermore, xG ∈
G(I∆∨) if and only if G is a minimal subset of [n] such that G ∈ ∆∨. This means that
Gc does not contain any minimal nonface of ∆, and for any proper subset H of G, the
complement Hc contains a minimal nonface of ∆. This is equivalent to say that any subset
of Gc is a face of ∆, and for any proper subset H of G, Hc is not a face of ∆. In another
words, Gc is a facet of ∆. Hence I(∆c) = I∆∨ , as required. 
Similar with the graph case, we have
Definition 2.12. A vertex cover of ∆ is a set G⊂ [n] such that G∩F = /0 for all F ∈F (∆).
A vertex cover G of ∆ is minimal, if any proper subset of G is not a vertex cover of ∆.
We denote by C (∆) the set of minimal vertex covers of ∆. If all the minimal vertex
cover of ∆ have the same cardinality, then we say ∆ is unmixed.
The proof of the following proposition is similar with the proof of Proposition 1.16.
Proposition 2.13. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex over the vertex set [n] and I(∆) the facet
ideal of ∆. Then an ideal P = (xi1, . . . ,xis) is a minimal prime of I(∆) if and only if
{i1, . . . , is} is a minimal vertex cover of ∆.
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For F = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ [n] set PF = (xi1, . . . ,xik), and let Γ be the unique simplicial
complex such that I∆ = I(Γ). Then
I∆ =
⋂
F∈C (Γ)
PF and I∆∨ = (xF : F ∈ C (Γ)).
By using Theorem 2.7 and Proposition 2.13, we have:
Corollary 2.14. A subset F of [n] is a facet of Γ if and only if Fc is a minimal vertex cover
of ∆.
2. Trees and quasi-trees
In this section we introduce the definition of higher dimensional trees and quasi-trees.
Both of them are extensions of the trees in the graph case.
In [15] Faridi introduced the notion of trees for higher dimensional simplicial com-
plexes. As we have seen in the graph case, a connected graph G is a tree if it has no
cycle, in another word, any subgraph of G has a leaf (an edge with a free vertex). First we
introduce the definition of leaf for an arbitrary simplicial complex.
Definition 2.15. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. A facet F of ∆ is called a leaf if either F
is the only facet of ∆, or there exists a facet G = F in ∆, such that F ∩H ⊆ F ∩G for any
H ∈F (∆), H = F . A facet G with this property is called a branch of F in ∆. The set of
all branches of F in ∆ is denoted by U∆(F).
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex with the vertex set [n] and F ∈F (∆). If i is a vertex of
F and i does not belong to any other facets of ∆, then we call i a free vertex of F in ∆. It
is clear that if F is a leaf of ∆, then F has at least one free vertex. But the converse is not
true, even if ∆ is pure.
For example, ∆= 〈{1,2,3},{3,4,5},{5,6,7}〉 is a pure simplicial complex, the facet
{3,4,5} has a free vertex 4, but it is not a leaf of ∆.
Remark 2.16. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. It is easy to see that F ∈F (∆) is a leaf of
∆ if and only if 〈F〉∩Γ is a simplex, where Γ= 〈F (∆)\{F}〉 is the subcomplex of ∆.
Lemma 2.17. Let C : F0, . . . ,Fn be an irredundant chain in a simplicial complex. Then
Fp∩Fq = /0 for any p ∈ {0, . . . ,n} and any q = p− 1, p, p+ 1. Furthermore, Fi is not a
leaf of Γ= 〈F0, . . . ,Fn〉 for i = 1, . . . ,n−1.
PROOF. Suppose there exists p ∈ {0, . . . ,n} and q > p+ 1 or q < p− 1, such that
Fp∩Fq = /0. We may assume that q > p+1, then F0, . . . ,Fp,Fq, . . . ,Fn is a chain between
F0 and Fn, a contradiction.
Suppose Fj is a leaf of Γ for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,n− 1}. Since Fj ∩ Fk = /0 for any
k = j−1, j, j+1, we have Fj−1∩Fj ⊆ Fj∩Fj+1 or Fj∩Fj+1 ⊆ Fj−1∩Fj. We may assume
that Fj−1∩Fj ⊆ Fj ∩Fj+1, then Fj−1∩Fj = (Fj−1∩Fj)∩ (Fj ∩Fj+1)⊆ Fj−1∩Fj+1. On
the other hand, since C is a chain, Fj−1∩Fj = /0, hence Fj−1∩Fj+1 = /0. It follows that
F0, . . . ,Fj−1,Fj+1, . . . ,Fn is a chain. This contradicts our assumption that C is irredundant.

We have seen that an irredundant proper chain need not to be an irredundant chain.
But as in Lemma 2.17 we also have:
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Lemma 2.18. Let C : F0, . . . ,Fn be an irredundant proper chain in a simplicial complex,
and let Γ= 〈F0, . . . ,Fn〉. Then Fi is not a leaf of Γ, for i = 1, . . . ,n−1.
PROOF. Suppose Fi is a leaf of Γ for some i ∈ [n− 1]. Then there exists an integer
k = i such that Fi∩Fi+1 ⊆ Fi∩Fk. Since C is an irredundant proper chain, it follows from
Proposition 2.5 that k > i.
For each k≥ i+1, we have dim(Fi∩Fi+1) = dimFi+1−1≥ dimFk−1≥ dim(Fi∩Fk).
It follows that Fi∩Fi+1 = Fi∩Fk. So F0, . . . ,Fi,Fk, . . . ,Fn is a proper chain between F0 and
Fn, a contradiction. 
Definition 2.19 (Faridi). Let ∆ be a connected simplicial complex. Then ∆ is called a
tree if every nonempty subcomplex of ∆ has a leaf. A simplicial complex ∆ with the
property that every connected component is a tree is called a forest.
As a main result of this section we want to characterize when a pure tree is connected
in codimension 1. For this purpose we recall the definitions of star and link of a face.
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex, and H a face of ∆. Then the star of H is the set
st∆H = {G ∈ ∆ : H ∪G ∈ ∆},
and the link of H is the set
lk∆H = {G ∈ ∆ : H ∪G ∈ ∆, H ∩G = /0}.
To simplify notation we occasionally omit the index ∆ in st∆ or lk∆. Note that lkH ⊂
stH, and both are simplicial complex. Furthermore, stH is a subcomplex of ∆. Indeed
one hasF (stH) = {F ∈F (∆) : H ⊂ F}, andF (lkH) = {F \H : F ∈F (stH)}.
We refer the reader to [2] to see that these notations are crucial in the analysis of the
local cohomology of a Stanley-Reisner ring.
Proposition 2.20. Let ∆ be a pure d-dimensional tree. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) for all G ∈ ∆ with dimG≤ d−2, lkG is connected;
(ii) ∆ is connected in codimension 1.
PROOF. (i)⇒(ii): Suppose ∆ is not connected in codimension 1. Then there exists
F,H ∈F (∆) such that there is no proper chain between F and H. Since ∆ is a tree, it
is connected, and hence there exists a chain F = H0,H1, . . . ,Hq = H between F and H.
Let a = min{dim(Hi ∩Hi+1) : i = 0, . . . ,q− 1}. Since this chain is not proper we have
0≤ a < d−1. We may assume that there is no other chain F = K0, . . . ,Kp = H in ∆, such
that min{dim(Ki ∩Ki+1) : i = 0, . . . , p− 1} > a, otherwise we take this chain instead of
H0, . . . ,Hq. Let {i1, . . . , im} ⊆ {0, . . . ,q} be the subset such that dim(Hi j ∩Hi j+1) = a, we
know that {i1, . . . , im} = /0. By the choice of our chain there must exist j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such
that there is no chain Hi j = E0,E1, . . . ,Es = Hi j+1 in ∆ such that min{dim(Ei∩Ei+1) : i =
0, . . . ,s−1}> a.
Let G = Hi j ∩Hi j+1, then dimG = a < d−1. We claim that lkG is not connected. In
fact, if lkG is connected, then there exists a chain Hi j =D0,D1, . . . ,Dl =Hi j+1 in stG such
that (Di\G)∩(Di+1\G) = /0, for any i= 1, . . . , l−1. This implies that dim(Di∩Di+1)> a
for any i = 1, . . . , l−1, a contradiction to the choice of j.
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(ii)⇒(i): Suppose there exists G ∈ ∆ with dimG ≤ d− 2, such that lkG is not con-
nected. Then there exist facets F and H in stG such that there is no chain between F \G
and H \G in lkG.
Since ∆ is connected in codimension 1, there exists an irredundant proper chain F =
H0,H1, . . . ,Hr = H between F and H. Since dimG ≤ d−2, it follows that (Hi∩Hi+1)\
G = /0, i = 0, . . . ,r− 1. Moreover not all Hi belong to stG, because otherwise F \G =
H0 \G,H1 \G, . . . ,Hr \G = H \G would be a chain between F \G and H \G in lkG.
Let l = min{ j ∈ {0, . . . ,r} : Hj+1 /∈ stG}, and let m = min{ j ∈ {l +2, . . . ,r} : Hj
∈ stG}. Now consider the sequence of facets Hl, . . . ,Hm. It is an irredundant proper chain
between Hl and Hm, and Hl,Hm ∈ stG, Hl+1, . . . ,Hm−1 /∈ stG.
Take the subcomplex Γ = 〈Hl, . . . ,Hm 〉 of ∆. Then this subcomplex has no leaf, and
so ∆ is not a tree, a contradiction. Indeed, since Hl, . . . ,Hm it is an irredundant proper
chain, it follows from Lemma 2.18 that Hi is not a leaf of Γ for i = l +1, . . . ,m−1. Now
consider the facet Hl , and let Hl ∩Hl+1 = K. Then K is a face of ∆ with dimension d−1.
Let {i}=Hl \Hl+1. Since Hl+1 /∈ stG, we have G ⊂K. On the other hand, since Hl ∈ stG,
we must have i ∈ G. Similarly we conclude that i ∈ Hm. That is to say, Hl has no free
vertex in Γ, and hence Hl is not a leaf of Γ. With the same argument we can show that Hm
is not a leaf of Γ. 
Corollary 2.21. Let ∆ be a pure d-dimensional tree and F a facet of ∆. If ∆ is connected
in codimension 1, then all the facets of 〈F〉∩ 〈F (∆)\{F}〉 are of dimension d−1.
PROOF. Suppose there exists a facet F of ∆, such that 〈F〉∩〈F (∆)\{F}〉 is not pure
of dimension d−1. Then there exists H ∈F (∆) such that F ∩H = G with dimG≤ d−2
and G ⊂ F ∩H ′ for all H ′ ∈F (∆)\{F}.
We claim lkG is not connected. In fact, assume lkG is connected, then, since L ∈
∆ belongs to F (stG) if and only if L \G ∈ F (lkG), there exists a sequence of facets
F = F0,F1, . . . ,Fr = H in stG such that (Fi \G)∩ (Fi+1 \G) = /0 for i = 0, . . . ,r− 1. We
may assume F1 = F . Since (F \G)∩ (F1 \G) = /0, G is a proper subset of F ∩F1, a
contradiction.
Now Proposition 2.20 implies ∆ is not connected in codimension 1, a contradiction to
our hypothesis. 
Remark 2.22. Let ∆ be a pure d-dimensional tree. Even if for any facet F of ∆, all
the facets of 〈F〉 ∩ 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉 are of dimension d − 1, ∆ may not be connected in
codimension 1.
For example, ∆ = 〈{1,2,3},{2,3,4},{3,5,6},{3,6,7}〉 is pure of dimension 2, and
for any facet F of ∆, the facets of 〈F〉 ∩ 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉 are of dimension 1, but ∆ is not
connected in codimension 1.
However we have:
Corollary 2.23. Let ∆ be a pure tree of dimension d and connected in codimension 1, F
a facet of ∆. Then Γ = 〈F (∆)\{F}〉 is connected in codimension 1 if and only if F is a
leaf of ∆.
PROOF. Assume F is a leaf of ∆. Let G and H be any two facets in Γ. Hence G,H ∈
F (∆). Since ∆ is connected in codimension 1, there exists an irredundant proper chain
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C : G = F0,F1, . . . ,Fl = H in ∆. By Lemma 2.18, Fi is not a leaf of 〈F0, . . . ,Fl〉 for all
i = 1, . . . , l−1. Since C is an irredundant proper chain in ∆, Fi is not a leaf of ∆. Hence
F = Fi for all i = 1, . . . , l− 1. Therefore C is a irredundant proper chain between G and
H in Γ. It follows that Γ is connected in codimension 1.
Now assume Γ is connected in codimension 1. By Corollary 2.21, 〈F〉∩Γ is a pure
simplicial complex of dimension d−1. Assume F is not a leaf of ∆. Then there exist two
facets H1 and H2 in Γ such that F∩H1 =F∩H2 and dim(F∩Hi)= d−1, i= 1,2. Let G=
H1∩H2. Then dimG = d−2. We may assume H1 = G∪{i1, i2} and H2 = G∪{i3, i4} and
F =G∪{i1, i4}, where i j are vertices. Since Γ is a pure tree and connected in codimension
1, by Proposition 2.20, lkΓG is connected. Let {i1, i2} = H1 \G = F1 \G, . . . ,Fl \G =
H2 \G = {i3, i4} be an irredundant chain between {i1, i2} and {i3, i4} in lkΓG. Then
the subcomplex 〈F,F1, . . . ,Fl〉 of ∆ has no leaf, a contradiction. Indeed, each vertex in
〈F,F1, . . . ,Fl〉 belongs to at least two facets of this subcomplex. 
Another consequence of Corollary 2.21 is
Proposition 2.24. Let ∆ be a pure tree which is connected in codimension 1, and has
more than one facet. Then ∆ has at least two leaves.
PROOF. Let dim∆ = d. Suppose ∆ has only one leaf. Let F1 be this leaf. Since ∆ is
connected and has more than one facet, there exists a facet G such that F1∩G = /0. Since ∆
is pure it follows from Corollary 2.21 that there exists a facet F2, such that F1∩G⊆F1∩F2
and dim(F1 ∩F2) = d− 1. Let F2 \F1 = {x}. Since F2 is not a leaf, there exists a facet
H, such that {x} ⊆ F2 ∩H. Again by Corollary 2.21 there exists a facet F3, such that
F2 ∩H ⊆ F2 ∩F3 and dim(F2 ∩F3) = d− 1. It is clear that F3 = F1. Since F3 is not a
leaf, by the same reason there exists a facet F4 = F2, and dim(F3∩F4) = d−1, and so on.
Since there are only finitely many facets, there exist integers i and j with j < i− 1 such
that Fi = Fj. If Fi−1∩Fi = Fj ∩Fj+1, then the subcomplex 〈Fj, . . . ,Fi−1〉 has no leaf. If
Fi−1∩Fi = Fj ∩Fj+1, then the subcomplex 〈Fj+1, . . . ,Fi−1〉 has no leaf. This contradicts
our assumption that ∆ is a tree. 
By definition, in a simplicial complex ∆ which is connected in codimension 1, for any
two facets F and G, there exists an irredundant proper chain between F and G. For a pure
tree we even have
Proposition 2.25. Let ∆ be a pure tree and connected in codimension 1. Then for any
two facets F and G, there exists a unique irredundant proper chain between F to G.
PROOF. Suppose C : F = F0, . . . ,Fn = G and C ′ : F = G0, . . . ,Gm = G are two dif-
ferent irredundant proper chains between F and G. Let l = min{ j : such that Fj = G j},
and k = min{i : i ≥ j + 1 and Fi = Gt for some t}. Then, since C and C ′ both are ir-
redundant, t > l and Gt = Gi for any i = t. Let Γ be a subcomplex of ∆, such that
Fl, . . . ,Fk−1,Gl, . . . ,Gt−1 ∈ Γ; if Fl−1∩Fl = Gl−1∩Gl , then let Fl−1 ∈ Γ; if Fk−1∩Fk =
Gt−1 ∩Gt , then let Fk ∈ Γ; and there are no other facet in Γ. By Lemma 2.18 one can
easily check that Γ has no leaf, a contradiction since ∆ is a tree. 
According to this proposition, we give the following definition:
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Definition 2.26. Let ∆ be a pure tree and connected in codimension 1. For any two facets
F and G, the length of the unique irredundant proper chain between F and G is called the
distance between F and G, and denoted by dist(F,G).
We call max{dist(F,G) : F and G are two facets of ∆} the diameter of ∆.
If ∆ is a pure forest and each connected component is connected in codimension 1,
then for any two facets F and G which lie in two different components, we set dist(F,G) =
∞.
Sometimes we consider a special simplicial complex which need not to be a tree, but
has some nice properties like a tree, we call it a quasi-tree.
Definition 2.27. A connected simplicial complex ∆ is called a quasi-tree, if there exists
an order F1, . . . ,Fn of the facets, such that Fi is a leaf of 〈F1, . . . ,Fi〉 for all i ∈ [n]. Such an
order is called a leaf order. A simplicial complex ∆with the property that every connected
component is a quasi-tree is called a quasi-forest.
Note that a quasi-tree may have several different leaf orders. It is clear that a tree is
a quasi-tree, since any subcomplex of a tree has a leaf. Hence for any tree there exists a
leaf order of facets. But a quasi-tree need not to be a tree.
For example, ∆= 〈{1,2,3},{2,3,4},{3,4,5},{2,4,6}〉 is a quasi-tree, but it is not a
tree, because the subcomplex 〈{1,2,3},{3,4,5},{2,4,6}〉 has no leaf.
Remark 2.28. If the simplicial complex ∆ has dimension 1, namely, ∆ is a graph, then ∆
is a tree if and only if ∆ is a quasi-tree.
As we have seen in Proposition 2.24, any pure connected in codimension 1 tree with
more than one facet has at least two leaves. In fact, in [16], Faridi proved that any tree
with more than one facet has at least two leaves. Her proof holds also for quasi-tree case.
For the convenience of the reader, we recall the proof of this property.
Proposition 2.29. Let ∆ be a quasi-tree with more than one facet. Then ∆ has at least
two leaves.
PROOF. Suppose ∆= 〈F1, . . . ,Fm〉, m≥ 2. We prove this proposition by induction on
m.
The case m = 2 follows from the definition of a leaf.
Suppose m > 2 and F1 is a leaf of ∆ with G1 one of its branch. Consider the subcom-
plex ∆′ = 〈F2, . . . ,Fm〉 of ∆. By induction hypothesis ∆′ has at least two distinct leaves,
say F2 and F3 are those two leaves. We may assume F2 = G1. We show that F2 is a leaf of
∆.
Let G2 be a branch of F2 in ∆′. For any i = 1,2, since F2 is a leaf of ∆′, we have
Fi∩F2 ⊆ G2∩F2. We need to verify this for i = 1. Since F1 is a leaf of ∆ with a branch
G1 and F2 = F1, we have F2∩F1 ⊆ G1∩F1. Intersecting both sides of this inclusion with
F2, we obtain
F2∩F1 ⊆ G1∩F1∩F2 ⊆ G1∩F2 ⊆ G2∩F2,
where the last inclusion holds because G1 = F2 and F2 is a leaf of ∆′ with a branch G2.
By the definition, F2 = F1 is a leaf of ∆. 
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Definition 2.30. A simplicial complex ∆ is called flag, if all minimal nonfaces of ∆ con-
sist of two elements, equivalently, I∆ is generated by quadratic monomials.
We also consider a simplex as a flag complex. Note that if ∆ has only two facets, then
∆ is flag.
Lemma 2.31. A quasi-forest is a flag complex.
PROOF. Let ∆ be a quasi-forest on [n] and fix a leaf ordering of the facets F1, . . . ,Ft
of ∆. We work by induction on t. Let t > 2. Since ∆′ = 〈F1, . . . ,Ft−1〉 is a quasi-forest,
by assumption of induction it follows that ∆′ is flag. Let Fk with k < t be a branch of Ft .
Then ∆′ consists of all faces G of ∆ with G∩ (Ft \Fk) = /0.
Suppose H is a minimal nonface of ∆ having at least three elements of [n]. Since H
is a nonface, there is p ∈ H with p ∈ Ft . If q ∈ Ft belongs to H, then {p,q} ∈ ∆. Thus
there is Fj with j = t such that {p,q} ⊂ Fj. Hence {q} ⊂ Ft ∩Fj. Thus q ∈ Fk. Hence
H ∩ (Ft \Fk) = /0. This shows that H is a minimal nonface of ∆′, a contradiction. 

CHAPTER 3
M-sequences and good leaves
In this chapter we introduce the notion of M-sequence, and show that any ideal gener-
ated by an M-sequence has sliding depth. For several special kinds of forests ∆, we show
that the facet ideal of ∆ is generated by an M-sequence.
1. M-sequences and sliding depth
The notion of M-sequence is given by Conca and Negri in [7]. In this section we shall
show that the ideal generated by an M-sequence has sliding depth.
Throughout this section R = K[x1, . . . ,xl] denotes the polynomial ring in l variables
over a field K.
Given a monomial m =∏rj=1 x
a j
i j in R. We say this product presentation of m is stan-
dard, if i1 < i2 < · · · < ir and a1 > 0, . . . ,ar > 0. Of course if we change the numbering
of the variables the standard presentation of m also changes. In the following, unless
otherwise stated, we always write the monomials in standard form.
Definition 3.1. A sequence of monomials m1, . . . ,ms in R is said to be an M-sequence if
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s there exists a numbering of the variables such that if mi = xa1i1 · · ·x
ar
ir and
whenever xik |m j for some 1≤ k ≤ r and i < j, then xakik · · ·x
ar
ir |m j.
Remark 3.2. In the definition of M-sequence, for each mi the numbering of the variables
may depend on i.
The following lemma follows immediately from the definition of M-sequence.
Lemma 3.3. Let m1, . . . ,ms be an M-sequence in a set of indeterminates x. Then
(i) every subsequence of m1, . . . ,ms is an M-sequence;
(ii) if m is a monomial such that m|m1, then m1/m,m2, . . . ,ms is an M-sequence.
Before we state the main result of this section, we recall the definition of sliding depth
introduced by Herzog–Vasconcelos–Villarreal [26].
Definition 3.4. Let I ⊂ R be a graded ideal. Let K be the Koszul complex on a homoge-
neous set a= {a1, . . . ,as} of generators of I, and denote by Hi(K) the homology modules
of K. We say I has sliding depth if
depthHi(K)≥ l− s+ i for all i.
It can be shown that the definition does not depend on the choice of the generators.
We want to prove that any ideal generated by an M-sequence has sliding depth. For
this we need the following two lemmata:
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Lemma 3.5. Let m1, . . . ,ms be homogeneous polynomials in R. If there exists 1 ≤ r <
l such that m2, . . . ,ms ∈ K[x1, . . . ,xr] and m1 ∈ K[xr+1, . . . ,xl], then m1 is regular on
Hi([2,s];R) for all i, where Hi([2,s];R) is the Koszul homology Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R) of m2, . . . ,ms.
PROOF. We want to show m1 is not a zero-divisor of Hi([2,s];R) for all i, that is to
say, m1 /∈⋃P∈Ass(Hi([2,s];R))P for all i.
Let R1 = K[x1, . . . ,xr]. Since Hi([2,s];R)∼= Hi([2,s];R1)⊗R1 R, we have
Ass(Hi([2,s];R)) = {P′R | P′ ∈ Ass(Hi([2,s];R1)}.
Since m1 ∈ K[xr+1, . . . ,xl], m2, . . . ,ms ∈ K[x1, . . . ,xr] = R1, we have m1 ∈ P′R for any
P′ ∈ Ass(Hi([2,s];R1)), hence m1 /∈⋃P∈Ass(Hi([2,s];R))P for all i as required. 
Lemma 3.6 (depth lemma). Let 0 → N → M → L → 0 be a short exact sequence of
graded R-modules. Then
(i) if depthM < depthL, thendepthN = depthM;
(ii) if depthM = depthL, then depthN ≥ depthM;
(iii) if depthM > depthL, then depthN = depthL+1.
This well-known lemma can be found for example in [38, Corollary A.6.3] or [9,
Corollary 18.6].
In the following we assume that if m1, . . . ,ms is an M-sequence, then the variables are
numbered such that m1 = xa1i1 · · ·x
an
in satisfies the condition in the definition of M-sequence.
Now we show the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.7. Let R = K[x1, . . . ,xl] be the polynomial ring in l variables over a field
K, and m1, . . . ,ms monomials in R. If m1, . . . ,ms is an M-sequence, then the ideal I =
(m1, . . . ,ms) has sliding depth in R.
PROOF. We prove this theorem by induction on s.
If s = 1, then the Koszul complex looks like
K : 0 −−−→ R m1−−−→ R −−−→ 0,
which gives H0(K) =R/m1R, depthR/m1R= l−1. And depthH1(K) = depth(0 :R m1) =
depth0 = ∞. So I = (m1) has sliding depth.
Suppose the assertion holds for any M-sequence with up to s−1 (s≥ 2) monomials.
Now let m1, . . . ,ms be an M-sequence of length s, and let m1 = xa1i1 · · ·x
an
in .
We consider three cases:
Case 1. There exists some j with 2 ≤ j ≤ s such that xi1|m j. Then by the definition
of M-sequences, we have m1|m j. Hence I = (m1, . . . ,ms) = (m1, . . . ,m j−1,m j+1, . . . ,ms).
By Lemma 3.3, m1, . . . ,m j−1,m j+1, . . . ,ms is an M-sequence. Hence I has sliding depth
by the induction hypothesis.
Case 2. xik  |m j for all 1≤ k ≤ n and all 2≤ j ≤ s. By [2, Corollary 1.6.13], we have
the exact sequence
· · · −−−→ Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R) m1−−−→ Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R) −−−→ Hi(m1, . . . ,ms;R)
−−−→ Hi−1(m2, . . . ,ms;R) m1−−−→ Hi−1(m2, . . . ,ms;R) −−−→ ·· · .
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By Lemma 3.5, m1 is regular on Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R) for all i. Hence we have
Hi(m1, . . . ,ms;R)∼= Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R)/m1Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R) for all i.
By Lemma 3.3 and induction hypothesis, we have
depthHi(m2, . . . ,ms;R)≥ l− (s−1)+ i for all i.
Hence
depthHi(m1, . . . ,ms;R) = depthHi(m2, . . . ,ms;R)−1≥ l− (s−1)+ i−1 = l− s+ i.
That is to say, I = (m1, . . . ,ms) has sliding depth.
Case 3. There exists 1≤ t < n such that xik  |m j for all 1≤ k≤ t and all 2≤ j≤ s, and
there exists 2≤ j≤ s such that xit+1|m j. By the definition of M-sequences, xat+1it+1 · · ·x
an
in |m j.
Let Z1 ⊂ {x1, . . . ,xl} be all the indeterminates which appear in m2, . . . ,ms, and Z2 =
{xi1, . . . ,xit}. Then Z1 ∩Z2 = /0. Let y1 = xat+1it+1 · · ·x
an
in , y2 = x
a1
i1 · · ·x
at
it . Then m1 = y2y1.
Let I1 = (y1,m2, . . . ,ms) = (y1,m2, . . . ,m j−1,m j+1, . . . ,ms). By Lemma 3.3 (i) and (ii),
y1,m2, . . . ,m j−1,m j+1, . . . ,ms is an M-sequence with s−1 monomials. Hence the ideal I1
has sliding depth by induction hypothesis.
We have the following short exact sequence
0→ Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R)m1 → Hi(m1, . . . ,ms;R)→ Hi−1(m2, . . . ,ms;R)m1 → 0,(1)
where for any R-module N and any f ∈ R, Nf = N/ f N and N f = {m ∈ N : f m = 0}.
Hence by using the next lemma and the depth lemma we have
depthHi(m1, . . . ,ms;R)≥ l− s+ i for all i.

As in Lemma 3.5, to simplify the notation, in the following lemma we again write
Hi(m2, . . . ,ms;R) as Hi([2,s];R).
Lemma 3.8. We use the notation as in Proposition 3.7. Then the following holds:
(i) depthHi([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− s+ i+1, and depthHi([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− s+ i+1 for all
i;
(ii) depthHi([2,s];R)m1 ≥ l− s+ i, and depthHi([2,s];R)m1 ≥ l− s+ i+1 for all i.
PROOF. (i) We have
0−→ Hi([2,s];R)y1 −→ Hi(y1,m2 . . . ,ms;R)−→ Hi−1([2,s];R)y1 −→ 0,(2)
The exact sequence:
0−→ Hi([2,s];R)y1 −→ Hi([2,s];R) y1−−−→ Hi([2,s];R)−→ Hi([2,s];R)y1 −→ 0
breaks into two exact sequences
0−→ y1Hi([2,s];R)−→ Hi([2,s];R)−→ Hi([2,s];R)y1 −→ 0(3)
and
0−→ Hi([2,s];R)y1 −→ Hi([2,s];R)−→ y1Hi([2,s];R)−→ 0(4)
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We prove (i) by induction on i. Let i = 0. By induction hypothesis H0([2,s];R) =
R/(m2, . . . ,ms) has depth ≥ l− (s−1). Since y1|m j for some 2≤ j ≤ s, we have
H0([2,s];R)y1 = R/(y1,m2, . . . ,ms) = R/(y1,m2, . . . , m̂ j, . . . ,ms)
is the 0-th Koszul homology of the ideal I1 = (y1,m2, . . . ,ms) = (y1,m2, . . . , m̂ j, . . . ,ms).
Hence depthH0([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l−(s−1). Together with (3) and the depth lemma, we have
depthy1H0([2,s];R)≥ l− (s−1).
Then (4) and the depth lemma imply that
depthH0([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− (s−1).
Now let i > 0. Since by induction hypothesis
depthHi−1([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− s+(i−1)+1 = l− s+ i,
and since
depthHi(y1,m2 . . . ,ms;R)≥ l− (s−1)+ i,
sequence (2) and Lemma 3.6 imply that
depthHi([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− (s−1)+ i.
By using (3) and the fact depthHi([2,s];R)≥ l− (s−1)+ i, we conclude that
depthHi([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− (s−1)+ i.
(ii) Recall that m1 = y2y1. We have the exact sequence
0−→ Hi([2,s];R)y1 −→ Hi([2,s];R)m1 −→ Hi([2,s];R)y2 −→ 0.(5)
Since y2 ∈ K[Z2] and m2, . . . ,ms ∈ K[Z1] and Z1∩Z2 = /0. By Lemma 3.5, y2 is regular on
Hi([2,s];R). Hence we have
depthHi([2,s];R)y2 = depthHi([2,s];R)−1≥ l− (s−1)+ i−1 = l− s+ i.
Hence by (i), exact sequence (5) and the depth lemma we have
depthHi([2,s];R)m1 ≥ l− s+ i.
Since depthHi([2,s];R)y1 ≥ l− s+ i+ 1 and m1 = y1y2 we have depthHi([2,s];R)m1 ≥
l− s+ i+1. 
2. New classes of M-sequences
In this section, we will show that the facet ideals of some special kinds of forests are
generated by M-sequences. Hence the facet ideals of these forests have sliding depth. For
this, we need a new concept called “good leaf”.
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex. Suppose F is a leaf of ∆. It is clear that F need not to
be a leaf of all subcomplexes of ∆ which contains F . For example, let
∆= {{1,2,3},{1,3,4},{3,4,5},{4,6,7}}.
Then {3,4,5} is a leaf of ∆. But it is not a leaf of the subcomplex
{{1,2,3},{3,4,5},{4,6,7}}.
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Definition 3.9. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex and F a facet of ∆. If F is a leaf of all
subcomplexes of ∆ which contain F , then we say that F is a good leaf of ∆.
A good leaf is obviously a leaf. On the other hand, if F is a leaf of ∆, but it is not a
leaf of some subcomplex which contains F , then we say F is a bad leaf of ∆.
To see whether a leaf of a simplicial complex is a good leaf or not, we have the
following useful fact:
Lemma 3.10. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex, F a facet of ∆. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) F is a good leaf of ∆;
(ii) the set {F ∩H : H ∈F (∆)} is totally ordered by inclusion.
PROOF. The case that ∆ is a simplex is trivial. We may assume that ∆ contains at least
two facets.
(i)⇒ (ii): Assume there exist facets H1 and H2 such that F∩H1 ⊆F∩H2 and F∩H2 ⊆
F ∩H1. Then F is not a leaf of {F,H1,H2}, this contradicts that F is a good leaf.
(ii)⇒ (i): Let ∆′ = {F,F1, . . . ,Fs} be any subcomplex of ∆ which contains the facet F .
Since the set {F ∩H : H ∈F (∆)} is totally ordered, we may assume F ∩F1 ⊆ F ∩F2 ⊆
·· · ⊆ F ∩Fs. Hence F is a leaf of ∆′ with a branch Fs. By definition, F is a good leaf of
∆. 
Throughout this section we assume ∆ is a simplicial complex on the vertex set [n] and
R is the polynomial ring K[x1, . . . ,xn], where K is a field. Let F be a facet of ∆. As before,
we write xF for the monomial ∏i∈F xi in R.
Proposition 3.11. Let ∆= 〈F1, . . . ,Fm〉 be a simplicial complex. If for each i∈ [m], Fi is a
good leaf of the subcomplex 〈Fi, . . . ,Fm〉, then xF1, . . . ,xFm is an M-sequence. In particular
I(∆) has sliding depth.
PROOF. We prove this proposition by induction on m. The case m = 1 is trivial.
Assume m > 1. Let ∆′ = 〈F2, . . . ,Fm〉. By induction hypothesis, xF2, . . . ,xFm is an M-
sequence. Since F1 is a good leaf of ∆, by Lemma 3.10, there exists a permutation
i2, . . . , im of 2, . . . ,m such that F1∩Fi2 ⊇ ·· · ⊇ F1∩Fim .
We renumber the vertices in a way such that for any 2≤ j≤m, the vertices that appear
in F1∩Fi j−1 \F1∩Fi j are smaller than the vertices in F1∩Fi j (we set F1 = Fi1). Now we
write xF1 = xk1 · · ·xkq in standard form (with respect to this new numbering), and claim it
satisfies the M-sequence condition.
If for all i, xki  |xFj for any 2 ≤ j ≤ m, then there is nothing to prove. If there exists
some l ≤ q and some 2≤ j≤m such that xkl |xFj (i.e., kl ∈ F1∩Fj), then in our numbering,
we have kp ∈ F1∩Fj for all l < p ≤ q. Hence xkl · · ·xkq |xFj . Together with the induction
hypothesis that xF2, . . . ,xFm is an M-sequence, we have xF1, . . . ,xFm is an M-sequence.
Hence the assertion holds. 
Corollary 3.12. Let ∆ be any 1-dimensional forest. The facet ideal of ∆ is generated by
an M-sequence.
PROOF. Let ∆= 〈F1, . . .Fm〉 such that Fi is a leaf of the subcomplex 〈Fi, . . .Fm〉. Since
∆ has dimension 1, it is obvious that Fi is a good leaf of 〈Fi, . . .Fm〉. Hence by Proposition
3.11, the facet ideal I = (xF1, . . . ,xFm) is generated by the M-sequence xF1, . . . ,xFm . 
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Now we want to show that the facet ideal of any two dimensional forest is generated
by an M-sequence. We show this by showing that any two dimensional forest has at least
one good leaf. For this, we need the following two lemmata.
Lemma 3.13. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex and F a bad leaf of ∆. Then there exist facets
G and H such that F ∩G ⊆ F ∩H and F ∩H ⊆ F ∩G.
PROOF. The assertion follows immediately from Lemma 3.10. 
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex and F a leaf of ∆. If dimF = 1, then F is a good leaf
of ∆. If dimF = 2, then F is a bad leaf if and only if there exist facets Fb,G,H such that
F ∩Fb = {i, j}, F ∩G = {i} and F ∩H = { j}, where i and j are two different vertices of
∆.
Lemma 3.14. Let ∆ be a two dimensional forest, and F, Fb, G and H as above. Then at
least one of Fb∩G and Fb∩H is a vertex.
PROOF. First i ∈ Fb∩G and j ∈ Fb∩H. Assume Fb∩G and Fb∩H both are edges,
say Fb∩G = {i,k} and Fb∩H = { j, l}. We have dimFb ≤ 2, since dim∆= 2, and since
F is a bad leaf, its branch Fb is of dimension 2. Hence since i = j, we must have k = l. It
follows that G∩H = {k}. Hence the subcomplex {F,G,H} has no leaf. This contradicts
that ∆ is a forest. 
Lemma 3.15. Let ∆ be a forest, F a bad leaf of ∆, Fb a branch of F. Then F is not a
good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{Fb}〉.
PROOF. By Lemma 3.13, there exist facet G and H such that F ∩G ⊆ F ∩H and
F ∩H ⊆ F ∩G. Since Fb is a branch of F , we have F ∩G⊆ F ∩Fb and F ∩H ⊆ F ∩Fb.
Hence the set {F ∩K | K ∈F (∆) \ {Fb}} is not totally ordered. By Lemma 3.10, F is
not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{Fb}〉. 
In the assumption of the following lemma, we need the fact that any tree with more
than one facet has at least two leaves (see Proposition 2.29).
Lemma 3.16. Let ∆ be a two dimensional forest with more than one facet, F1, F2 two
bad leaves of ∆. If F2 is a good leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F1}〉, then F1 and F2 have a branch in
common.
PROOF. First, the branches of F1 can not be edges, since F1 is a bad leaf.
We want to show there exists a branch of F1 whose intersection with F2 is an edge.
Assume this is not the case. Let Fb1 be a branch of F1. There are two cases to be consid-
ered. Case 1: F2∩Fb1 = /0. In this case, since F1 is a leaf, we have F2∩F1 = /0. Hence by
Lemma 3.10, we have that F2 is a bad leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F1}〉. Case 2: F2∩Fb1 is a vertex{i}. If {i} ∈ F1, then F2 ∩F1 = /0. As in case 1, F2 is a bad leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F1}〉. If
{i} ∈ F1, then F1∩F2 = Fb1 ∩F2 = {i}. Since F2 is a bad leaf of ∆, using Lemma 3.10 and
the fact F1∩F2 = Fb1 ∩F2, we have F2 is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\ {F1}〉. Hence there
exists a branch of F1 which is also a branch of F2. 
To conclude that any two dimensional forest has at least one good leaf, we also need
the following two lemmata:
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Lemma 3.17. Let ∆ be a forest of arbitrary dimension, F a bad leaf of ∆ and G ∈F (∆)
a non-leaf of ∆. If G is a leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉, then G is a branch of F.
PROOF. Suppose G is not a branch of F . Let Fb be a branch of F . Then G = Fb and
F ∩G⊆ F ∩Fb. Hence F ∩G = F ∩G∩G⊆ F ∩Fb∩G⊆ Fb∩G.
Since G is a leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉, there exists a facet H = G,F such that G∩K ⊆
G∩H, for any K = G,F . In particular for K = Fb we have G∩Fb ⊆ G∩H, and hence
G∩F ⊆ G∩H. This implies that G is a leaf of ∆, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.18. Let ∆ be a forest of arbitrary dimension, F a bad leaf of ∆, Fb a branch of
F. Then Fb is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉.
PROOF. Since F is a leaf of ∆ and Fb is a branch of F , we have F ∩G ⊆ Fb∩G for
any facet G = F of ∆. Assume Fb is a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. Since F is a bad leaf
of ∆, there exist facets H and K such that F ∩H ⊆ F ∩K and F ∩K ⊆ F ∩H. Since by
Lemma 3.10, the set S = {Fb∩G : G ∈F (∆)\{F}} is totally ordered, we may assume
Fb∩H ⊆ Fb∩K. Let i ∈ (F ∩H)\ (F ∩K). Then i ∈ Fb∩H ⊆ Fb∩K. Since i ∈ F and
i ∈ K we have i ∈ F ∩K, a contradiction. 
Corollary 3.19. Let ∆ be a forest of arbitrary dimension, F a bad leaf of ∆ and G∈F (∆)
a non-leaf of ∆. Then G is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉.
Proposition 3.20. Any two dimensional forest has at least one good leaf.
PROOF. Suppose ∆ is a two dimensional forest with m facets. We prove the assertion
by induction on m.
The case m = 1 is trivial. Assume m > 1. Suppose ∆ has no good leaf. Let F be a bad
leaf of ∆. Remove F from ∆. By Corollary 3.19, no non-leaf of ∆ becomes a good leaf
of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. Hence the induction hypothesis implies that there exists a bad leaf G of
∆, such that G is a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. By Lemma 3.16, F and G have a branch
in common, say Fb = {i, j,k} is this branch with F ∩Fb = {i, j} and G∩Fb = { j,k}.
By Lemma 3.15, we have F and G are not good leaves of 〈F (∆) \ {Fb}〉. Since ∆ is a
forest and F , G are leaves of ∆, we have H ∩Fb = H ∩F or H ∩Fb = H ∩G for any
facet H = F,G of ∆. Hence when we move Fb away from ∆, no non-leaf of ∆ becomes
a leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {Fb}〉, and no bad leaf of ∆ becomes a good leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {Fb}〉.
Therefore there is a forest 〈F (∆) \ {Fb}〉 with m− 1 facets which has no good leaf, a
contradiction. 
Corollary 3.21. Let ∆ be a 2-dimensional forest. Then the facet ideal of ∆ is generated
by an M-sequence.
PROOF. Using the previous proposition, there exists an order F1, . . . ,Fm of the facets
of ∆ such that Fi is a good leaf of the subcomplex 〈Fi, . . . ,Fm〉 for all i ∈ [m]. By Proposi-
tion 3.11, the facet ideal I =(xF1, . . . ,xFm) of ∆ is generated by the M-sequence xF1, . . . ,xFm .

In the remaining of this section, we will show that any pure tree which is connected
in codimension 1 has at least one good leaf.
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Lemma 3.22. Let ∆ be a pure simplicial complex of dimension d, F and Fi facets of ∆,
i = 1,2,3. If dim(F ∩Fi) = d−1 and F ∩Fi are pairwise distinct, then ∆ is not a tree.
PROOF. Suppose F = {i0, i1, . . . , id}, F1 = {i, i1, . . . , id}, F2 = {i0, j, i2, . . . , id} and
F3 = {i0, i1,k, i3, . . . , id}, where i0, i, j, k are different vertices of ∆. Consider the sub-
complex ∆′ = 〈F1,F2,F3〉 of ∆. Since F1∩F2 ⊆ F1∩F3 and F1∩F3 ⊆ F1∩F2, F1 is not a
leaf of ∆′. With the same argument, one sees that F2, F3 are not leaves of ∆′. Hence ∆ is
not a tree. 
Lemma 3.23. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional pure tree which is connected in codimension 1.
If F is a leaf with only one branch Fb, then 〈F〉∩〈F (∆)\{F,Fb}〉 is contained in a face
of 〈F〉 with dimension ≤ d−2.
PROOF. Assume the assertion is not true. Since F is a leaf and Fb is the unique
branch of F , there exist facets G and H such that F ∩G ⊆ F ∩H, F ∩H ⊆ F ∩G and
(F ∩G)∪ (F ∩H) is not contained in any (d−2)-dimensional face of F . By Proposition
2.25 there exist irredundant proper chains H = H0, . . . ,Hm = Fb and G = G0, . . . ,GL =
Fb from H and G to Fb, respectively. Since F ∩H ⊆ F ∩G and (F ∩G)∪ (F ∩H) is
not contained in any (d− 2)-dimensional face of 〈F〉, we have Hm−1∩Fb = Gl−1∩Fb,
otherwise the subcomplex 〈H0, . . . ,Hm〉 has no leaf. But then we have four facets Fb and
F , Hm−1, Gl−1 satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.22, this contradicts that ∆ is a tree. 
Lemma 3.24. Let ∆ be a pure tree which is connected in codimension 1. If F is a bad
leaf of ∆ with only one branch Fb, then Fb is not a leaf of ∆.
PROOF. Since ∆ has a bad leaf, it has at least 4 facets. Let H = F,Fb be any facet of
∆. Since ∆ is connected in codimension 1 there is a proper chain between H and F . Since
Fb is the unique branch of F , it must belong to this chain, and hence it is not a leaf. 
Lemma 3.25. Let ∆ be a pure tree which is connected in codimension 1. If F is a bad
leaf with only one branch, then any bad leaf of ∆ is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉.
PROOF. Let Fb be the branch of F with {i}= Fb \F and K = F a bad leaf of ∆. By
Lemma 3.24, K = Fb. Since F is a bad leaf of ∆, there exist facets G and H such that
F ∩G ⊆ F ∩H and F ∩H ⊆ F ∩G. It is clear that G and H can not both contain the
vertex i, otherwise the subcomplex {F,G,H} of ∆ has no leaf. Assume i ∈H. By Lemma
3.23, 〈F〉 ∩ 〈F (∆) \ {F,Fb}〉 is contained in a face B of 〈F〉 with dimB ≤ d− 2. Let
H = H0, . . . ,Hm = Fb and G = G0, . . . ,GL = Fb be irredundant proper chains from H and
G to Fb, respectively. There are two cases:
Case 1. Fb is a branch of K. Since F has only one branch, we have F ∩Fb = K∩Fb.
Since ∆ is a tree and F has only one branch, by Lemma 3.22 we have K ∩Fb = Hm−1∩
Fb = Gl−1∩Fb. Hence dim(F ∩K) = d− 2 and B = F ∩K. Therefore K ∩H ⊆ K ∩G
and K∩G ⊆ K∩H. This shows that K is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉.
Case 2. Fb is not a branch of K. If i ∈ K, then we have F ∩K = Fb ∩K. Since K
is a bad leaf of ∆, by Lemma 3.10, we have K is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. Now
assume i ∈ K. Since K is a bad leaf of ∆, there exists a facet D such that
K∩F ⊆ K∩D and K∩D ⊆ K∩F(6)
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If i ∈ D, then (6) also holds after replacing F by Fb. Hence K is not a good leaf of
〈F (∆) \ {F}〉. Now we may assume i ∈ D. We claim there exists a facet N of ∆ such
that B ⊂ N and i ∈ N. Otherwise there exist facets F1 and F2 such that i ∈ F1 ∩F2 but
F1∩F ⊆ F2∩F and F2∩F ⊆ F1∩F . Hence the subcomplex {F,F1,F2} of ∆ has no leaf,
a contradiction. Hence we have K ∩F ⊆ K ∩N. By using (6), we have K ∩N ⊆ K ∩D.
On the other hand, since i ∈ K∩D and i ∈ K∩N, we have K∩D ⊆ K∩N. Hence K is not
a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. 
Lemma 3.26. Let ∆ be a pure tree and connected in codimension 1, F a bad leaf with
more than one branch. If G is a bad leaf of ∆, then G is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉.
PROOF. By Lemma 3.18, we may assume G is not a branch of F . If F∩G = /0, then it
is clear G is not a good leaf of ∆\{F}. If F ∩G = /0, then let F1, F2 be any two branches
of F with {i1} = F1 \F , {i2} = F2 \F and {i} = F \Fi, i = 1,2. We claim i1, i2 can not
both in G. Otherwise, Fi is not a leaf of the subcomplex 〈F1,F2,G〉, since it has no free
vertex, for i = 1,2; and G is not a leaf of 〈F1,F2,G〉 either, since F1 ∩G ⊆ F2 ∩G and
F2∩G ⊆ F1∩G. This contradicts that ∆ is a tree. We may assume i1 ∈ G. Then since F
is a leaf of ∆, i ∈ G, we have G∩F = G∩F1. Since G is a bad leaf of ∆, by Lemma 3.10,
we have G is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. 
Proposition 3.27. Any pure tree which is connected in codimension 1 has at least one
good leaf.
PROOF. Let ∆ be a pure tree with m facets which is connected in codimension 1. We
prove this proposition by induction on m. The case m = 1 is trivial. Let m > 1. Assume ∆
has no good leaf. Let F be any leaf of ∆. There are two cases:
Case 1. F has more than one branch. By Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 3.18, any non-leaf
of ∆ is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. By Lemma 3.26, any bad leaf of ∆ is not a good
leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉. Hence 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉 is a tree with m− 1 facets having no good
leaf. This contradicts our induction hypothesis.
Case 2. F has only one branch. Let Fb be the unique branch of F in ∆. By Lemma
3.17 and Lemma 3.18, any non-leaf of ∆ will not become a good leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉.
By Lemma 3.24, Fb is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉. And by Lemma 3.25, any bad
leaf of ∆ is not a good leaf of 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉. Hence 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉 is a tree with m− 1
facets having no good leaf. Again, a contradiction. 
Hence again it follows
Corollary 3.28. Let ∆ be a pure forest. If each component of ∆ is connected in codimen-
sion 1, then the facet ideal of ∆ is generated by an M-sequence.
In [7], the following theorem is shown.
Theorem 3.29 (Conca–Negri). Let I be a homogeneous ideal of the ring R. Suppose
that there exists a monomial order <, such that in<(I) is generated by an M-sequence
m1, . . . ,ms. Then
(i) R(I) and grI(R) =
⊕
∞
i=0 Ii/Ii+1 are Cohen–Macaulay;
(ii) if mi is squarefree for all i ∈ [s], then grI(R) is reduced.
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Since the facet ideal of a simplicial complex is generated by squarefree monomials,
by using Theorem 3.29, Corollary 3.12, Corollary 3.21 and Corollary 3.28 we have
Corollary 3.30. Let ∆ be a forest and I the facet ideal of ∆. If dim(∆) ≤ 2 or ∆ is pure
and each component is connected in codimension 1, then
(i) I has sliding depth;
(ii) R(I) is Cohen–Macaulay;
(iii) grI(R) is reduced.
In general, we believe that any forest has at least one good leaf. If this is the case, then
the facet ideal I of any forest ∆ is generated by an M-sequence, and hence the conclusions
of Corollary 3.30 would hold for any forest.
CHAPTER 4
Facet ideals
In this chapter we study the resolutions of the facet ideals of trees. We show that the
Koszul homology of the facet ideal I of a tree ∆ is generated by the homology classes of
monomial cycles. In case ∆ is a graph, we determine the projective dimension and the
regularity of I. If ∆ is connected in codimension 1, then the graded Betti numbers of I
satisfy an alternating sum property. We will also classify all trees whose facet ideal has a
linear resolution.
1. On the Koszul cycles of the facet ideal of a tree
Let R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] be the polynomial ring in n variables over a field K and M an
R-module. We denote the Koszul complex K.(x,M) of M with respect to the sequence
x1, . . . ,xn by K.(M), and for the modules of Koszul cycles, Koszul boundaries and the
Koszul homology we write Z.(M), B.(M) and H.(M), respectively.
For this section, the following concept is important.
Definition 4.1. A graph Γ with vertex set [n] and edges {1, i} for i = 2, . . . ,n is called a
bouquet. We denote this bouquet by (1;2 . . . ,n). The vertex 1 is called the root, and for
i = 2, . . . ,n the vertices i is called a flower and the edge {1, i} a stem of this bouquet.
Let G be a graph. If a subgraph Γ of G is a bouquet, then we say Γ is a bouquet of G.
For simplicity, in the remaining of this section, any simplicial complex has the ver-
tex set [n]. For a facet F = {i1, . . . , is} in ∆, as before we denote by xF = xi1 · · ·xis the
monomial in R corresponding to F .
For the proof of the main result of this section which describes the Koszul cycles of
certain monomial ideals, we need the following general result on the shifts in the res-
olution of a Zn-graded module: Let M be a finite Zn-graded R-module with minimal
Z
n
-graded free resolution
· · · −−−→ ⊕a∈Zn R(−a)b1a −−−→ ⊕a∈Zn R(−a)b0a −−−→ M −−−→ 0.
The numbers bia are called the multigraded Betti numbers of M.
We define the support of an element a∈Zn to be the set suppa = {i : ai = 0}. Without
ambiguity, we may set suppxa = suppa for any non-zero monomial. We set Zn+ = {a ∈
Z
n : ai ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,n}. Then we have
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a torsion-free Zn-graded R-module, and y1, . . . ,ys a minimal ho-
mogeneous generating system of M. Suppose that supp(degyi)⊆ Zn+ and t /∈ supp(degyi)
for i = 1, . . . ,s. Then t /∈ suppa for all non-zero multigraded Betti numbers bia of M.
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PROOF. We prove the assertion by induction on projdim(M). If projdim(M) = 0,
then the assertion is obvious. Now assume projdim(M) > 0, and let
F : · · · −−−→ ⊕a∈Zn R(−a)b1a −−−→ ⊕a∈Zn R(−a)b0a −−−→ M −−−→ 0.
be the minimal multigraded free R resolution of M, and ε : F0 → M the augmentation
map.
Obviously t /∈ suppa for all b0a which are non-zero. Let e1, . . . ,es be a multigraded
basis of F0 with ε(ei) = yi for i = 1, . . . ,s, and let z = ∑ciei be a homogeneous element
in a minimal homogeneous set of generators of Ker(ε). Then degz = degci + degei for
i = 1, . . . ,s. By assumption we have (degei)t = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,s. Suppose t ∈ supp(degz),
then (degci)t > 0 for all i with ci = 0. This implies that there exist c′i ∈R such that ci = xtc′i
for all i. So we have z = xt ∑c′iei and so xt ∑c′iyi = 0. Since M is a torsion-free module,
it follows that ∑c′iyi = 0, and hence ∑c′iei ∈ Ker(ε). That is to say, z ∈ mKer(ε), where
m= (x1, . . . ,xn), contradicting the assumption that z belongs to a minimal homogeneous
generating system of Ker(ε). Therefore t does not belong to the support of any element in
a minimal set of generators of Ker(ε). Since Ker(ε) is torsion free and projdim(Ker(ε))<
projdim(M), the lemma follows from our induction hypothesis. 
Let I be a monomial ideal. As usual we denote by G(I) the unique minimal set of
monomial generators of I.
Lemma 4.3. Let I and J be monomial ideals in R with G(I) = { f1, . . . , fm} and G(J) =
{ f1, . . . , fm−1}, and let b be the multidegree of fm. If there exists t ∈ [n], such that t ∈
suppb, but t /∈ supp(deg fi) for i = 1, . . . ,m−1. Then t ∈ suppa for all a with bia(R/(J :
I)(−b)) = 0.
PROOF. Let F be the minimal Zn-graded free resolution of R/(J : I), then F(−b)
is the minimal Zn-graded free resolution of R/(J : I)(−b). Since t /∈ supp(deg fi) for
1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, t is not in the support of the elements of G(J : I) = G(J : fm). This
is because G(J : fm) is a subset of { f1/[ f1, fm], . . . , fm−1/[ fm−1, fm]}, where [ fi, fm] is
the greatest common divisor of fi and Fm. Applying Lemma 4.2 to J : I, we have that
t /∈ suppa for all bia(J : I) = 0. Hence t /∈ suppa for all bia(R/(J : I)) = 0. Since bia(R/(J :
I)(−b)) = bi,a−b(R/(J : I)), we have t /∈ supp(a−b), for any bia(R/(J : I)(−b)) = 0. But
t ∈ suppb, hence t ∈ suppa. 
Theorem 4.4. Let J ⊂ R be a monomial ideal, f ∈ R \ J a monomial and let I = (J, f ).
Suppose that there exists an integer t such that xt divides f , but xt does not divide any
g ∈ G(J). Then for all i > 0 there exist short exact sequences
0 −−−→ Hi(R/J) −−−→ Hi(R/I) δ−−−→ Hi−1(R/(J : I)(−b)) −−−→ 0,
where b is the multidegree of f , and for each homology class [z] ∈ Hi−1(R/(J : I)(−b))
the homology class [(−1)degzz∧ ( f/xt)et ] is a preimage of [z] under δ .
PROOF. From the exact sequence
0 −−−→ R/(J : I)(−b) −−−→ R/J −−−→ R/I −−−→ 0,(7)
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we get the long exact sequence
· · · −−−→ Hi(R/(J : I)(−b)) −−−→ Hi(R/J) −−−→ Hi(R/I)
δ−−−→ Hi−1(R/(J : I)(−b)) −−−→ ·· · ,
Let
F : · · · −−−→ ⊕a∈Zn R(−a)b1a −−−→ ⊕a∈Zn R(−a)b0a −−−→ R/J −−−→ 0.
be the minimal Zn-graded free resolution of R/J, then
TorRi (K,R/J) =
⊕
K(−a)bia(R/J) = Hi(R/J),
and
TorRi (K,R/(J : I)(−b)) =
⊕
K(−a)bia(R/(J:I)(−b)) = Hi(R/(J : I)(−b)).
From Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 we know that t /∈ suppa for all bia(R/J) = 0, but
t ∈ suppa for all bia(R/(J : I)(−b)) = 0. Since Hi(R/(J : I)(−b))→ Hi(R/J) is a ho-
mogeneous homomorphism, it must be the zero map. Hence we have the exact sequence
as required.
To show [(−1)degzz∧ ( f/xt)et ] is the preimage of [z], we only need to show
d((−1)degzz∧ ( f/xt)et) = f z in K.(R/J).
In fact, d((−1)degzz∧ ( f/xt)et) = (−1)degzd(z)∧ (( f/xt)et) + f z. Now since z ∈
Zi−1(R/(J : I)(−b)), it follows that d(z) ∈ (J : I)Ki−2(R), and hence xt( f/xt)d(z) =
f d(z) ∈ JKi−2(R). Since xt does not divide any g ∈ G(J), we have J = J : xt , and
so ( f/xt)d(z) ∈ JKi−2(R). Hence d(z)∧ ( f/xt)et ∈ JKi−1(R). That is to say, d(z)∧
( f/xt)et = 0 in Ki−1(R/J). 
Corollary 4.5. Let L ⊂ R be a graded ideal, and xi1, . . . ,xis a regular sequence on R/L.
If B is a K-basis of H.(R/L), then {[z∧ eI] : [z] ∈ B, I ⊂ {i1, . . . , is}} is a K-basis of
H.(R/(L+(xi1, . . . ,xis))).
PROOF. We may assume that s = 1. The general case is done by induction on s. Since
xi1 is regular on R/L, xi1 does not divide any g ∈ G(L). Therefore the result follows from
Theorem 4.4. 
Corollary 4.6. Let I, I′ be monomial ideals in R with G(I) = { f1, . . . , fm, . . . , fl} and
G(I′) = { f1, . . . , fm}. If for any i≥m+1 there exists a variable which divides fi but does
not divide f j for any j < i. Then the map Hi(R/I′)→ Hi(R/I) is injective.
PROOF. The statement follows immediately from Theorem 4.4 by induction on l−m.

Corollary 4.7. Let R, I, J be as in Theorem 4.4. Then we have
bia(R/I) = bia(R/J)+bi−1,a−b(R/(J : I)) for all i > 0 and a ∈ Zn.
For another main result of this section, we need the following concept.
Definition 4.8. Let I be a monomial ideal of R. A cycle z of K.(R/I) is called a monomial
cycle if there exists L⊂ [n] and a monomial f , such that z = f eL.
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Even if I is a squarefree monomial ideal, H.(R/I) may not be generated by homology
classes of monomial cycles. For example, let
R = K[x1,x2,x3,x4] and I = (x1x2,x2x3,x3x4,x4x1).
Then z = x1e2∧ e3∧ e4 + x3e1∧ e2∧ e4 is a cycle, but z is not homologous to a monomial
cycle. In fact, a boundary b ∈ B3(R/I) is of the form d( f e1∧ e2∧ e3∧ e4). So z can not
be a monomial cycle.
However for the facet ideal I of a forest, we have H.(R/I) is generated by homology
classes of monomial cycles. To prove this we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let ∆ be a forest and I its facet ideal. If F is any facet of ∆ and J is the ideal
generated by G(I)\{xF}. Then the simplicial complex ∆′ with facet ideal J : I is again a
forest.
PROOF. Note thatF (∆′) is a subset of {G\F : G∈F (∆)}. Suppose ∆′ is not a forest.
Then there exist facets F1, . . . ,Fp of ∆, such that the subcomplex 〈F1 \F, . . . ,Fp \F〉 of ∆′
has no leaf. Since ∆ is a forest, the subcomplex 〈F1, . . . ,Fp〉 has a leaf Fi. Hence there
exists a integer k ∈ {1, . . . , p} and k = i, such that Fj∩Fi ⊆ Fk∩Fi for any j = i. Therefore
(Fj∩Fi)\F ⊆ (Fk∩Fi)\F for any j = i, and hence (Fj \F)∩(Fi \F)⊆ (Fk \F)∩(Fi \F)
for any j = i. So Fi \F is a leaf of 〈F1 \F, . . . ,Fp \F〉, a contradiction. 
Proposition 4.10. Let ∆ be a forest and I its facet ideal. Then Hr(R/I) has the K-basis
Mr = {[ f ei1 ∧·· ·∧ eir ] : f ei1 ∧·· ·∧ eir is a monomial cycle.}
PROOF. Let ∆ = 〈F1 . . . ,Fm〉 where F1 . . . ,Fm is a leaf order, namely, Fi is a leaf of
the subcomplex 〈F1, . . . ,Fi〉 for all i ∈ [m]. We prove the assertion by induction on m.
The case m = 1 is trivial. Since Fm is a leaf we may assume that xFm = hxt , where h is a
monomial and t ∈ Fm \⋃ j<m Fj. By Theorem 4.4, we have short exact sequences
0 −−−→ Hr(R/J) −−−→ Hr(R/I) −−−→ Hr−1(R/(J : I)(−b)) −−−→ 0,
where J = ( f1, . . . , fm−1) and b is the multidegree of xFm . By Lemma 4.9, J : I is a facet
ideal of a forest and it has at most m− 1 facets. Again use Theorem 4.4 we have [z],
[z′ ∧ ( fm/xt)et ] are basis elements of Hr(R/I), where [z] and [z′] are basis elements of
Hr(R/J) and Hr−1(R/(J : I)(−b)), respectively. And by induction hypothesis z and z′ can
be chosen as monomial cycles. 
Recall that the regularity of a finitely generated graded R-module M is defined to be
regM = max{ j : βi,i+ j(M) = 0 for some i}.
In the following of this section, we shall determinate the regularity and projective
dimension of the edge ideal of a 1-dimensional forest. For this we need:
Definition 4.11. Let I be a monomial ideal and d the least degree of its generators. A
monomial cycle z = f eL in K.(R/I) is called linear if f is a monomial of degree d−1.
Remark 4.12. Let G be a 1-dimensional forest with edge ideal I. Then the linear mono-
mial cycles are of the form
xlel1 ∧·· ·∧ elr ,
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where {l, li} is an edge of G, i = 1, . . . ,r. Hence it follows from Proposition 4.10 that the
set
Br = {[z(b)] : b = (l; l1, . . . , lr) is a bouquet of G with r flowers}
is a K-basis of Hr(R/I)r+1, where z(b) = xlel1 ∧·· ·∧ elr .
Proposition 4.13. Let G be a forest of dimension 1 and I its edge ideal. Then as a K-
algebra, H.(R/I) is generated by the homology classes of linear monomial cycles.
PROOF. Let f eL be an arbitrary monomial cycle, and let i∈ L. Then f xi ∈ I, and hence
there exists a generator f1 ∈ G(I) such that f xi = f1g. Since f ∈ I, we conclude that xi
divides f1. Then f = ( f1/xi)g. Now let L1 = {l ∈ L : ( f1/xi)xl ∈ I}, and L2 = L\L1. Note
that i ∈ L1 and that f eL = ( f1/xi)eL1 ∧ geL2 , where ( f1/xi)eL1 is a linear cycle. If g = 1,
then f eL is a linear cycle, and if g = 1 but L2 = /0, then f eL is a boundary. Thus we may
assume that g = 1 and L2 = /0, and have to show that geL2 is a cycle. Then we can proceed
by induction on the degree of f .
Suppose gxs ∈ I for some s ∈ L2. Since f = ( f1/xi)g we have (( f1/xi)g)xs ∈ I. Let
f1/xi = xr. By the choice of L2 it follows that xrxs ∈ I. Therefore there must exist xt
dividing g such that xtxs ∈ I. This implies gxs ∈ I, a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.14. Let G be a 1-dimensional forest with edge ideal I. Then
(i) reg(R/I) is the maximal number j for which there exist linear monomial cycles
zi such that [z1] · · · [z j] = 0;
(ii) pd(R/I) is the maximum among the sums ∑ ji=1 ki for which there exist linear
cycles zi ∈ Zki(R/I) such that [z1] · · · [z j] = 0.
Proposition 4.15. Let G be a 1-dimensional forest and let
b1 = (1;11, . . . ,1p1), . . . ,bl = (l; l1, . . . , lpl)
be bouquets in G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) [z(b1)] · · · [z(bl)] = 0;
(ii) the set of bouquets b1, . . . ,bl satisfies the following conditions:
(a) all vertices occurring in these bouquets are pairwise distinct;
(b) the roots of any two bouquets are not adjacent;
(c) for any bouquet bi there exists at least one flower which is not adjacent with
the root of b j for all j = i.
PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii): It is clear that if (a) or (b) not holds, then [z(b1)] · · · [z(bl)] = 0.
Suppose there exists an i, such that each flower of bi is adjacent with the root of some b j.
Since d(ei∧ ei1 ∧ ·· ·∧ eipi ) = xiei1 ∧ ·· ·∧ eipi − xi1ei∧ ei2 ∧ ·· ·∧ eipi + · · ·+(−1)pixipi ei∧
ei1 ∧·· ·∧ eipi−1 , we have
[z(bi)] =
pi∑
k=1
[(−1)k+1xikei∧ ei1 ∧·· ·∧ êik ∧·· ·∧ eipi ].
Since ik has a common edge with the root of some b j for all k ∈ {1, . . . , pi}, we have
[z(bi)][z(b j)] = 0, a contradiction.
(ii) ⇒ (i): We prove the assertion by induction on l. The case l = 1 follows from
Remark 4.12. Let G′ be the subforest of G obtained as follows: If one stem of our
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bouquets is a leaf of G, then let G′ = G. Otherwise let F1 be any leaf of G, and let
G1 = 〈F (G)\{F1}〉. Notice that G1 is again a forest containing all our bouquets. If one
stem of our bouquets is a leaf of G1, then let G′ = G1. Otherwise let F2 be any leaf of G1,
and let G2 = 〈F (G1)\{F2}〉. Proceeding in this way we obtain a subforest G′ of G such
that
G = 〈F (G′),Fs, . . . ,F1〉,
where Fr is a leaf of 〈F (G′),Fs, . . . ,Fr〉 for r ∈ [s], and such that some stem of our bou-
quets, say {i, ik}, is a leaf of G′. Let I′ be the edge ideal of G′, Γ= 〈F (G′)\{i, ik}〉 with
edge ideal J′, and let Γ′ be the simplicial complex with facet ideal J′ : I′. By Lemma 4.9,
Γ′ is a forest.
If pi > 1, then ik must be the free vertex of {i, ik} in G′. If pi = 1, then bi = (i; i1). It
may be that i1 is not the free vertex of {i, i1} in G′. Then we replace bi by the bouquet
b′i = (i1; i).
Notice that the bouquets b1, . . . ,bi−1,b′i,bi+1, . . . ,bl again satisfy all conditions in (ii),
and since [bi] = [b′i] we also have [b1] · · · [bl] = [b1] · · · [bi−1][b′i][bi+1] · · · [bl]. Therefore we
may as well assume that in any case the flower ik is the free vertex of {i, ik} in G′.
It follows from the definition of Γ′ that all the other flowers of bi are isolated vertices
of Γ′. Recall that a vertex in a simplicial complex Σ is called isolated if it is not adjacent
with any other vertex in Σ.
We distinguish two cases:
Case 1: The root i of the bouquet bi is not adjacent with any flower in the other
bouquets.
In this case b1, . . . ,bi−1,bi+1, . . . ,bl are bouquets in Γ′, and this set of bouquets sat-
isfies all conditions in (ii). By induction hypothesis, [b1] · · · [bi−1][bi+1] · · · [bl] = 0 in
H.(R/(J′ : I′)). Since im is an isolated vertices in Γ′ for m ∈ {1, . . . , pi} and m = k, by
Corollary 4.5, we have [b1] · · · [bi−1][bi+1] · · · [bl][ei1∧·· ·∧ êik∧·· ·∧eipi ] = 0 in H.(R/(J′ :
I′)). By Theorem 4.4, for any basis element [z] of Hr−1(R/(J′ : I′)(−2)), [z∧ xieik ] is a
basis element of Hr(R/I′). Since z = z(b1) · · · ẑ(bi) · · ·z(bl)(ei1 ∧ ·· · ∧ êik ∧ ·· · ∧ eipi ) is a
cycle in K.(R/(J′ : I′)(−2)), it follows that 0 = [z∧ xieik ] = [b1] · · · [bl] in H.(R/I′). By
Corollary 4.6, we have [b1] · · · [bl] = 0 in H.(R/I).
Case 2. There exists an integer j = i such that the root i of bi has a common edge with
some flower of b j.
Let C be the set of integers having this property, and let j ∈C. Since G is a tree, there
exists only one flower of b j which is adjacent with i, because otherwise G would have a
cycle. And by the condition (c) in (ii), we have p j > 1. For j ∈C, let
b′j =
{
b j, if j ∈C,
( j; j1, . . . , ĵk, . . . , jp j), if j ∈C and {i, jk} is an edge.
Then b′1, . . . ,b′i−1,b′i+1, . . . ,b′l are bouquets of Γ′, and this set of bouquets satisfies all the
conditions in (ii). For all j ∈C, let {i, jk} be the unique common edge of the root i of bi
with the flower jk of b j. Then jk is an isolated vertex of Γ′. Hence in Γ′ we are in the
same situation as in Case 1, and so as before the result follows by induction. 
Definition 4.16. Let G be a graph. Two edges {i, j} and {k, l} are called disconnected if
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(i) {i, j}∩{k, l}= /0;
(ii) {i,k}, {i, l}, { j,k}, { j, l} are not edges of G.
Corollary 4.17. Let G be a 1-dimensional forest and {i1, j1}, . . . ,{im, jm} edges of G.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) [xi1e j1] · · · [xime jm] = 0;
(ii) the edges {i1, j1}, . . . ,{im, jm} are pairwise disconnected.
PROOF. Let bl = {il; jl}, l = 1, . . . ,m. Then bl is a bouquet with one flower. Notice
that b′l = { jl; il} is also a bouquet with one flower of G. Since [z(bl)] = [z(b′l)], we have
[z(b1)] · · · [z(bm)] = 0 if and only if [z(b1)] · · · [z(bl−1)][z(b′l)][z(bl+1)][z(bm)] = 0. Hence
we may choose il or jl as the root of bl .
(i)⇒ (ii): If [xi1e j1] · · · [xime jm] = 0, then all conditions in (ii) of Proposition 4.15 hold.
Hence all vertices occurring in these edges are pairwise distinct, and {il, jl}, l = 1, . . . ,m
are the only edges in the subgraph of G restricted to the vertices {i1, . . . , im, j1 . . . , jm}. It
follows that {i1, j1}, . . . ,{im, jm} are pairwise disconnected.
(ii) ⇒ (i): If {i1, j1}, . . . ,{im, jm} are pairwise disconnected, then the set of bouquets
b1, . . . ,bm satisfies all conditions in (ii) of Proposition 4.15. Hence [xi1e j1] · · · [xime jm ] = 0.

Moreover, we have
Corollary 4.18. Let G be a 1-dimensional forest, and b1, . . . ,bl bouquets of G. If the set
of these bouquets satisfies the condition (ii) of Proposition 4.15, then there exists one stem
in each bouquet, such that these stems are pairwise disconnected.
PROOF. We refer to the notation in the proof of Proposition 4.15. By the proof 4.15
(ii) ⇒ (i) in each step we get a leaf {i, ik} in the subforest of the previous one. The
arguments in the proof show that these stems are pairwise disconnected. 
By using Proposition 4.15, Corollary 4.17 and Corollary 4.18, we conclude:
Theorem 4.19. Let G be a 1-dimensional forest, I its edge ideal. Then the regularity of
R/I is the maximal number j, for which there exist j edges which are pairwise discon-
nected.
Remark 4.20. In Theorem 4.19, the assumption that G is a forest is important. If G has a
cycle, then the assertion might not be true. For example, let G be a graph with edge ideal
I = (x1x2,x2x3,x3x4,x4x5,x5x1). Then the regularity of R/I is 2, but the maximal number
of the pairwise disconnected edges in G is 1.
2. Linear trees
In general, it is not easy to determine the Betti numbers of an R-module M, but for
a facet ideal I of a pure tree which is connected in codimension 1, we can describe the
linear part of the resolution of R/I. As before, in this section, we still assume a simplicial
complex ∆ has vertex set [n], and let R=K[x1, . . . ,xn] be the polynomial ring in n variables
over a field K.
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We know that if M is a graded R-module, z ∈ R is a homogeneous element of degree
1, and z is a non-zero divisor of M, then
bi j(M/zM) = bi j(M)+bi−1, j(M(−1)) = bi j(M)+bi−1, j−1(M).(8)
In fact, if F is a graded minimal free resolution of M, then the mapping cone of F(−1) z−→
F is the minimal graded free resolution of M/zM.
Lemma 4.21. Let L be a monomial ideal in R with G(L) = {g1, . . . ,gl}. Suppose that
deggr = 1 for r = 1, . . . ,s, and deggr > 1 for r = s+1, . . . , l. Then bii(R/L) =
(
s
i
)
.
PROOF. We may assume that gi = xi for i ∈ [s]. Then for all i ∈ [s], xi does not divide
any g j for j > s, because {g1, . . . ,gl} is a minimal set of generators of L. Hence g1, . . . ,gs
is a regular sequence of R/(gs+1, . . . ,gl). Hence the assertion follows by induction on s
from (8). 
Definition 4.22. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional pure and connected in codimension 1 tree and
H a face of dimension d−1. If H is contained in at least two facets of ∆, then we call H
an adjacent face of ∆.
Proposition 4.23. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional pure tree with m facets which is connected
in codimension 1, I its facet ideal. For each adjacent face H ∈ ∆, let m(H) = |{F ∈
F (∆) : H ⊂ F}|. Then
bi,i+d(R/I) =
{
m, if i = 1,
∑H
(
m(H)
i
)
, if i≥ 2.
PROOF. Let ∆= 〈F1, . . . ,Fm〉 such that F1, . . . ,Fm is a leaf order. We prove the propo-
sition by induction on m. The case m = 1 is trivial. Let Γ = 〈F1, . . . ,Fm−1〉 and J be the
facet ideal of Γ. By Corollary 4.7 and Lemma 4.21, we have
bi,i+d(R/I) = bi,i+d(R/J)+bi−1,i+d(R/(J : I)(−(d +1)))
= bi,i+d(R/J)+bi−1,i−1(R/(J : I)),
and
bi−1,i−1(R/(J : I)) =
(
s
i−1
)
,
where s = |{Fj : dim(Fj ∩Fm) = d− 1, j ∈ [m− 1]}|, because xi ∈ J : I if and only if
i ∈ Fj \Fm for some Fj in this set.
Let H be an adjacent face of Γ and m′(H) = |{F ∈F (Γ) : H ⊂ F}|. By our induction
hypothesis
bi,i+d(R/J) =
{
m−1, if i = 1,
∑H
(
m′(H)
i
)
, if i≥ 2.
Hence
bi,i+d(R/I) =
{
m−1+1 = m, if i = 1,
∑H
(
m′(H)
i
)
+
(
s
i−1
)
= ∑H
(
m(H)
i
)
, if i≥ 2.

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For a d-dimensional pure tree ∆, we assign to each face H with dimension d− 1 an
degree, namely
degH = |{F : F is a facet of ∆, such that H ⊂ F}|.
By Proposition 4.23, bi,i+d(R/I) = ∑H
(degH
i
)
for i ≥ 2, where I is the facet ideal of ∆.
(Notice that if H is not an adjacent face, then (degHi )= 0 for i≥ 2.) If d = 1, then the face
of dimension d−1 is just a vertex.
Definition 4.24. Let G be a graph. The edge graph of G, denoted by L(G), has the vertex
set equal to E = E(G) with two vertices of L(G) adjacent whenever the corresponding
edge of G have exactly one common vertex.
For a graph G the number of edges of the edge graph is given by the following propo-
sition. The proof of it can be found for example in [39].
Proposition 4.25. Let G be a graph with vertex set [n] and edge set E(G). Then the
number of edges of the edge graph L(G) is
|E(L(G))|=∑
i
(
deg i
2
)
Remark 4.26. Let G be a 1-dimensional tree. Then by Proposition 4.23, b2,3 =∑i
(deg i
2
)
,
where i runs through all the vertices of G. In [12], Eliahou and Villarreal proved that for
any graph G, b2,3 = |E(L(G))|−Nt , where Nt is the number of triangles of G and L(G)
is the line graph of G. In the case G is a tree, Nt = 0. Hence this gives another proof of
Proposition 4.25.
Lemma 4.27. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional pure tree and connected in codimension 1, V the
set of faces of dimension d−1, and O=∑H∈V degH. Then we have |F (∆)|−1=O−|V |.
PROOF. The lemma follows by induction on the number of facets, observing that
when we add a leaf to the tree, O will increase by d +1, and |V | by d. 
For a d-dimensional pure tree ∆ which is connected in codimension 1, let b′0 = |V |,
b′1 =O, and b′i = bi,i+d for i≥ 2. By using the well-known binomial formula∑ni=0 (−1)i
(
n
i
)
=
0, one sees that ∑i(−1)ib′i = 0. Hence together with Lemma 4.27 we have
Proposition 4.28. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional pure tree with the facet ideal I. Suppose ∆ is
connected in codimension 1. Then
1+∑
i>0
(−1)ibi,i+d = 0.
In the next section, we will have another property on the Betti numbers of facet ideals
which generalizes this proposition.
Definition 4.29. Let I be an ideal in the polynomial ring R. We say I is a linear quotient
ideal, if for some order f1, . . . , fm of the elements in G(I) the colon ideal ( f1, . . . , fi−1) : fi
is generated by monomials of degree 1 for all i ∈ [m].
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Definition 4.30. Let I be a graded ideal of R and let
0→
bg⊕
i=1
R(−dgi)→ ·· · →
b1⊕
i=1
R(−d1i)→ R→ R/I → 0
be the minimal graded free R-resolution of R/I. We say the ideal I (or the algebra R/I) has
a pure resolution if there are constants d1 < d2 < · · ·< dg such that d1i = d1, · · · ,dgi = dg
for all i. If in addition di = d1 + i−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ g the resolution is said to be d1-linear.
In this case, we say the ideal I has a linear (d1-linear) R-resolution.
For the linear quotient ideal we have the following easy but important property.
Lemma 4.31. Let I be a linear quotient ideal in the polynomial ring R. If all the genera-
tors of I have the same degree, then R/I has a linear resolution.
PROOF. We prove the assertion by induction on the number of minimal generators m
of I.
The case m = 1 is trivial. Suppose m > 1. Let I = ( f1, . . . , fm) such that the colon
ideal ( f1, . . . , fi−1) : fi is generated by monomials of degree 1 for each i ∈ [m], and let
J = ( f1, . . . , fm−1). Then the ideal J : I can be generated by monomials of degree 1. By
induction hypothesis, R/J has a linear resolution. Hence
TorRi (K,R/J) j = 0 for j = i+d and all i > 0.(9)
Since J : I is generated by monomials of degree 1, we have
TorRi (K,J : I) j = 0 for j = i+1 and all i > 0.(10)
From the exact sequence
0 −−−→ R/(J : I)(−d) −−−→ R/J −−−→ R/I −−−→ 0,
we have the long exact sequence
· · · −−−→ TorRi (K,R/(J : I)(−d)) −−−→ TorRi (K,R/J) −−−→ TorRi (K,R/I)
−−−→ TorRi−1(K,R/(J : I)(−d)) −−−→ ·· · ,
By using (9) and (10), this long exact sequence implies that TorRi (K,R/I) j = 0 for j = i+d
and all i > 0. Hence R/I has linear resolution. 
Definition 4.32. Let ∆ be a tree and I its facet ideal. If I has a linear resolution, then
we call ∆ a linear tree. If I is a linear quotient ideal and all generators of I has the same
degree (i.e., ∆ is pure), then we call ∆ a linear quotient tree.
Proposition 4.33. Let ∆ be a tree, I its facet ideal.
(i) The following statements are equivalent:
(a) ∆ is a linear quotient tree;
(b) ∆ is a linear tree.
(ii) If ∆ satisfies the equivalent conditions in (i), then ∆ is pure and connected in
codimension 1.
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PROOF. (i) (a)⇒ (b): This follows from the previous lemma.
(b)⇒ (a): It is clear that if ∆ is not pure, then I has no linear resolution. We may
assume ∆ is a pure tree of dimension d−1. Suppose I is not a linear quotient ideal. Let
F1, . . . ,Fm be a leaf order. Then L = (xF1, . . . ,xFk−1) : xFk is not generated by monomials
of degree 1 for some k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and hence b1,1+ j(R/L) = 0 for some j > 1. Let
I′ = (xF1, . . . ,xFk) and J′ = (xF1 , . . . ,xFk−1). By Theorem 4.4 we have the exact sequence
0 −−−→ TorR2 (K,R/J′) −−−→ TorR2 (K,R/I′) −−−→ TorR1 (K,R/L(−d)) −−−→ 0,
which implies that b2,2+ j+d(R/I′) = 0, so I′ has no linear resolution since I′ is generated
in degree d. By Corollary 4.6, I has no linear resolution, a contradiction.
(ii) It is clear that ∆ must be pure. Let F1, . . . ,Fm be the facets of ∆ in an order such
that (xF1 , . . . ,xFk−1) : xFk is generated by monomials of degree 1 for k = 1, . . . ,m. We
prove that ∆ is connected in codimension 1 by induction on m. The case m = 1 is trivial.
Assume m > 1, since (xF1 , . . . ,xFm−1) is a linear quotient ideal, by induction hypothesis,
〈F1, . . . ,Fm−1〉 is connected in codimension 1. To show ∆ is connected in codimension 1,
we only need to show that for any facet Fi, with i < m, there exists a proper chain between
Fi and Fm. Since (xF1, . . . ,xFm−1) : xFm is generated by monomials of degree 1, we have
that all the facets of 〈Fm〉∩ 〈F1, . . . ,Fm−1〉 are of dimension d− 1. Hence there exists an
integer j < m such that dim(Fj ∩Fm) = d−1. Since Fi and Fj both are facets of the tree
〈F1, . . . ,Fm−1〉, there exists a proper chain Fi = Fi0, . . . ,Fil = Fj between Fi and Fj. Hence
Fi = Fi0, . . . ,Fil = Fj,Fm is a proper chain between Fi and Fm. 
By Proposition 4.23 and Proposition 4.33 the Betti numbers of a linear tree can now
be described as follows.
Corollary 4.34. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional linear tree with m facets, I its facet ideal. Then
bi(R/I) =
{
m, if i = 1,
∑H
(
m(H)
i
)
, if i≥ 2,
where the sum is taken over all (d− 1)-dimensional faces H of ∆, and m(H) = |{F ∈
F (∆) : H ⊂ F}|.
Later in this section, we will classify all linear trees of a given dimension. For this,
we need some preparation.
Lemma 4.35. Let ∆ be a linear tree, Γ a subcomplex of ∆ which is connected in codi-
mension 1. Then Γ is a linear tree.
PROOF. Γ is again a pure tree. We may assume Γ = ∆. We claim there exists an
order of the facets F1, . . . ,Fl of 〈F (∆)\F (Γ)〉 such that 〈F (Γ),F1, . . . ,Fi〉 is connected
in codimension 1, i = 1 . . . , l. In fact, let F ∈F (Γ) and G ∈F (∆)\F (Γ) be any two
facets. Since ∆ is connected in codimension 1, there exists a unique irredundant proper
chain from F to G. Let F1 be the first facet in this chain which does not belong to Γ.
Then it is obvious that 〈F (Γ),F1〉 is connected in codimension 1. The claim follows by
induction on |F (∆)\F (Γ)|.
By Corollary 2.23, Fi is a leaf of 〈F (Γ),F1, . . . ,Fi〉 for i = 1, . . . , l. Let I and J be the
facet ideals of ∆ and Γ, respectively. By Corollary 4.6, bi,i+ j(J)≤ bi,i+ j(I) for any i and
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j. Since I has a linear resolution, this implies that J has a linear resolution. Hence Γ is a
linear tree. 
Lemma 4.36. Let ∆ be a linear tree, F and G any two facets of ∆. Let F = F0, . . . ,Fm = G
be the irredundant proper chain between F and G. Then the ideal (xF0, . . . , xFl−1) : xFl is
generated by monomials of degree 1 for all l ∈ [m].
PROOF. Since F0, . . . ,Fm is an irredundant proper chain, 〈F0, . . . ,Fi〉 is a linear tree
for all i, see Lemma 4.35. Assume there exists an l such that (xF0, . . . , xFl−1) : xFl is not
generated by monomials of degree 1. Since Fl is a leaf of 〈F0, . . . ,Fl〉, it follows from
Theorem 4.4 that 〈F0, . . . ,Fl〉 is not a linear tree, a contradiction. 
Proposition 4.37. Let ∆ be a pure d-dimensional tree and connected in codimension 1,
F and G any two facets with dim(F ∩G) = d− k, for some k ∈ [d +1]. Then
(i) dist(F,G)≥ k;
(ii) dist(F,G) = k, if ∆ is a linear tree.
PROOF. (i) is obvious. Now let ∆ be a linear tree, and suppose that dist(F,G)> k. Let
F = F0, . . . ,Fl = G be the irredundant proper chain between F and G, where l > k. Let
H = F ∩G. By Proposition 2.20, H ⊂ Fk for k = 0, . . . , l.
Let {i}= Fi \Fi+1 for i = 0, . . . , l−1. We claim that {0, . . . , l−1} ⊂ F0, and that the
elements i are pairwise distinct.
Assume j ∈ F0 for some j = 0, . . . , l− 1. Since F0, . . . ,Fj is an irredundant proper
chain, it follows that Fk∩Fj+1 is a proper subset of Fj ∩Fj+1 for k < j. This implies that
|Fk \Fj+1|> 1 for all k < j, while Fj \Fj+1 = { j}. On the other hand, (xF0 , . . . ,xFj) : xFj+1
is generated by monomials of degree 1. This implies that j ∈ Fk for all k≤ j. In particular,
j ∈ F0, a contradiction. Since Fi, . . . ,Fl is an irredundant proper chain, Fi is a leaf of
〈Fi, . . . ,Fl〉 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}. Hence i ∈ Fk for all k > i. So the i are pairwise
distinct, and i ∈ H for i = 0, . . . , l−1.
So we have H∪{0, . . . , l−1}⊆F0. Hence |F0| ≥ d−k+1+ l > d+1, a contradiction.

Definition 4.38. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional pure tree and connected in codimension 1. If
for any two facets F and G with dim(F∩G)= d−k, k = 1, . . . ,d+1, we have dist(F,G)=
k, then we say ∆ has the intersection property.
Remark 4.39. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional tree with intersection property, and l the diame-
ter of ∆. Then
(i) l ≤ d +1, and
(ii) for any irredundant proper chain C in ∆, and any face H in Γ of dimension d−k,
where Γ is the simplicial complex generated by C , one has that H is contained
in at most k+1 facets of Γ.
In fact, it is clear that for any two facets F and G of ∆, dist(F,G) ≤ d + 1. Hence
l ≤ d +1.
Assume H is contained in more than k+ 1 facets of Γ. Since Γ is generated by the
irredundant proper chain C , there exist two facets F and G of Γ such that H ⊆ F ∩G and
dist(F,G) > k. But dim(F ∩G)≥ dimH = d− k, contradicting Proposition 4.37.
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Proposition 4.40. Let ∆ be a d-dimensional linear tree, and G an adjacent face of ∆. Let
Γ = 〈F (∆),F〉, where 〈F〉 is a simplex of dimension d and 〈F〉∩∆ = 〈G〉. Then Γ is a
linear tree.
PROOF. By Proposition 4.33, we have ∆ = 〈F1, . . . ,Fm〉 such that (xF1, . . . ,xFi−1) : xFi
is generated by monomials of degree 1, i = 1, . . . ,m. Let Fi1, . . . ,Fil be all the facets
of ∆ which contains G, and {i j} = Fi j \F for j = 1, . . . , l, where l > 1. We prove that
(xF1, . . . ,xFm) : xF = (xi1, . . . ,xil) (which implies that Γ is also a linear tree).
It is clear that (xi1 , . . . ,xil) ⊆ (xF1, . . . ,xFm) : xF . In order to prove the converse in-
clusion, we first notice that there exists no facet Fp of ∆, such that Fp ∩Fi j = /0 for all
j = 1, . . . , l. Otherwise by Proposition 4.37, dist(Fi j ,Fp) = d+1 for all j = 1, . . . , l. Since
l > 1, this contradicts Proposition 2.25.
It remains to show that for any facet Fp of ∆ we have Fp∩{i1, . . . , il} = /0. Suppose
there exists a facet Fp such that Fp ∩ {i1, . . . , il} = /0, then p = i j, and hence we have
Fp ∩G = Fp ∩Fi j = /0 for j = 1, . . . , l. Let dim(Fp ∩Fi j) = d− k. Then by Proposition
4.37, dist(Fp,Fi j) = k for j = 1, . . . , l. Again, since l > 1, this contradicts Proposition
2.25. 
Now we are ready to show
Theorem 4.41. Let ∆ be a tree. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ∆ is a linear tree;
(ii) ∆ has the intersection property.
PROOF. (i)⇒ (ii) follows from Proposition 4.37.
(ii) ⇒ (i): We prove the assertion by induction on the number of facets m of ∆. The
case m = 1 is trivial. Assume m > 1. Let F be a leaf of ∆. By induction hypothesis,
〈F (∆) \ {F}〉 is a linear tree because it still satisfies the intersection property. Let H =
〈F〉 ∩ 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉; if |U∆(F)| > 1 (see Definition 2.15), then H is an adjacent face
of 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉. Hence ∆ is a linear tree by Proposition 4.40. If |U∆(F)| = 1, let
{F ′}=U∆(F) and {l}= F ′ \F .
We claim l is contained in every facet of 〈F (∆)\{F}〉. Hence, since 〈F (∆)\{F}〉
is a linear tree, ∆ is a linear tree, too.
In order to prove the claim, consider G∈F (∆), G = F , and let E = F∩G and assume
that dimE = d− k. Then G = {i1, . . . , ik} ∪E and F = { j1, . . . , jk} ∪E, where all the
elements in {i1, . . . , ik, j1, . . . , jk} are pairwise distinct. Since ∆ has intersection property,
∆ is pure and connected in codimension 1, and dist(F,G) = k. Hence there exists an
irredundant proper chain G = F0,F1, . . .Fk = F between G and F . Since F is a leaf of ∆
and {F ′} =U∆(F), we have Fk−1 = F ′. Since |Fp \Fp+1| = 1 for all p, we may assume
Fp = { j1, . . . , jp, ip+1, . . . , ik}∪E for p = 1, . . . ,k. Hence Fk−1 = { j1, . . . , jk−1, ik}∪E.
But on the other hand, Fk−1 = F ′ = { j1, . . . , jk−1, l}∪E. Hence l = jk ∈ G. 
3. The alternating sum property of facet ideals
In this section we show that for a special class of facet ideals I the Betti numbers have
the property that ∑i(−1)ibi,i+ j(R/I) = 0 for all j > d, where d is the least degree of the
generators. This class of ideals includes facet ideals of quasi-trees which are connected
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in codimension 1 and the facet ideals of trees (not necessary pure) which are connected
in codimension 1.
Definition 4.42. Let I be a monomial ideal in the polynomial ring R with G(I)= { f1 . . . , fm}
and d = min{deg fi : i = 1, . . . ,m}. We say that I has the alternating sum property, if
∑
i≥1
(−1)ibi,i+ j(R/I) =
{ −1, for j = d,
0, for j > d.
To proof the main theorem of this section, we need the following fact.
Lemma 4.43. Let I be a monomial ideal in R. Suppose G(I) contains a monomial of
degree 1. Then ∑i (−1)ibi,i+ j(R/I) = 0 for all j > 1.
PROOF. Let G(I) = {m1, . . . ,ml,xk}, J = (m1, . . . ,ml). Then xk does not divide m j for
j = 1, . . . , l, and J : I = J. By Theorem 4.4 we have for i > 0
bi,i+ j(R/I)=bi,i+ j(R/J)+bi−1,i+ j(R/(J : I)(−1))
= bi,i+ j(R/J)+bi−1,i−1+ j(R/(J : I))
= bi,i+ j(R/J)+bi−1,i−1+ j(R/J).
From this it follows that ∑i (−1)ibi,i+ j(R/I) = 0. 
Remark 4.44. With the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.43 one can show
more generally: Let J be a graded ideal in R, I = (J, f ), where deg f = 1. If f is regular
on R/J, then ∑i (−1)ibi,i+ j(R/I) = 0 for all j > 1.
Proposition 4.45. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex with facet ideal I. If there exists an
order of the facets F1, . . . ,Fm of ∆ such that for each i = 2, . . . ,m, Fi \⋃ j<i Fj = /0, and
there exists j < i such that |Fj \Fi|= 1. Then I has the alternating sum property.
PROOF. We prove this proposition by induction on m. The case m = 1 is trivial. Let
d = min{degxFi : i = 1, . . . ,m− 1}, d′ = degxFm , and J = (xF1 , . . . ,xFm−1). Since |Fj \
Fm| = 1 for some j < m it follows that d′ ≥ d, and that G(J : I) contains at least one
monomial of degree 1. By Lemma 4.43,
∑
i
(−1)ibi,i+ j(R/(J : I)) = 0 for all j > 1.(11)
On the other hand by Theorem 4.4, we have
bi,i+ j(R/I) = bi,i+ j(R/J)+bi−1,i+ j−d′(R/(J : I)),(12)
for i > 0, since Fm \⋃ j<m Fj = /0. By induction hypothesis J has the alternating sum
property. Hence one sees that I has the alternating sum property by using (11) and (12).

Corollary 4.46. Let ∆ be a pure quasi-tree which is connected in codimension 1. Then
the facet ideal I of ∆ has the alternating sum property.
PROOF. Since ∆ is a quasi-tree, there exists a leaf order of facets F1, . . . ,Fm. The
assertion follows from Proposition 4.45 immediately. 
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The next result shows that in Corollary 4.46 we can skip the assumption that ∆ is pure
if we assume that ∆ is a tree.
Theorem 4.47. Let ∆ be a tree and connected in codimension 1. Then the facet ideal I of
∆ has the alternating sum property.
PROOF. We prove the assertion by induction on the number of facets m. The case
m = 1 is trivial. Assume m > 1. Let d = dim∆. There are two cases.
Case 1. There exists only one facet F of dimension d. Then F must be a leaf. Other-
wise, there exist two facets G1, G2 such that F∩G1 ⊆ F∩G2 and F∩G2 ⊆ F∩G1. Since
∆ is connected in codimension 1 and dimGi < d, i = 1,2, there exists a chain C between
G1 and G2 which does not include F . Then the simplicial subcomplex Γ whose facets are
the elements of C and F has no leaf, a contradiction.
We choose a G∈U∆(F) of maximal dimension. Since ∆ is connected in codimension
1, we have dimG= dim〈F (∆)\{F}〉 and dim(F∩G) = dimG−1, i.e. |G\F|= 1. Since
F is a leaf, 〈F (∆)\{F}〉 is a tree with m−1 facets which is connected in codimension 1.
By induction hypothesis there exists a leaf order of facets F1, . . . ,Fm−1 such that for each
i = 2, . . . ,m−1, Fi \⋃ j<i Fj = /0, and there exists j < i such that |Fj \Fi|= 1. Let F = Fm.
We see that F1, . . . ,Fm satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.45 in this order.
Case 2. There exist more than one facets of dimension d. Let G1, . . . ,Gs be all of these
facets, where s > 1. Then for any i and j, the facets in any proper chain between Gi and
G j are all of dimension d, and hence belong to {G1, . . . ,Gs}. Therefore Σ= 〈G1, . . . ,Gs〉
is pure tree and connected in codimension 1. By Proposition 2.24 (or Proposition 2.29),
〈G1, . . . ,Gs〉 has at least two leaves.
We claim that at least one of the leaves of Σ is a leaf of ∆. Suppose this is not the case.
We take any two leaves of Σ, say Gi and G j with free vertex i and j, respectively. Since
Gi and G j are not leaves in ∆ there exist elements F,F ′ ∈F (∆) \F (Σ) with i ∈ F and
j ∈ F ′. Let C be a chain between F and F ′. Since dimF < d and dimF ′ < d, all elements
of this chain do not belong toF (Σ). On the other hand, let C ′ be a proper chain between
Gi and G j, then all elements of the chain belong toF (Σ), because dimGi = dimG j = d.
Then the simplicial complex generated by the elements of these two chains has no leaf, a
contradiction.
We may assume that Gi is a leaf of ∆. Removing Gi from ∆ yields a tree which is
again connected in codimension 1, and we may proceed as in case 1. 
Corollary 4.48. Let G be a 1-dimensional tree with edge ideal I. Then I has the alternat-
ing sum property.
PROOF. It is clear that G is connected in codimension 1. The result follows from
Theorem 4.47. 

CHAPTER 5
Dirac’s theorem on chordal graphs
In this chapter we will introduce the relation tree of an monomial ideal of projective
dimension 1 and give an algebraic proof of Dirac’s theorem.
1. Taylor complexes and perfect modules
In this section, we recall some fundamental knowledge of commutative algebra which
are needed in the following sections.
Let S = A[x1, . . . ,xn], where A is any ring and the xi are indeterminates. Let u1, . . . ,ut
be monomials in the xi. The Taylor complex T (u1, . . .ut) is defined as follows. Let Fs be
the free module on basis elements eI , where I is a subset of {1, . . . , t} and |I|= s. Set
uI = least common multiple of {ui : i ∈ I}.
For each pair of subsets I, J of [n] such that I has s elements and J has s−1 elements, let
I = {i1, . . . , is} and suppose that i1 < · · ·< is. Define:
cI,J =
{
0, if J ⊂ I,
(−1)kuI/uJ, if I = J∪{ik} for some k.
Finally, define
ds : Fs → Fs−1
by sending eI to ∑J cI,J . Let
T (u1, . . . ,ut) : 0 −−−→ Ft dt−−−→ ·· · d1−−−→ F0.
One can show that T (u1, . . . ,ut) is a free resolution of the monomial ideal (u1, . . . ,ut). We
refer the reader for example to [9] for more details of Taylor complex.
Let R be a Noetherian ring, and M = 0 a finite R-module. The grade of M is given by
gradeM = min{i : ExtiR(M,R) = 0}. Since one can compute ExtiR(M,R) from a projective
resolution of M, one obviously has gradeM ≤ projdimM. Modules for which equality is
attained have especially good properties.
Definition 5.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring. A non-zero finite R-module M is perfect if
projdimM = gradeM. An ideal I is called perfect if R/I is a perfect module.
Perfect modules are ‘grade unmixed’:
Proposition 5.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and M a perfect R-module. For a prime
ideal p ∈ SuppM the following are equivalent:
(i) p ∈ AssM;
(ii) depthRp = gradeM.
Furthermore gradeP = gradeM for all prime ideals P ∈ AssM.
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PROOF. For all finite R-module M and P ∈ suppM one has the inequalities
gradeM ≤ gradeMP ≤ projdimMP ≤ projdimM,
and moreover projdimMP+depthMP = depthRP by the Auslander–Buchsbaum formula.
If M is perfect, then the inequalities become equations, and depthMP = 0 if and only if
depthRP = gradeM. This shows the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
If P ∈ AssM, then P ⊃ AnnM, and so gradeP ≥ gradeM. For perfect module M the
converse results from (ii) and the inequality gradeP≤ depthRP. 
Since for a finite R-module M and an M-sequence x of length n one has projdim(M/xM)=
projdimM + n. One sees that an ideal generated by a regular sequence is perfect. Some
more examples are described in the following celebrated theorem. One finds the proof of
it for example in [2].
Theorem 5.3 (Hilbert–Burch). Let R be a Noetherian ring, and I an ideal with a free
resolution
F : 0 −−−→ Rn ϕ−−−→ Rn+1 −−−→ I −−−→ 0.
Then there exists an R-regular element a such that I = aIn(ϕ). If I is projective, then
I = (a), and if projdim I = 1, then In(ϕ) is perfect of grade 2.
Conversely, if ϕ : Rn → Rn+1 is an R-linear may with grade In(ϕ)≥ 2, then I = In(ϕ)
has the free resolution F.
2. Relation trees of ideals of projective dimension 1
In this section we will define the relation tree of the monomial ideals of projective
dimension 1, and describe the relation between the quasi-trees and squarefree monomial
ideals of projective dimension 1.
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on [n] with F (∆) = {F1, . . . ,Ft}. We introduce the(t
2
)× t matrix
M∆ = (a
(i, j)
k )1≤i< j≤t,1≤k≤t
whose entries a(i, j)k ∈ S are a(i, j)i = xFi\Fj , a(i, j)j = xFj\Fi , and a(i, j)k = 0 if k ∈ {i, j} for all
1≤ i < j ≤ t and for all 1≤ k ≤ t.
Lemma 5.4. A simplicial complex ∆= 〈F1, . . . ,Ft〉 on [n] is a quasi-tree if and only if the
matrix M∆ contains a (t−1)× t submatrix M∆ with the property that, for each 1≤ j ≤ t,
if M∆( j) is the (t − 1)× (t− 1) submatrix of M∆ obtained by removing the j-th column
from M∆, then |det(M∆( j))|= x[n]/xFj .
PROOF. ⇒ : Let ∆ be a quasi-tree on [n] and fix a leaf ordering F1, . . . ,Ft of the facets
of ∆. Let t > 1. Let Fk with k = t be a branch of Ft and ∆′ = ∆\Ft . Since ∆′ is a quasi-tree,
by assumption of induction, it follows that M∆ contains a (t−2)×t submatrix M′ with the
property that, for each 1≤ j < t, if M′( j, t) is the (t−2)×(t−2) submatrix of M′ obtained
by removing the jst and t-th columns from M′, then |det(M′( j, t))|= x[n]\(Ft\Fk)/xFj . Let
M∆ denote the (t − 1)× t submatrix of M∆ obtained by adding the (k, t)-th row to M′.
Since a(k,t)t = xFt\Fk , it follows that, for each 1 ≤ j < t, one has |det(M∆( j))| = x[n]/xFj .
Moreover, since |det(M∆(t))|= |xFk\Ft det(M′(k, t))|, one has |det(M∆(t))|= x[n]/xFt .
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⇐: Now, suppose that the matrix M∆ contains a (t − 1)× t submatrix M∆ with the
property that, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s, if M∆( j) is the (t − 1)× (t − 1) submatrix of M∆ ob-
tained by removing j-th column from M∆, then |det(M∆( j))|= x[n]/xFj . Let Ω denote the
subgraph on [t] whose edges are those {i, j}with 1≤ i < j≤ t such that the (i, j)-th row of
M∆ belongs to M∆. Then Ω contains no cycles. To see why this is true, if C is a cycle of Ω
with E(C) its edge set. If {i0, j0} ∈E(C), then in the matrix M∆(i0), the (i, j)-th rows with
{i, j} ∈ E(G) are linearly dependent. Thus det(M∆(i0)) = 0. This is impossible. Hence Ω
contains no cycles. Since the number of edges of Ω is t−1, it follows that Ω is a tree, i.e.,
a connected graph without cycles. Hence there is a column of M∆ which contains exactly
one nonzero entry. Suppose, say, that the tst column contains exactly one nonzero entry
and the (k, t)-th row of M∆ appears in M∆. Then, for each 1≤ j < t, the monomial xFt\Fk
divides |det(M∆( j))|. Hence (Ft \Fk)∩Fj = /0 for all 1 ≤ j < t. It then follows that Ft is
a leaf of ∆ and Fk is a branch of Ft . Let ∆′ = ∆\Ft and M∆′ the (t−2)× (t−1) submatrix
of M∆′ which is obtained by removing the (k, t)-th row and the tst column from M∆. Since
∆′ is a simplicial complex on [n]\ (Ft \Fk) and since xFt\Fk(x[n]\(Ft\Fk)/xFj) = x[n]/xFj for
each 1≤ j < t, working with induction on t, it follows that ∆′ is a quasi-tree. Hence ∆ is
a quasi-tree. 
Let I be an arbitrary monomial ideal with G(I) = {u1, . . . ,ut}, and let T be the Taylor
complex associated with I. Then Ti = S(
t
i), and the matrix AI representing the differential
T2 → T1 is a
(t
2
)× t-matrix. To be more precise, if T1 =⊕ti=1 Sei, then T2 =⊕i< j Sei∧e j,
and ∂ (ei∧ e j) = u jiei−ui je j, where ui j = ui/[ui,u j] for all i, j ∈ [t] with i = j.
Note that for any simplicial complex ∆ we have M∆ = AI(∆c), because if ui = xFci and
u j = xFcj , then u ji = xFcj \Fci = xFi\Fj .
Assume now that I has projective dimension 1, and that the elements of G(I) have no
common factor. Then I is perfect of codimension 2, that is, projdimS/I = n−dimS/I = 2.
A subset R of the Taylor relations is called irreducible if R generates the first syzygy
module syz1(I) of I, but no proper subset of R generates syz1(I). Fortunately it is known
(see [3, Corollary 5.2]) that an irreducible subset of the Taylor relations is in fact a mini-
mal system of generators of syz1(I). In particular it follows that we can always choose a
minimal free resolution
0 −−−→ St−1 ϕ−−−→ St −−−→ I −−−→ 0
such that the rows of the matrix of ϕ correspond to Taylor relations. However the choice
of an irreducible set R of Taylor relations is in general not unique.
For example, let I = (x4x5x6,x1x5x6,x1x2x6,x1x2x5). Then ϕ can be represented by
the matrix 
x1 −x4 0 00 x2 −x5 0
0 x2 0 −x6

 ,
or by
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x1 −x4 0 00 x2 −x5 0
0 0 x5 −x6

 or

x1 −x4 0 00 x2 0 −x6
0 0 x5 −x6

 .
Nevertheless for a given choice R of t−1 Taylor relations which generate syz1(I) we can
define a (1-dimensional) treeΩ as in the proof of 5.4 with {i, j} ∈E(Ω) if u jiei−ui je j ∈R
for i < j. We call Ω the relation tree of R. This relation tree was first considered in [3,
Remark 6.3].
In the above example the relation tree for the first matrix is
◦ ◦
◦
◦
1 2
3
4
while for the other matrices it is
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
1 2 3 4
or ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
1 2 4 3
Next we want to describe how the generators ui of I can be computed from the ui j and
the relation trees. To this end we introduce for each i = 1, . . . , t an orientation to make Ω a
directed graph which we denote Ωi. We fix some vertex i. Let j be any other vertex of Ω.
Since Ω is a tree there is a unique directed walk from i to j. This defines the orientation of
the edges along this walk. The following picture explains this for the first of our relation
trees in the above example.
◦ ◦
◦
◦
1 2
3
4
◦ ◦
◦
◦
1 2
3
4
◦ ◦
◦
◦
1 2
3
4
◦ ◦
◦
◦
1 2
3
4
By the Hilbert–Burch theorem one has
ui = (−1)i det(Ai) for i = 1, . . . , t,
where the matrix Ai is obtained from the relation matrix A of I by deleting the i-th col-
umn of A. Computing det(Ai) by the determinantal expansion formula as in the proof of
Lemma 5.4 one sees that
ui = ∏
(k, j)
uk j,
where the product is taken over all oriented edges (k, j) of Ωi.
Corollary 5.5. A simplicial complex ∆ is a quasi-forest if and only if projdim I(∆c) = 1.
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PROOF. LetF (∆)= {F1, . . . ,Ft}. By Lemma 5.4, the simplicial complex ∆ is a quasi-
forest if and only if M∆ contains a (t − 1)× t submatrix M#∆ whose ideal of maximal
minors is I(∆c). Hence, if ∆ is a quasi-forest, the Hilbert–Burch theorem implies that
projdim I(∆c) = 1. Conversely, suppose projdim I(∆c) = 1, and let A be a (t − 1)× t
relation matrix of this ideal consisting of Taylor relations. By the Hilbert-Burch theorem,
I(∆c) is the ideal of maximal minors of A. Since M∆ = AI(∆c), it follows that A is a
submatrix of M∆. Hence ∆ is a quasi-forest. 
In our example I may be viewed as I = I(∆c) where the facets of ∆ are
{{1,2,3},{2,3,4},{3,4,5},{3,4,6}}.
See the following picture:
1
2
3
4
5
6
This is a quasi-tree, as it should be by Corollary 5.5.
Inspecting the proof of Lemma 5.4, we see that all possible relation trees Ω of I(∆c)
can be recovered from the quasi-forest ∆= 〈F1, . . . ,Fm〉 as follows: start with some leaf Fi
of ∆, and let Fj be a branch of Fi. Then {i, j}will be an edge of Ω. According to Corollary
5.11, 〈F (∆)\{Fi}〉 is again a quasi-forest. Then remove the leaf Fi, and continue in the
same way with the remaining quasi-forest in order to find the other edges of Ω. Of course,
at each step of the procedure there may be different choices. This gives us the different
possible relation trees.
Geometrically a relation tree is obtained from a given quasi-forest by connecting the
barycentric centers of the leaves and branches according to the above rules. In our exam-
ple we get
3. An algebra proof of Dirac’s theorem
Let G be a finite graph on [n] without isolated vertices, and E(G) its edge set. A stable
subset or clique of G is a subset F of [n] such that {i, j} ∈ E(G) for all i, j ∈ F with i = j.
We write ∆(G) for the simplicial complex on [n] whose faces are the stable subsets of G.
It is clear that G is the pure 1-skeleton of ∆(G), and that if Γ is a simplicial complex with
G = Γ(1), then Γ is a subcomplex of ∆(G). Hence, in a certain sense, ∆(G) is the ‘largest’
simplicial complex whose pure 1-skeleton is G.
The following example demonstrates this concept:
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G ∆(G)
Definition 5.6. A graph G is said to be chordal if every cycle Cn in G of length n≥ 4 has
a chord in G. A chord of Cn is an edge joining two non adjacent vertices of Cn.
The simplicial complex ∆(i) whose facets are the i-dimensional faces of ∆ is called
the pure i-skeleton of ∆.
Suppose ∆ is a pure (d−1)-dimensional simplicial complex. We then define
¯∆= 〈F : F ∈ ∆, |F|= d〉.
We have the following very simple
Lemma 5.7. Let ∆ be a (d− 1)-dimensional pure simplicial complex, and let Γ be the
simplicial complex such that IΓ = I(∆). Then
¯∆= Γ(d−1).
PROOF. Let F ∈F ( ¯∆), then F ∈ ∆. Therefore xF ∈ I(∆), and hence xF ∈ IΓ. This
means that F ∈ Γ. Since |F |= d, this implies that F ∈ Γ(d−1). The converse inclusion
is proved similarly. 
We recall the following result of Fro¨berg [14, Theorem 1] (see also [39]).
Theorem 5.8 (Fro¨berg). Let G be graph. Then I(G) has a linear resolution if and only
if G is chordal.
Lemma 5.9. Let G be a graph, and ∆ the simplicial complex defined by I∆ = I( ¯G). Then
(i) ∆= ∆(G);
(ii) G = ∆(1);
(iii) ∆ is a quasi-forest⇐⇒ G is chordal.
PROOF. (i) Since the pure 1-skeleton of ∆(G) = G, it follows that I( ¯G)⊂ I∆(G). Con-
versely, let F be a minimal nonface of ∆(G). If |F| > 2, then each subset G ⊂ F with
|G| = 2 is an edge of G. Therefore F is a stable subset of G, and hence F ∈ ∆(G), a
contradiction. Thus for every minimal nonface F of ∆(G) one has |F| = 2. This shows
that I∆(G) = I( ¯G). Therefore, ∆= ∆(G).
(ii) follows from Lemma 5.7 (or from (i) and the remarks preceding this lemma).
(iii) The theorem of Fro¨berg [14] guarantees that the complementary graph G of ¯G
is a chordal graph if and only if I( ¯G) = I∆ has a 2-linear resolution. By Theorem 6.18,
reg(I∆) = projdim I∆∨ + 1, and so the ideal I( ¯G) has a 2-linear resolution if and only
if projdim I∆∨ = 1. Since by Proposition 2.11, I∆∨ = I(∆c), the assertion follows from
Corollary 5.5. 
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As we have already seen in Lemma 2.31, a quasi-forest is a flag complex. By using
this fact together with Lemma 5.9, we have:
Theorem 5.10 (Dirac). A finite graph G on [n] is a chordal graph if and only if G is the
pure 1-skeleton of a quasi-forest on [n].
PROOF. The statements (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 5.9 imply that a chordal graph is the
pure 1-skeleton of quasi-forest. Conversely, suppose that G is the pure 1-skeleton of a
quasi-forest Γ. Since by Lemma 2.31, Γ is flag, the ideal IΓ is generated by all monomials
xF with |F|= 2 and F ∈ Γ. This shows that IΓ= I( ¯G), and so Γ= ∆(G), by Lemma 5.9(i).
Hence G is chordal by Lemma 5.9(iii). 
Corollary 5.11. Let ∆ be a quasi-forest, and F a leaf of ∆. Then 〈F (∆)\{F}〉 is again
a quasi-forest.
PROOF. Let ∆′ = 〈F (∆) \ {F}〉. Let G be the pure 1-skeleton of ∆ and G′ the pure
1-skeleton of ∆′. Then G′ is obtained by removing all free vertices of F and all edges
containing these vertices from G. Since G is chordal by Theorem 5.10, it follows that G′
is also chordal. Hence again by Theorem 5.10, ∆′ is a quasi-forest. 
Remark 5.12. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in Dirac’s paper [8] yield the following con-
clusion: G is chordal if and only if (∗): ∆(G) can be obtained from a set of simplices
F1, . . . ,Fm as follows: for each i, there exists j < i such that Fk∩Fi ⊂ Fj∩Fi.
This does not mean that F1, ...,Fm is a leaf order of ∆(G). In fact, the Fi need not to
be facets of ∆(G). But the above condition (∗) on ∆(G) is equivalent to the condition that
∆(G) is a quasi-tree.
Indeed, if ∆ is any quasi-tree, then a leaf order satisfies condition (∗). Conversely,
suppose ∆ satisfies (∗) for the simplices F1, . . . ,Fm. We show by induction on m that
∆ is a quasi-tree. Hence we may assume that the simplicial complex Γ obtained from
F1, . . . ,Fm−1 is a quasi-tree, that is, there exists a leaf order G1, . . . ,Gr for Γ. (The index
r may be smaller than m− 1, since not all Fi need to be facets of Γ. In other words,
{G1, ...,Gr} is a subset of {F1, ...,Fm−1}). Now by assumption there exists j < m such
that Fk ∩Fm ⊂ Fj ∩Fm for all k < m. This Fj is a face of some Gs. If it happens that
Gs ⊂ Fm, then G1, ...,Gs−1,Fm,Gs+1, ...,Gr is the leaf order for ∆. Otherwise, Fm is a leaf
of ∆, and G1, ...,Gs,Fm is the leaf order for ∆.
In graph theory (see for example [42]) Dirac’s theorem is often quoted as follows: A
graph G is chordal if and only if G has a perfect elimination ordering on its vertices, as
explained in the introduction. It is quite clear that ∆(G) satisfies condition (∗) if and only
if G has a perfect elimination ordering on its vertices.
We conclude this section with a sort of higher Dirac theorem.
Theorem 5.13. Let ∆ be a pure -dimensional simplicial complex over the vertex set [n],
and Γ its pure 1-skeleton. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ∆ is the pure -skeleton of a quasi-forest;
(ii) (a) Γ is a chordal graph;
(b) ∆ is the pure -skeleton of ∆(Γ).
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PROOF. (ii)⇒ (i) follows from Lemma 5.9(iii). For the implication (i)⇒ (ii), suppose
that ∆ is the pure -skeleton of the quasi-forest Σ. Then Γ is also the pure 1-skeleton of Σ.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.10 we conclude that Σ= ∆(Γ). This implies (ii)(b). Finally,
by Dirac’s theorem Γ is chordal. 
CHAPTER 6
The resolutions of monomial ideals related to a quasi-tree
In this chapter we consider graded ideals in a polynomial ring over a field and ask
when such an ideal has the property that all of its powers have a linear resolution.
It is known [25] that polymatroidal ideals have linear resolutions and that powers
of polymatroidal ideals are again polymatroidal (see [5] and [18]). In particular they
have again linear resolutions. In general however, powers of ideals with linear resolution
need not to have linear resolutions. The first example of such an ideal was given by
Terai. He showed that over a base field of characteristic = 2 the Stanley Reisner ideal
I = (abd,ab f ,ace,adc,ae f ,bde,bc f ,bce,cd f ,de f ) of the minimal triangulation of the
projective plane has a linear resolution, while I2 has no linear resolution. The example
depends on the characteristic of the base field. If the base field has characteristic 2, then I
itself has no linear resolution.
Another example, namely I =(de f ,ce f ,cd f ,cde,be f ,bcd,ac f ,ade) is given by Sturm-
fels [34]. Again I has a linear resolution, while I2 has no linear resolution. The example of
Sturmfels is interesting because of two reasons: 1. it does not depend on the characteristic
of the base field, and 2. it is a linear quotient ideal.
Recall that an ideal I⊂ S is said to be equigenerated, if whose generators f1, . . . , fm are
all of same degree. As we have seen in Lemma 4.31 that a equigenerated linear quotient
ideal has a linear resolution (independent on the characteristic of the base field). However
the example of Sturmfels also shows that powers of a linear quotient ideal need not to be
again linear quotient ideals.
In this chapter we will give some monomial ideals arriving from quasi-trees which
have the property that all powers of it have linear resolutions.
1. Rees algebra and Gro¨bner basis
In this section we recall some fundamental concepts of Commutative algebra, which
are useful in the remaining sections.
Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Given n≥ 0 we define
T n(M) = M⊗·· ·⊗M︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−times
and T 0(M) = R.
Recall that the tensor algebra T (M) of M is the non commutative graded algebra
T (M) =
∞⊕
n=0
T n(M),
where the product is induced by juxtaposition.
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The symmetric algebra of M, denoted by SymR(M) or simply Sym(M), is defined as
the quotient algebra
Sym(M) = T (M)/I
where I is the two side ideal generated by the elements
xy− yx = x⊗ y− y⊗ x ∈ T 2(M)
with x and y running through M. Notice that Sym(M) is commutative.
Since I is a homogeneous elements of degree two, the symmetric algebra is graded
by
Symn(M) = T n(M)/I∩T n(M) and Sym0(M) = R.
Note
Sym2(M) = M⊗M/(x⊗ y− y⊗ x),
with x and y running through M.
The following fact about the symmetric algebra is well known.
Fact 6.1. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. If M is free of rank n, then the symmetric
algebra of M is a polynomial ring in n variables with coefficients in R.
Let R be a ring and I an ideal generated by f1, . . . , fm. The Rees algebra of I, denoted
byR(I) is the subring of R[t] given by
R(I) = R[ f1t, . . . , fmt]⊂ R[t],
where t is a new variable. Note
R(I) = R⊕ It⊕·· ·⊕ Intn⊕·· · ⊂ R[t].
There is an epimorphism or R-algebras
ϕ : B = R[t1, . . . , tm]−→R(I)−→ 0, ti → fit,
where B is the polynomial ring in the indeterminates t1, . . . , tm over the ring R. The ker-
nel of ϕ , denoted by J, is the presentation ideal or toric ideal of R(I) with respect to
f1, . . . , fm. Observe that J =⊕∞i=1 Ji is a graded ideal in the variables ti, where B has the
standard grading induced by deg ti = 1, i = 1, . . . ,m.
The map
ψ : Rm −→ I
given by
ψ(z1, . . . ,zm) =
m
∑
i=1
zi fi
induces an R-algebra epimorphism
β : R[t1, . . . , tm]−→ SymR(I).
Thus the symmetric algebra of I is:
SymR(I) R[t1, . . . , tm]/ker(β ),
where ker(β ) is an ideal of R[t] generated by linear forms:
ker(β ) = ({
m
∑
i=1
biti :
m
∑
i=1
bi fi = 0 and bi ∈ R}).
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On the other hand, the kernel of ϕ is generated by all forms F(t1, . . . , tm) such that
F( f1, . . . , fm) = 0. In particular, one may factor ϕ through SymR(I) and obtain the map
α : SymR(I)−→R(I)
such that β ◦α = ϕ . We say that I is an ideal of linear type if α is an isomorphism.
An important module theoretic obstruction to ideal of linear type is given by
Proposition 6.2 (Herzog-Simis-Vasconcelos). Let I be an ideal of a ring R. If the ideal
I of linear type, then for each prime ideal P containing I, IP can be generated by heightP
elements.
PROOF. See [24]. 
Let K be a field and R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] the polynomial ring in n variables over K. Let
M be the set of all monomials in R. We say an order relation ≺ is a term order onM if
it a total order which is compatible with the multiplication of monomials, i.e.,
• for any pair of monomials m1 and nm2 we have m1 ≺m2 or m2 ≺m1 or m1 = m2;
• if m1 ≺ m2 and m2 ≺ m3 then m1 ≺ m3;
• 1≺ m for any monomial m = 1;
• if m1 ≺ m2 then mm1 ≺ mm2 for any monomial m.
For example, the lexicographical ordering, degree lexicographical ordering and the degree
lexicographical ordering are term orderings.
Let f ∈R be a polynomial, f = 0, and suppose≺ is a term order of the monomials in R.
Then f can be uniquely written f = c1m1+ · · ·+clml with monomials m1 ≺m2 ≺ ·· · ≺ml
and ci = 0, i = 1, . . . , l. The support of f is the set supp f = {m1 : i = 1, . . . , l}. The
leading monomial, leading term and leading coefficient are defined to be lm( f ) = m1,
lt( f ) = c1m1 and lc( f ) = c1, respectively. If I is a nonzero ideal in R, we define
the initial ideal of I to be in(I) = 〈lm( f ) : f ∈ I〉. The monomials which do not lie
in in(I) are called standard monomials. If I = 〈 f1, . . . , fr〉 then clearly lm( fi) ∈ in(I)
for i = 1, . . . ,r. Since lm(m f ) = m lm( f ) for a monomial m and a polynomial f , we
have 〈lm( f1), . . . , lm( fr)〉 ⊆ in(I). There might be strict inclusion. Hence we have the
following
Definition 6.3. Let R = K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a polynomial ring over the field K and I an ideal.
A set {g1, . . . ,gs} of elements in I such that 〈lm(g1) . . . , lm(gs)〉= in(I) is called a Gro¨bner
basis of I.
Note that a Gro¨bner basis of an ideal is a generating set of this ideal.
Lemma 6.4. If {g1, . . . ,gs} is a Gro¨bner basis of I, then 〈g1, . . . ,gs〉= I.
PROOF. 〈g1, . . . ,gs〉 ⊆ I is clear since gi ∈ I for i = 1, . . . ,s. Let f ∈ I. Then lm( f ) ∈
〈lm(g1), . . . , lm(gs)〉. Hence lm( f −mgk)≺ lm( f ) for some k ∈ [s] and some term m ∈ R.
Since f −mgk ∈ I, we get by recursiveness that f ∈ 〈g1, . . . ,gs〉. 
The proof of the following proposition about the standard monomials is not difficult.
One can also find it for example in [13].
Proposition 6.5. The (images of the) standard monomials form a K-vector space basis
for the residue ring K[x1, . . . ,xn]/I.
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Gro¨bner bases of an ideal are not unique. For any Gro¨bner basis G of I and any
element f ∈ I, G∪ { f} is a new Gr”obner basis of I. We will introduce the concept
reduced Gro¨bner basis of an ideal, which is uniquely determinant.
Definition 6.6. Let R be a polynomial ring and I = 〈g1, . . . ,gs〉 an ideal with G= {g1, . . . ,gs}
a Gro¨bner basis. We say G is reduced if
(i) {lm(g1), . . . , lm(gs)} constitutes a minimal set of generators for in(I);
(ii) gi are monic, i.e., lc(gi) = 1, i = 1, . . . ,s;
(iii) no lm(gi) divides any monomial in suppg j, i = j.
Given a Gro¨bner basis G it is easy to construct a reduced Gro¨bner basis. First we pick
up a subset G′ = {gi1 , . . . ,gik} of G such that the condition (i) in the definition is fulfilled.
Then we multiply each gik with lc(gik)−1 so that we get monic elements. Then we take the
remainder of each gik with respect to G′ \ {gik}. Thus reduced Gro¨bner basis exist. Now
suppose {g1, . . . ,gs} and {h1, . . . , fs} are two reduced Gro¨bner bases of I with lm(gi) =
lm(hi) for i = 1, . . . ,s. Hence gi−hi ∈ I. If gi = fi we would have lm(gi−hi) ∈ in(I) and
the leading terms of gi and fi are cancelled in gi−hi. On the other hand, since {g1, . . . ,gs}
and {h1, . . . , fs} are reduced Gro¨bner bases, gi−hi is a linear combination of monomials
outside in(I), a contradiction.
Clearly, there are infinitely many term orders on M if n ≥ 2. However if the ideal I
is fixed, then they can be grouped into finitely many equivalence classes by the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.7. Every ideal I ⊂ K[x1, . . . ,xn] has only finitely many distinct initial ideals.
PROOF. See [33, Theorem 1.2]. 
Theorem 6.7 permits the following definition. A finite subsetU ⊂ I is called a univer-
sal Gro¨bner basis if U is a Gro¨bner basis of I respect to all term orders simultaneously.
Corollary 6.8. Every ideal I ⊂ K[x1, . . . ,xn] possesses a finite universal Gro¨bner basis.
PROOF. By Theorem 6.7, there exist only finitely many distinct reduced Gro¨bner basis
of I. Their inion is again finite, and it is a universal Gro¨bner basis of I. 
2. The x-condition
Let K be a field, S = K[x1, . . . ,xn] the polynomial ring, I ⊂ S an equigenerated graded
ideal. Then the Rees ring
R(I) =
⊕
j≥0
I jt j = S[ f1t, . . . , fmt]⊂ S[t]
is naturally bigraded with degxi = (1,0) for i = 1, . . . ,n and deg fit = (0,1) for i =
1, . . . ,m.
Let T = S[y1, . . . ,ym] be the polynomial ring over S in the variables y1, . . . ,ym. We
define a bigrading on T by setting degxi = (1,0) for i = 1, . . . ,n, and degy j = (0,1) for
j = 1, . . . ,m. Then there is a natural surjective homomorphism of bigraded K-algebras
ϕ : T →R(I) with ϕ(xi) = xi for i = 1, . . . ,n and ϕ(y j) = f jt for j = 1, . . . ,m.
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Let
F : 0−→ Fp −→ Fp−1 −→ ·· · −→ F1 −→ F0 −→R(I)−→ 0
be the bigraded minimal free T -resolution of R(I). Here Fi =
⊕
j T (−ai j,−bi j) for i =
0, . . . , p. The x-regularity ofR(I) is defined to be the number
regx(R(I)) = maxi, j {ai j− i}.
With the notation introduced one has the following result [31, Theorem 5.3 (i)] of
Ro¨mer.
Theorem 6.9. reg(In) ≤ nd + regx(R(I)). In particular, if regx(R(I)) = 0, then each
power of I admits a linear resolution.
For the reader’s convenience we give a simple proof of this theorem: For all n, the
exact sequence F gives the exact sequence of graded S-modules
0−→ (Fp)(∗,n) −→ (Fp−1)(∗,n) · · · −→ (F1)(∗,n) −→ (F0)(∗,n) −→R(I)(∗,n) −→ 0.(13)
We note that R(I)(∗,n) = In(−dn), and that T (−a,−b)(∗,n) is isomorphic to the free S-
module
⊕
|u|=n−b S(−a)yu. It follows that (13) is a (possibly non-minimal) graded free
S-resolution of In(−dn). This yields at once that reg(In(−dn)) ≤ regx(R(I)), and thus
reg(In)≤ nd + regx(R(I)).
We say that I satisfies the x-condition if regx(R(I)) = 0.
Corollary 6.10. Let I ⊂ S be an equigenerated graded ideal, and let R(I) = T/P. Then
each power of I has a linear resolution if for some term order < on T the defining ideal P
has a Gro¨bner basis G whose elements are at most linear in the variables x1, . . . ,xn, that
is, degx f ≤ 1 for all f ∈ G.
PROOF. The hypothesis implies that in(P) (the initial ideal of P) is generated by
monomials u1, . . . ,um with degx ui ≤ 1. Let C. be the Taylor resolution of in(P). The
module Ci has the basis eσ with σ = { j1 < j2 < .. . < ji} ⊂ [m]. Each basis element eσ
has the multidegree (aσ ,bσ ) where xaσ ybσ = lcm{u j1 , . . . ,u ji}. It follows that degx eσ ≤ i
for all eσ ∈Ci. Since the shifts of C. bound the shifts of a minimal multigraded resolution
of in(P), we conclude that regx(T/ in(P)) = 0. On the other hand, by semi-continuity one
always has regx(T/P)≤ regx(T/ in(P)). 
3. Monomial ideals with 2-linear resolution
Let K be a field and I ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a squarefree monomial ideal generated
in degree 2. We may attach to I a graph G whose vertices are the elements of [n], and
{i, j} is an edge of G if and only if xix j ∈ I. The ideal I is called the edge ideal of G
and denoted I(G). Thus the assignment G → I(G) establishes a bijection between graphs
which contains no isolated vertex and squarefree monomial ideals generated in degree 2.
As a consequence of Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.10 we obtain
Proposition 6.11. Let I ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a squarefree monomial ideal with 2-linear
resolution. Then after suitable renumbering of the variables we have: if xix j ∈ I with
i = j, k > i and k > j, then either xixk or x jxk belongs to I.
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PROOF. We consider I as the edge ideal of the graph G. Then by Theorem 5.8
and Theorem 5.10 the complementary graph G is the 1-skeleton of a quasi-tree ∆. Let
F1, . . . ,Fm be a leaf order of ∆. Let i1 be the number of free vertices of the leaf Fm. We
label the free vertices of Fm by n,n−1, . . . ,n− i1 +1, in any order. Next Fm−1 is a leaf of
〈F1, . . . ,Fm−1〉. Say, Fm−1 has i2 free vertices. Then we label the free vertices of Fm−1 by
n− i1, . . . ,n− (i1 + i2)+1, in any order. Proceeding in this way we label all the vertices
of ∆, that is, those of G, and then choose the numbering of the variables of S according to
this labelling.
Suppose there exist xix j ∈ I and k > i, j such that xixk ∈ I and x jxk ∈ I. Let r be the
smallest number such that Γ= 〈F1, . . . ,Fr〉 contains the vertices 1, . . . ,k. Then k is a free
vertex of Fr in Γ. Since xixk ∈ I and x jxk ∈ I, we have that {i,k} and { j,k} are edges of
Γ, and since k is a free vertex of Fr in Γ it follows that i and j are vertices of Fr. Therefore
{i, j} is an edge of Fr and hence of Γ. However, this contradicts the assumption that
xix j ∈ I. 
We now consider a monomial ideal I generated in degree 2 which is not necessarily
squarefree. Let J ⊂ I be the ideal generated by all squarefree monomials in I. Then
I = (x2i1 , . . . ,x
2
ik ,J).
Lemma 6.12. Suppose I has a linear resolution. Then J has a linear resolution.
PROOF. Polarizing (see [2, Lemma 4.2.16]) the ideal I = (x2i1, . . . ,x2ik ,J) yields the
ideal I∗ = (xi1y1, . . . ,xikyk,J) in K[x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yk]. We consider I∗ as the edge ideal
of the graph G∗ with the vertices−k, . . . ,−1,1, . . . ,n, where the vertices−i correspond to
the variables yi and the vertices i to the variables xi. Let G be the restriction of G∗ to the
vertices 1, . . . ,n. In other words, {i, j} with 1 ≤ i < j is an edge of G if and only it is an
edge of G∗. Then it is clear that J is the edge ideal of G.
Assuming that I has a linear resolution implies that I∗ has a linear resolution since
I∗ is an unobstructed deformation of I. It follows that G∗ is chordal, by Theorem 5.8.
Obviously the restriction of a chordal graph to a subset of the vertices is again chordal.
Hence G is chordal, and so again by Theorem 5.8 we get that J has a linear resolution.

In the situation of Lemma 6.12 let J = I(G), and let ∆ be the quasi-tree whose 1-
skeleton is G, see Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.10.
Proposition 6.13. If I = (x2i1, . . . ,x2ik ,J) has a linear resolution, then i j is a free vertex of
∆ for j = 1, . . . ,k, and no two of these vertices belong to the same facet.
PROOF. We refer to the notation in the proof of Lemma 6.12. Our assumption implies
that G∗ is chordal. Let ∆∗ the quasi-tree whose 1-skeleton is G∗.
Suppose that i j is not a free vertex of ∆. Then there exist edges {i j,r} and {i j,s} in G
such that {r,s} is not an edge in G. Then {i j,r} and {i j,s} are also edges in G∗, and {r,s}
is not an edge in G∗. Since xi jy j ∈ I∗, it follows that {i j,− j} is not an edge in G∗, and
since xry j and xsy j do not belong to I∗ it follows that {− j,r} and {− j,s} are edges of G∗.
Thus {i j,r},{r,− j},{− j,s},{s, i j} is circuit of length 4 with no chords, a contradiction.
Suppose i j and il are free vertices belonging to the same facet of ∆. Then {i j, il} is an
edge in G∗, and we also have that {i j,−l}, {il,− j} and {− j,−l} are edges of G∗ since
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xi jyl , xil y j and y jyl do not belong to I∗. On the other hand, {i j,− j} and {il,−l} are not
edges of G∗ since xi jy j and xil yl belong to I∗. Therefore {i j, il},{il,− j},{− j,−l},{−l, i j}
is the circuit of length 4 with no chords, a contradiction. 
Corollary 6.14. Suppose I has a linear resolution and x2i ∈ I. Then with the numbering
of the variables as given in Proposition 6.11 the following holds: for all j > i for which
there exists k such that xkx j ∈ I, one has xix j ∈ I or xixk ∈ I.
PROOF. Suppose x2i ∈ I and there exists a j > i for which there exists k such that
xkx j ∈ I, but xix j and xixk both do not belong to I. Then k = i, because x2i ∈ I.
If k = j, then {k, j} is not an edge of ∆, and {i, j}, {i,k} both are edges of ∆. This
implies that i is not a free vertex of ∆, contradicting Proposition 6.13.
If k = j, then x2j ∈ I and j is a free vertex of ∆, by Proposition 6.13. But since xix j ∈ I
we have that {i, j} is an edge of ∆. This implies that i and j belong to the same facet,
again a contradiction to Proposition 6.13. 
4. Monomial ideals satisfying the x-condition
In the previous section we have seen that if I is a monomial ideal generated in degree
2 which has a linear resolution then it satisfies the conditions (∗) and (∗∗) listed in the
next theorem.
Theorem 6.15. Let I ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . ,xn] be an ideal which is generated by quadratic
monomials and suppose that I possesses the following properties (∗) and (∗∗):
(∗) if xix j ∈ I with i = j, k > i and k > j, then either xixk or x jxk belongs to I;
(∗∗) if x2i ∈ I and j > i for which there is k such that xkx j ∈ I, then either xix j ∈ I or
xixk ∈ I.
Let R(I) = T/P be the Rees ring of I. Then there exists a lexicographic order <lex on T
such that the reduced Gro¨bner basis G of the defining ideal P with respect to <lex consists
of binomials f ∈ T with degx f ≤ 1.
PROOF. Let Ω denote the finite graph with the vertices 1, . . . ,n,n+1 whose edge set
E(Ω) consists of those edges and loops {i, j}, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, with xix j ∈ I together with
the edges {1,n+1},{2,n+1}, . . . ,{n,n+1}. Let K[Ω]⊂ S[xn+1] denote the edge ring of
Ω studied in, e.g., [29] and [30].
Thus K[Ω] is the affine semigroup ring generated by those quadratic monomials xix j,
1≤ i≤ j≤ n+1, with {i, j} ∈ E(Ω). Let T = K[x1, . . . ,xn,{y{i, j}} 1≤i≤n,1≤ j≤n{i, j}∈E(Ω) ] be the poly-
nomial ring and define the surjective homomorphism π : T → K[Ω] by setting π(xi) =
xixn+1 and π(y{i, j}) = xix j. The toric ideal of K[Ω] is the kernel of π . Since the Rees
ring R(I) is isomorphic to the edge ring K[Ω] in the obvious way, we will identify the
defining ideal P of the Rees ring with the toric ideal of K[Ω].
We introduce the lexicographic order <lex on T induced by the ordering of the vari-
ables as follows: (i) y{i, j}> y{p,q} if either min{i, j}< min{p,q} or (min{i, j}=min{p,q}
and max{i, j}< max{p,q}) and (ii) y{i, j} > x1 > x2 > · · ·> xn for all y{i, j}. Let G denote
the reduced Gro¨bner basis of P with respect to <lex.
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It follows (e.g., [30, p. 516]) that the Graver basis of P coincides with the set of all
binomials fΓ, where Γ is a primitive even closed walk in Ω. (In [30] a finite graph with no
loop is mainly discussed. However, all results obtained there are valid for a finite graph
allowing loops with the obvious modification.)
Now, let f be a binomial belonging to G and
Γ= ({w1,w2},{w2,w3}, . . . ,{w2m,w1})
the primitive even closed walk in Ω associated with f . In other words, with setting
y{i,n+1} = xi and w2m+1 = w1, one has
f = fΓ =
m
∏
k=1
y{w2k−1,w2k} −
m
∏
k=1
y{w2k,w2k+1}.
What we must prove is that, among the vertices w1,w2, . . . ,w2m, the vertex n+1 appears
at most one time. Let y{w1,w2} be the biggest variable appearing in f with respect to <lex
with w1 ≤ w2. Let k1,k2, . . . with k1 < k2 < · · · denote the integers 3≤ k < 2m for which
wk = n+1.
Case I: Let k1 be even. Since {n+1,w1} ∈ E(Ω), the closed walk
Γ′ = ({w1,w2},{w2,w3}, . . . ,{wk1−1,wk1},{wk1,w1})
is an even closed walk in Ω with degx fΓ′ = 1. Since the initial monomial in<lex( fΓ′) =
y{w1,w2}y{w3,w4} · · ·y{wk1−1,wk1} of fΓ′ divides in<lex( fΓ) =∏
m
k=1 y{w2k−1,w2k}, it follows that
fΓ ∈ G unless Γ′ = Γ.
Case II: Let both k1 and k2 be odd. This is impossible since Γ is primitive and since the
subwalk
Γ′′ = ({w1,w2}, . . . ,{wk1−1,wk1},{wk2,wk2+1}, . . . ,{w2m,w1})
of Γ is an even closed walk in Ω.
Case III: Let k1 be odd and let k2 be even. Let C be the odd closed walk
C = ({wk1 ,wk1+1},{wk1+1,wk1+2}, . . . ,{wk2−1,wk2})
in Ω. Since both {w2,wk1} and {wk2 ,w1} are edges of Ω, the closed walk
Γ′′′ = ({w1,w2},{w2,wk1},C,{wk2,w1})
is an even closed walk in Ω and the initial monomial in<lex( fΓ′′′) of fΓ′′′ divides in<lex( fΓ).
Thus we discuss Γ′′′ instead of Γ.
Since Γ′′′ is primitive and since C is of odd length, it follows that none of the vertices
of C coincides with w1 and that none of the vertices of C coincides with w2.
(III – a) First, we study the case when there is p ≥ 0 with k1 + p+ 2 < k2 such that
wk1+p+1 = wk1+p+2. Let W and W ′ be the walks
W = ({wk1 ,wk1+1},{wk1+1,wk1+2}, . . . ,{wk1+p+1,wk1+p+2}),
W ′ = ({wk2 ,wk2−1},{wk2−1,wk2−2}, . . . ,{wk1+p+3,wk1+p+2})
in Ω.
(III – a – 1) Let w1 = w2. If either {w2,wk1+p+1} or {w2,wk1+p+2} is an edge of Ω,
then it is possible to construct an even closed walk Γ in Ω such that in<lex( fΓ) divides
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in<lex( fΓ′′′) and degx fΓ = 1. For example, if, say, {w2,wk1+p+2} ∈ E(Ω) and if p is even,
then
Γ = ({w2,w1},{w1,wk2},W ′,{wk1+p+2,w2})
is a desired even closed walk.
(III – a – 2) Let w1 = w2. Let {w2,wk1+p+1} ∈ E(Ω) and {w2,wk1+p+2} ∈ E(Ω).
Since {wk1+p+1,wk1+p+2} is an edge of Ω, by (∗) either w2 < wk1+p+1 or w2 < wk1+p+2.
Let w2 < wk1+p+2. Since w1 < w2 and {w1,w2}∈E(Ω), again by (∗) one has {w1,wk1+p+2}∈
E(Ω). If p is even, then consider the even closed walk
Γ = ({w1,w2},{w2,wk2},W ′,{wk1+p+2,w1})
in Ω. If p is odd, then consider the even closed walk
Γ = ({w1,w2},{w2,wk1},W,{wk1+p+2,w1})
in Ω. In each case, one has degx fΓ = 1. Since y{w1,w2} > y{w1,wk1+p+2}, it follows that
in<lex( fΓ) divides in<lex( fΓ′′′).
(III – a – 3) Let w1 = w2. Since w1 < wk1+p+1, by (∗∗) either {w1,wk1+p+1} ∈ E(Ω)
or {w1,wk1+p+2} ∈ E(Ω). Thus the same technique as in (III – a – 2) can be applied.
(III – b) Second, if C = ({n+1, j},{ j, j},{ j,n+1}), then in each of the cases w1 <
w2 < j, w1 < j < w2 and w1 = w2 < j, by either (∗) or (∗∗), one has either has {w1, j} ∈
E(Ω) or {w2, j} ∈ E(Ω). 
As the final conclusion of our considerations we obtain
Theorem 6.16. Let I be a monomial ideal generated in degree 2. The following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) I has a linear resolution;
(ii) I has linear quotients;
(iii) each power of I has a linear resolution.
PROOF. The implication (iii) ⇒ (i) is trivial, while (ii) ⇒ (i) is a general fact. It
follows from Proposition 6.11 and Corollary 6.14 that if I has a linear resolution, then the
conditions (∗) and (∗∗) of Theorem 6.15 are satisfied, after a suitable renumbering of the
variables. Hence by Corollary 6.10 each power of I has a linear resolution.
It remains to prove (i)⇒ (ii): Again we may assume that the conditions (∗) and (∗∗)
hold. Let G(I) be the unique minimal set of monomial generators of I. We denote by
[u,v] the greatest common divisor of u and v.
We show that the following condition (q) is satisfied: the elements of G(I) can be
ordered such that if u,v ∈ G(I) with u > v, then there exists w > v such that w/[w,v] is
of degree 1 and w/[w,v] divides u/[u,v]. This condition (q) then implies that I has linear
quotients.
The squarefree monomials in G(I) will be ordered by the lexicographical order in-
duced by xn > xn−1 > · · · > x1, and if x2i ∈ G(I) then we let u > x2i > v, where u is the
smallest squarefree monomial of the form xkxi with k < i, and where v is the largest
squarefree monomial less than u.
Now, for any two monomials u,v ∈ G(I) with u > v corresponding to our order, we
need to show that property (q) holds. There are three cases:
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Case 1: u = xsxt and v = xix j both are squarefree monomials with s < t and i < j.
Since u > v, we have t ≥ j. If t = j, take w = u. If t > j, then by (∗), either xixt ∈G(I) or
x jxt ∈ G(I). Accordingly, let w = xixt or w = x jxt .
Case 2: u = x2t and v = xix j with i < j. Since u > v, we have t > j. Hence by (∗),
either xixt ∈ G(I) or x jxt ∈ G(I). Accordingly, let w = xixt or w = x jxt .
Case 3: u = xsxt with s ≤ t and v = x2i . If t = i, then s = t and take w = u. If t > i,
then by (∗∗), we have either xixt ∈ G(I) or xixs ∈ G(I). Both elements are greater than v
in our order. Accordingly, let w = xixt or w = xixs. Then again (q) holds. 
5. The facet ideals of the complementary of pure skeletons of quasi-trees
Let ∆ be a simplicial complex, recall that the simplicial complex ∆(i) whose facets
are the i-dimensional faces of ∆ is called the pure i-skeleton of ∆.
Suppose ∆ is a pure (d−1)-dimensional simplicial complex. We then define
¯∆= 〈F : F ∈ ∆, |F|= d〉.
Proposition 6.17. Let Σ be a flag complex with n vertices, and let ∆ and ∆′ be the simpli-
cial complexes defined by
I∆ = I(Σ()) and I∆′ = I(Σ(1)).
Then ∆∨ = (∆′)∨(n− −2).
PROOF. By Proposition 2.11 we have ∆∨ = (Σ())c and (∆′)∨ = (Σ(1))c. Since Σ is
flag, any facet of Σ() contains a nonedge of Σ which is a facet of Σ(1). Therefore, any
facet of ∆∨ is a face of (∆′)∨. It is clear that the facets of ∆∨ are all of dimension n−−2,
so that ∆∨ ⊂ (∆′)∨(n− −2).
On the other hand, for any (n−−2)-dimensional face F of (∆′)∨ its complementary
set Fc contains one nonedge of Σ. Therefore, Fc ∈ Σ() and hence F is a facet of ∆∨.

We quote the following two results relating combinatorial or algebraic properties of a
simplicial complex ∆ to algebraic properties of the Alexander dual of ∆∨.
Theorem 6.18. Let K be a field, ∆ a simplicial complex, I∆ the Stanley–Reisner ideal and
K[∆] the Stanley–Reisner ring of ∆. Then
(i) (Eagon–Reiner [11]) K[∆] is Cohen-Macaulay⇐⇒ I∆∨ has a linear resolution;
(ii) (Terai [37]) projdimK[∆] = reg(I∆∨);
(iii) ∆ is shellable⇐⇒ I∆∨ has linear quotients.
For the convenience of the reader we give the easy proof of statement (iii): recall that
∆ is called shellable if ∆ is pure and there is an order F1, . . . ,Fm of the facets of ∆ (called
a shelling order), such that for all 0 < j < i there exists a vertex l ∈ Fi \Fj and some k < i
with Fi \Fk = {l}, , while an ideal I is said to have linear quotients, if I = ( f1, . . . , fm) and
for all i > 0 the colon ideals ( f1, . . . , fi−1) : fi are generated by linear forms.
For a monomial ideal I we require that the fi belong to the unique minimal set of
monomial generators G(I) of I. Then I has linear quotients if for all i > 1, and any j < i,
there exists k < i such that fk/[ fi, fk] is a monomial of degree 1, say x, and x| f j. Here
[ fi, fk] denotes the greatest common divisor of fi and fk.
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By Proposition 2.11 one has I∆∨ = (xFc1 , . . . ,xFcm). Hence the equivalence of the state-
ments in (iii) are obvious.
It is well known that K[∆] is Cohen-Macaulay for any field K, if ∆ is shellable (see
for instance [2]), and we have seen that an equigenerated linear quotient ideal has a linear
resolution.
Corollary 6.19. Let Σ be a flag complex, and let ∆ and ∆′ be the simplicial complexes
defined by I∆ = I(Σ()) and I∆′ = I(Σ(1)). Suppose that I∆′ has linear quotients, then so
does I∆.
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 6.18(c) that (∆′)∨ is shellable. Since ∆∨ is a skele-
ton of (∆′)∨, the following lemma implies that ∆∨ is shellable, too. Applying again The-
orem 6.18(c), the assertion follows. 
Lemma 6.20. Let ∆ be a shellable complex with dim∆= d−1. Then for each 1≤ i < d
the pure i-skeleton ∆(i) of ∆ is shellable.
PROOF. Let i < d−1. Fix a shelling F1, . . . ,Fm of the facets of ∆. If m= 1, i.e., ∆ is the
simplex on [n], thenF (∆(i)) =
( [n]
i+1
)
, and ∆(i) is shellable. Let m > 1 and ∆′ = ∆\{Fm}.
By using induction on m, we may assume that ∆′(i) is shellable. Let V ⊂ [n] denote
the set of those b ∈ [n] such that there is 1 ≤ s < m with dim(Fs∩Fm) = d− 2 and with
Fm\Fs = {b}. It then follows that a subset G∈
( [n]
i+1
)
belongs toF (∆(i))\F (∆′(i)) if and
only if V ⊂ G ⊂ Fm. Hence the simplicial complex Γ with F (Γ) =F (∆(i)) \F (∆′(i))
turns out to be shellable.
Let G1,G2, . . . ,Gp be a shelling of the facets of ∆′(i) and Gp+1, . . . ,Gq a shelling of Γ.
We claim that G1,G2, . . . ,Gp,Gp+1, . . . ,Gq is a shelling of ∆(i). In fact, let 1 ≤ j ≤ p <
k ≤ q and G j ⊂ Fs with s < m. Then there is s′ < m with dim(Fs′ ∩Fm) = d−2 such that
Fs∩Fm ⊂ Fs′ ∩Fm. Let Fs′ \Fm = {a} and Fm \Fs′ = {b}. Since p < k, one has b ∈ Gk.
Let Gk′ = (Gk \ {b})∪{a} with k′ ≤ p. Then Gk′ ∩Gk = Gk \ {b} ∈
([n]
i
)
. Since b ∈ Fs,
one has b ∈ G j. Hence G j∩Gk ⊂ Gk′ ∩Gk, as desired. 
We now consider powers of facet ideals of complementary simplicial complexes of
pure skeletons of quasi-forest. We first show that such ideals have linear quotients.
Theorem 6.21. Let ∆ be a quasi-tree of dimension d− 1. Then I = I(∆()) has linear
quotients for any ≤ d−1. In particular, I has a linear resolution.
PROOF. Let IΓ = I and IΓ′ = I(∆(1)). Since by the Lemma 2.31, ∆ is flag we have
I∆ = IΓ′ . Hence by using Theorem 6.16 IΓ′ has linear quotients. By Corollary 6.19, I has
linear quotients, too. 
In [21] a certain converse of Theorem 6.21 is shown for  = 1, namely, that if I is a
monomial ideal generated in degree 2 and has linear quotients, then there exists a quasi-
forest ∆ such that I = I(∆(1)). However, for  > 1, such a converse is not true: let
∆= 〈{1,2,3},{3,4,5},{2,4,6}〉, and I = I( ¯∆). Then I has linear quotients. However, if
I = I(Γ(2)), then ∆ = Γ(2). In particular, dimΓ ≥ 2. If dimΓ > 2, then Γ(2) contains at
least 4 facets. But ∆ has only 3 facets. Thus dimΓ = 2, and hence Γ = ∆. But ∆ is not a
quasi-forest.
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The main theorem of this section is the following
Theorem 6.22. Let ∆ be a quasi-tree of dimension d− 1. Then for any  ≤ d− 1, all
powers of I = I(∆()) have linear resolutions.
To prove this main result, we need the following two lemmata.
Lemma 6.23. Let 2 ≤  ≤ d−1, I1 = I(∆(1)) and I = I(∆()). Then I is generated by
all squarefree monomials u of degree +1 such that u is divided by a monomial generator
of I1.
PROOF. Let u = xF be a squarefree monomial of degree + 1. If u is divided by a
monomial generator xix j of I1, then F contains the 2-element subset {i, j} ∈ ∆. Thus
F ∈ ∆ and u is a monomial generator of I. Conversely, suppose that u is divided by no
monomial generator of I1. Then each 2-element subset of F is a face of ∆. Since ∆ is flag,
it follows that F is a face of ∆. Thus u ∈ I. 
Given integer vectors a = (a1, . . . ,an) and b = (b1, . . . ,bn), we write a ≤ b if ai ≤ bi
for all i. Let I ⊂ S be an arbitrary monomial ideal, and a = (a1, . . . ,an) an integer vector
with each ai ≥ 0. We write I≤a for the monomial ideal generated by all u = xb ∈ G(I)
with b≤ a. Here xb = xb11 · · ·xbnn if b = (b1, . . . ,bn).
Lemma 6.24. Let I ⊂ S be a monomial ideal,
F : 0−→ Fp −→ Fp−1 −→ ·· · −→ F1 −→ F0 −→ S/I −→ 0
the multigraded minimal free resolution of I with Fi =⊕ j S(−qi j), andG the subcomplex
of F with
Gi =
⊕
qi j≤a
S(−qi j).
Then G is a multigraded minimal free resolution of I≤a. In particular, if I has a linear
resolution, then so does I≤a.
PROOF. It is clear that H0(G) = S/I≤a. Thus it remains to show that G is acyclic.
We proceed by induction on the homological degree. Suppose that our claim is true up to
homological degree i, and let r be a multihomogeneous element belonging to a minimal
set of generator of the kernel of Gi →Gi−1. Let v be the multidegree of r. It is known [3]
that v≤ a.
Now r belongs to the kernel C of Fi → Fi−1 as well. Let {c1, . . . ,cm} be the minimal
set of generators of C corresponding to the chosen basis of Fi+1. Then r = ∑i hici where
each hici has the same multidegree as r. It is then clear hi = 0 only if the multidegree of
ci is bounded by a. Hence r belongs to the image of Gi+1 → Gi, as required. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.22. Let I = I(∆(1)) and J = I(∆()). By Lemma 6.23 it
follows that J = (I〈+1〉)≤(1,...,1), where for some graded ideal L, we denote by L〈 j〉 the
ideal generated by the elements of the j-th graded component of L. Note that Jk =
((Ik)〈k(+1)〉)(k,...,k). By [21, Theorem 3.2], Ik has a linear resolution. Hence (Ik)〈k(+1)〉
has a linear resolution. Then Lemma 6.24 guarantees that Jk has a linear resolution. 
CHAPTER 7
Monomial ideals arising from lattices
In this chapter we associate monomial ideals to finite lattices. The free resolution and
the Alexander dual of these monomial ideals are studied.
1. Posets and lattices
In this section we give some fundamental knowledge of poset and lattice.
Definition 7.1. A partial order is a relation ≤ on a set P such that for all x,y,z ∈ P,
(i) x≤ x (reflexivity);
(ii) x≤ y and y≤ x ⇒ x = y (antisymmetry);
(iii) x≤ y, y≤ z ⇒ x≤ z (transitivity).
A partially ordered set (poset for short) is a set P with a partial order ≤.
We use the obvious notation x≥ y to mean y≤ x, x < y to mean x≤ y and x = y, and
x > y to mean y < x. We say that two elements x and y of P are comparable if x ≤ y or
y≤ x; otherwise x and y are incomparable. If x,y ∈ P, then we say y covers x if x < y and
if no element z ∈ P satisfies x < z < y.
A subposet of a poset P is a subset Q of P with the induced partial order, i.e., if
α,β ∈ Q then α ≤ β in Q if and only if α ≤ β in P. A chain is a poset in which any
two elements are comparable. A subset C of a poset P is called a chain if C is a chain
when regarded as a subposet of P. The chain C of P is called saturated if there does not
exist z ∈ P \C such that x < z < y for some x,y ∈ C and such that C∪ {z} is a chain.
In a finite poset, a chain z0 < z1 < · · · < zn is saturated if and only if zi covers zi−1 for
i ≤ 1 ≤ n. The length l(C) of a finite chain is defined by l(C) = |C| − 1. The length(or
rank) of a finite poset P is l(P) := max{l(C) : C is a chain of P}. If every maximal chain
of P has the same length n, then we say that P is graded of rank n. In this case there is a
unique rank function ρ : P → [n] such that ρ(x) = 0 if x is a minimal element of P, and
ρ(y) = ρ(x)+1 if y covers x in P. If ρ(x) = i, then we say that x has rank i.
Definition 7.2. Let P be a poset and x,y ∈ P. If x > y and for any z with x > z we have
z > y, then we say x covers y or y is a lower neighbor of x or x is a upper neighbor of x.
An element in a poset P may have more than one upper neighbor (lower neighbor) or
have no upper neighbor (lower neighbor). An element in a poset P which has exactly one
lower neighbor is called a join irreducible element of P. The set of all join irreducible
elements with the induced order is a poset, called the join irreducible subposet of P.
Conversely, an element in a poset P which has exactly one upper neighbor is called a
meet irreducible element of P.
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Let P be a poset. The poset P˜ on the same set as P, such that x≤ y in P˜ if and only if
y≤ x in P is called the dual of P.
An important class of posets is known as lattice. If x and y belongs to a poset P, then
an upper bound of x and y is an element z ∈ P satisfying z ≥ x and z ≥ y. A least upper
bound of x and y is an upper bound of x and y such that every upper bound w of x and y
satisfies w ≥ z. If a least upper bound of x and y exists, then it is clearly unique and is
denoted by x∨ y (read ‘x join y’). Dually one can define the greatest lower bound x∧ y
(read ‘x meet y’).
Definition 7.3. A lattice is a poset L for which each pair of elements has a least upper
bound and a greatest lower bound.
One sees immediately from the definition that in a latticeL , there is a unique element
u satisfies that u ≥ x for any x ∈L , call this u the maximum of L , denoted by ˆ1; and
there is a unique element v satisfies v ≤ x for any x ∈ L, call this v the minimum of L ,
denoted by ˆ0. In a lattice every element except ˆ1 (resp. ˆ0) has a upper neighbor (resp.
lower neighbor).
It is easy to check that in a latticeL , one has:
(i) the operations∨ and∧ are associative, commutative, and idempotent (i.e., x∧x=
x∨ x = x);
(ii) x∧ (x∨ y) = x = x∨ (x∧ y) (absorption laws);
(iii) x∧ y = x⇔ x∨ y = y⇔ x≤ y.
In checking whether a finite poset is a lattice, it is sometimes easy to see that meets,
say, exist, but the existence of joins is not so clear. Thus the criterion of the next proposi-
tion ([32, Proposition 3.3]) can be useful. If every pair of elements of a poset P has a meet
(respectively, join), we say that P is a meet-semilattice (respectively, join-semilattice).
Proposition 7.4. Let L be a finite meet-semilattice with ˆ1. Then L is a lattice. Dually
a finite join- semilattice with ˆ0 is a lattice.
Examples 7.5. (i) Let n ∈ N+. The set [n] with its usual order forms an n-element
lattice with the special property that any two elements are comparable. This
lattice is denoted by n. Of course n and [n] coincide as sets, but we use the
notation n to emphasize the order structure.
(ii) Let n ∈ N. We can make the set 2[n] of all subsets of [n] into a poset Bn by
defining S ≤ T in Bn if S ⊆ T as sets. One says that Bn consists of the subsets
of [n] ordered by inclusion. Bn is a lattice with ˆ0 = /0 and ˆ1 = [n], and called the
Boolean lattice of rank n.
(iii) The following figure is the Hasse diagram of a lattice with 6 elements.
◦
◦
◦
◦ ◦ ◦
A subposet P of a latticeL is called a sublattice ofL if both α ∧β and α ∨β inL
are contained in P for all α,β ∈ P.
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Definition 7.6. LetL be a finite lattice. IfL satisfies either of the following two condi-
tions, then we callL a finite upper semimodular lattice.
(i) L is graded, and the rank function ρ of L satisfies ρ(x)+ρ(y) ≥ ρ(x∧ y)+
ρ(x∨ y) for all x,y ∈L .
(ii) If x and y both cover x∧ y, then x∨ y covers both x and y.
The conditions (i) and (ii) in the previous definition are equivalent. One sees the proof,
for example, in [32, Proposition 3.3.2].
A finite lattice L whose dual L˜ is upper semimodular is called lower semimodular.
A finite lattice is both upper and lower semimodular is called a modular lattice. The
following fact follows immediately from the definition of the semimodular lattice.
Fact 7.7. A finite lattice L is modular if and only if it is graded and its rank function ρ
satisfies
ρ(x)+ρ(y) = ρ(x∧ y)+ρ(x∨ y) for all x,y ∈L .
The most important class of lattice from the combinatorial point of view are the dis-
tributive lattice.
Definition 7.8. A latticeL is called distributive if for all α,β ,γ ∈L , we have
(i) α ∧ (β ∨ γ) = (α ∧β )∨ (α ∧ γ);
(ii) α ∨ (β ∧ γ) = (α ∨β )∧ (α ∨ γ).
Remark 7.9. (i) One can prove that either of these two laws implies the other.
(ii) In Example 7.5, (i) and (ii) are distributive lattices, but (iii) is not a distributive
lattice.
(iii) Any sublattice of a distributive lattice is distributive. In fact, let P be a sublattice
of a distributive lattice L , then by the definition of sublattice, one has both
α ∧β and α ∨β inL are contained in P for any α,β ∈ P. Hence P satisfies the
distributive laws.
(iv) A finite distributive lattice is a finite upper semimodular lattice.
A poset ideal of a poset P is a poset I in P such that if α ∈ I and β < α , then β ∈ I.
The maximal elements in I are called the generators of I, denoted by G(I). Similarly, a
poset coideal of P is a poset J in P such that if α ∈ I and β > α , then β ∈ I. The minimal
elements in J are called the cogenerators of J, denoted by G(J).
Let P be an arbitrary finite poset. We writeJ (P) for the poset which consists of all
poset ideals of P ordered by inclusion. For example
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J (P)
Suppose the poset P is an antichain, i.e., any two elements of P are incomparable.
ThenJ (P) is a Boolean lattice consists of all subset of P ordered by inclusion. We write
this Boolean lattice asBP.
Since the union I ∪ J and the intersection I ∩ J of poset ideals I and J of P are also
poset ideals of P, the posetJ (P) is in fact a lattice. Furthermore, it follows from the well-
known distributivity of set union and intersection that the lattice J (P) is a distributive
lattice. Moreover, Birkhoff’s fundamental theorem for finite distributive lattice guarantees
that the converse of this is also true up to isomorphism.
We say that a poset P is isomorphic to a poset Q if there exists a bijection θ : P→ Q
such that α ≤ β in P if and only if θ(a)≤ θ(b) in Q.
Theorem 7.10 (Birkhoff). Let L be a finite distributive lattice. Then there exists a
unique (up to isomorphism) poset P such thatL is isomorphic toJ (P).
One finds the proof, for example, in [32, Theorem 3.4.1] . In fact, P is the subposet of
join-irreducible elements ofL .
Definition 7.11. A finite meet-semilattice L is called meet-distributive if each interval
[x,y] = {p ∈L : x ≤ p ≤ y} of L such that x is the meet of the lower neighbors of y in
this interval is Boolean.
The following combinatorial characterization of meet-distributive lattices are discussed
in the survey article [10]. A finite meet-semilatticeL is called graded if for each p ∈L
all of its maximal chains have the same length.
Theorem 7.12. For a finite latticeL the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) L is meet-distributive;
(ii) L is graded and deg ˆ1 = rank ˆ1;
(iii) L is graded and deg pˆ = rank pˆ for all p ∈L ;
(iv) each element inL is a unique minimal join of join-irreducible elements;
(v) L is lower semimodular, and any upper semimodular sublattice is distributive.
2. Standard labelling and Hibi ideals
Let L be a finite lattice and P the join irreducible subposet of L . In this section we
introduce a standard labelling  of L which associates to each element of this lattice a
subset of P. We use HL to denote the ideal generated by the monomials corresponding
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to these subsets, and show that for an upper semimodular lattice L , the ideal HL has a
linear resolution if and only ifL is a distributive lattice.
Definition 7.13. Let L be a finite lattice. A map  from L to a Boolean lattice B is
called a labelling ofL if it is an injective and order preserving map. Sometimes we also
call a labelling  an embedding ofL intoB.
Thus if  is a labelling of L , then the subset (L ) ⊂B with the induced order is a
subposet ofB which is isomorphic toL .
As we will see in Corollary 7.16 (i) and (ii) the map  in the following definition is a
labelling.
Definition 7.14. LetL be any finite lattice and P the join irreducible subposet ofL . We
call the map  from L to BP a standard labelling if for any q ∈L , we set (q) = {p :
p≤ q and p ∈ P}. In particular, (ˆ0) = /0.
For each element q ∈L we call the cardinality of (q) the degree of q, i.e., degq =
|(q)|, where  is the standard labelling. In particular, deg ˆ0 = 0 and deg ˆ1 = |P|.
Lemma 7.15. Let L be a finite lattice and P the join irreducible subposet of L . Then
any element ˆ0 = q ∈L is the join of some elements of P.
PROOF. We prove this assertion by induction on the degree d of q. The case d = 1 is
clear. Assume d > 1. If q ∈ P, then q is the join of all r ∈ P with r ≤ q. If q ∈ P, then q is
the join of all its lower neighbors. For each lower neighbor s of q, from the definition of
 we have degs = |(s)| < |(q)| = degq. By induction hypothesis, s is the join of some
elements of P. Since the operation ∨ is associative, we have q is the join of some elements
of P. 
Corollary 7.16. Let L be a finite lattice,  the standard labelling and s, t ∈L any two
elements. We have
(i) s = t if and only if (s) = (t);
(ii) s≤ t if and only if (s)⊆ (t);
(iii) (s)∩ (t) = (s∧ t);
(iv) degs+deg t ≤ deg(s∧ t)+deg(s∨ t).
PROOF. (i) ⇒ is clear. Assume (s) = (t). By the previous lemma, s = ∨i pi where
pi ∈ P and t = ∨ j p j where p j ∈ P. Since (s) = {pi : s = ∨i pi}, (t) = {p j : t = ∨ j p j}
and (s) = (t), we have ∨i pi = ∨ j p j, i.e., s = t.
(ii) and (iii) are clear by the definition of  and the previous lemma.
(iv) Since s < s∨ t and t < s∨ t, by (ii) we have (s) ⊂ (s∨ t) and (t) ⊂ (s∨ t).
Hence (s)∪ (t) ⊆ (s∨ t). So together with (iii) we have |(s∨ t)| ≥ |(s)∪ (t)| =
|(s)|+ |(t)|− |(s)∩(t)|= |(s)|+ |(t)|− |(s∧ t)|. Hence degs+deg t−deg(s∧ t)≤
deg(s∨ t) as required. 
For a finite lattice L , however, there may exist different labellings. For example, for
the following latticeL
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Figure (A)
there exist two labellings 0 and  as in (I) and (II), such that 0(L ) is a subposet of
the Boolean lattices B{a,b,c} and (L ) is a subposet of B{a,b,c,d}. The labelling  is a
standard labelling, but 0 is not.
◦
◦
◦ ◦
◦
◦
◦
/0
{a}
{a,c}
{a,b} {b}
{b,c}
{a,b,c}
0(L )
(I)
◦
◦
◦ ◦
◦
◦
◦
/0
{a}
{a,c}
{a,b} {b}
{b,d}
{a,b,c,d}
(L )
(II)
Even though a labelling of a lattice L yields an embedding of L into a Boolean
lattice, the image need not to be a sublattice of the Boolean lattice. In fact, we have:
Lemma 7.17. Let L be a finite lattice, P the join irreducible subposet of L , and  the
standard labelling ofL . ThenL is distributive if and only if (L ) is a sublattice ofBP.
PROOF. ⇐: See Remark 7.9(iii).
⇒ : If L is a distributive lattice, then by Birkhoff’s theorem, L ∼=J (P) = (L ).
Since in J (P), the join and the meet of any two elements are in fact union and inter-
section of two sets, and the same holds in the Boolean lattice BP. We have for any two
elements I and J in (L ), I ∧ J = I ∪ J and I ∨ J = I ∩ J in BP are contained in (L ).
Hence (L ) is a sublattice ofBP. 
Definition 7.18. Let L be any finite lattice, P the join irreducible subposet of L . We
call the finite posetJ (P) the distributive closure ofL , and denote by ˆL .
With the notation introduced, let S = K[{xp,yp}p∈P] be the polynomial ring in 2|P|
variables over a field K. We associate each element q ofL with the squarefree monomial
uq = ( ∏
p∈(q)
xp)( ∏
p∈P\(q)
yp)
in S. In particular, u
ˆ1 =∏p∈P xp and uˆ0 =∏p∈P yp. Note that deguq = |P| for all q ∈L .
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Definition 7.19. Let L be any finite lattice. The ideal HL = ({uq}q∈L ) in S is called
the Hibi ideal ofL .
Since ˆL =J (P), each element of ˆL is a subset of P. There exist a nature map ˆ
from ˆL toBP. Let τ be the map fromL to ˆL , which maps each element q ∈L to the
set {p : p ∈ P and p≤ q inL }. This τ is well defined since {p : p ∈ P and p≤ q inL }
is a poset ideal of P. By the definition of , we have  = ˆ◦ τ .
We recall the notation HP introduced in [19]. There the authors associate a squarefree
monomial ideal HP = ({uI}I∈J (P)) to a poset P, where uI = (∏p∈I xp)(∏p∈P\I yp). If P
is the join irreducible subposet of a finite lattice L , we identify the Hibi ideal H
ˆL of ˆL
with HJ (P). For example, the latticeL in Figure (A) has the join irreducible poset P and
the distributive closure ˆL =J (P) as following:
◦
◦
◦
◦
a
c
b
d
P
•
•
• •
•
•
◦ ◦
•
/0
{a}
{a,c}
{a,b} {b}
{b,d}
{a,b,c} {a,b,d}
{a,b,c,d}
ˆL
The embedded subposetL is indicated by the bullet vertices.
The Hibi ideal ofL is
HL = (yaybycyd,xaybycyd,xaxbycyd,xbyaycyd,xaxcybyd,xbxdyayc,xaxbxcxd).
It is a subset of H
ˆL . In general, we have:
Remark 7.20. LetL be a finite lattice. Then HL ⊆ H ˆL .
Proposition 7.21. LetL be any finite lattice. ThenL is distributive if and only ifL ∼=
ˆL . HenceL is distributive if and only if HL = H ˆL .
PROOF. ⇐ is clear, since ˆL =J (P) is distributive, where P is the join irreducible
subposet ofL .
⇒ : AssumeL is a distributive lattice. By the proof of Birkhoff’s theorem, we have
L ∼=J (P), where P is the join irreducible subposet of L . By definition ˆL =J (P),
henceL ∼= ˆL . 
The following lemma is well known in lattice theory, we refer the reader to [1] to see
the proof.
Lemma 7.22. A finite lattice L is distributive if and only if L does not contain the
following two lattice as sublattice
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Furthermore, we have the following fact, see e.g., in [35].
Fact 7.23. LetL be a finite lattice. Then
(i) L is a modular lattice if and only ifL does not contain a sublattice isomorphic
to the latticeLb in the previous lemma;
(ii) L is a distributive lattice if and only if L is a modular lattice and does not
contain a sublattice isomorphic to the latticeLa in the previous lemma.
As in Definition 7.14, the degree of an element q in a finite latticeL is degq = |(q)|,
where  is a standard labelling ofL . For an upper semimodular lattice, since it is graded,
it has a unique rank function ρ :L → [n], where n is the rank ofL . The following lemma
gives a description of an upper semimodular lattice to be distributive by using the degree
and rank function:
Lemma 7.24. Let L be an upper semimodular lattice and ρ the unique rank function.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) L is a distributive lattice;
(ii) ρ(c) = degc for all c ∈L , i.e., for any c,d ∈L where d is a lower neighbor of
c, we have (d)⊂ (c) and |(c)|− |(d)|= 1.
PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii): By Lemma 7.17, (L ) is a sublattice of the Boolean lattice BP,
where P is the join irreducible subposet ofL and  is the standard labelling. It is clear that
for any element c in BP we have ρ(c) = degc. Since L is isomorphic to the sublattice
(L ) ofBP, the equality also holds for any element inL .
(ii)⇒ (i): SupposeL is not distributive. Then there are two cases:
Case 1. L is a modular lattice. Then by Fact 7.23, it containsLa (as in Lemma 7.22)
as a sublattice. Hence we have r1∧ r2∧ r3 = ri∧ r j = q and r1∨ r2∨ r3 = ri∨ r j = p inL
for any i, j ∈ {1,2,3} and i = j. By Fact 7.7,
ρ(r1)+ρ(r2) = ρ(r1∧ r2)+ρ(r1∨ r2) = ρ(q)+ρ(p).
By the assumption ρ(c) = degc for all c ∈L , we have
deg p = degr1 +degr2−degq. ()
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On the other hand, since ri < p for i = 1,2,3, by Corollary 7.16 (ii) we have (p) ⊇
(r1)∪ (r2)∪ (r3). Hence by using also Corollary 7.16(iii), we have
deg p = (p)≥ |(r1)∪ (r2)∪ (r3)|
= |(r1)|+ |(r2)|+ |(r3)|− |(r1)∩ (r2)|− |(r2)∩ (r3)|
−|(r3)∩ (r1)|+ |(r1)∩ (r2)∩ (r3)|
= degr1 +degr2 +degr3−2degq.
Since r3 > q, again by Corollary 7.16 (ii), we have degr3 > degq. Hence deg p > degr1+
degr2−degq, this contradicts ().
Case 2. L is not a modular lattice. SinceL is an upper semimodular lattice, by Fact
7.7 there exist elements c,d ∈L , such that ρ(c)+ρ(d) > ρ(c∧d)+ρ(c∨d). Again by
our assumption ρ(c) = degc for all c ∈L , we have degc+degd > deg(c∧d)+deg(c∨
d). But this contradicts that  is a standard labelling (see Corollary 7.16(iv)).
Hence we conclude thatL is a distributive lattice. 
Now we state the main result of this section.
Theorem 7.25. Let L be an upper semimodular lattice and  the standard labelling.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) L is a distributive lattice.
(ii) The Hibi ideal HL ofL has a linear resolution.
PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii): If L is a distributive lattice, then by Proposition 7.21, we have
HL = H ˆL = HP, where P is the join irreducible subposet of L . By [19, Corollary 1.3],
it has a linear resolution.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Suppose L is not a distributive lattice. By Lemma 7.24, there exists an
element c and one of its lower neighbor d, such that |(c)|− |(d)| ≥ 2. Now we restrict
HL on those xp, where p ∈ P \ (c), and those yq, where q ∈ (d), we get the ideal J =
(uc,ud). Here, by restrict a squarefree ideal I on a valuable x, we mean the ideal generate
by those generators of I which do not divide x. Since HL has a linear resolution, by the
previous restrict lemma, J has a linear resolution too. But it is obvious that J = (uc,ud)
has no linear resolution, since |(c)|− |(d)| ≥ 2. A contradiction. 
Remark 7.26. We see from the previous theorem that for any finite lattice L , if the
Hibi ideal has no linear resolution, then L is not a distributive lattice. For an upper
semimodular lattice, Theorem 7.25 holds only for standard labelling. As we have seen
the latticeL in Figure (A) is an upper semimodular and the ideal
H0 = (yaybyc,xaybyc,xaxbyc,xbyayc,xaxcyb,xbxcya,xaxbxc)
has a linear resolution, but L is not distributive, since 0 is not a standard labelling. But
without the assumption that L is an upper semimodular lattice, even if the Hibi ideal
has a linear resolution, L might not be distributive. The lattice L with the standard
labelling in the following figure is a counter example. The Hibi ideal HL of L has a
linear resolution, butL is not distributive.
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However, this latticeL is a lower semimodular lattice. Let L˜ be the dual ofL . Then
L˜ is an upper semimodular lattice. For each element q of L˜ , let 0(q) = P\ (q), where
P is the join irreducible subposet ofL . Then the ideal
H0 = (yaybyc,xaybyc,xaxbyc,xbyayc,xaxcyb,xbxcya,xaxbxc)
has a linear resolution. But L˜ is not distributive, since 0 is not a standard labelling of L˜
(as in Figure I). In fact, P is not the irreducible subposet of L˜ .
3. Algebraic characterizations of meet-distributive meet-semilattices
In this section we will introduce the Hibi ideal of a meet-semilattice, and give some
Algebraic characterizations of meet-distributive meet-semilattices. This is a generaliza-
tion of Theorem 7.25.
Let L be an arbitrary finite meet-semilattice, and P ⊂L the set of join-irreducible
elements ofL .
As in the previous section, to each element p ∈ L we associate the subset (p) =
{q ∈ P : q ≤ p} of P. Note that p ∈ (p) if and only if p is join irreducible. In any case,
(p) is a poset ideal of P.
Remark 7.27. Let I ⊂ P. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) I is a poset ideal (coideal) in P;
(ii) P\ I is a poset coideal (ideal) of P;
(iii) I˜ is a poset coideal (ideal) of P˜.
As a consequence of Remark 7.27 we have the following
Lemma 7.28. L˜ ∼=J (P˜).
PROOF. Let q ∈ L˜ . Since the underlying set of L˜ is the same as that ofL , we may
apply  : L →J (P) to q. Then L˜ →J (P˜), q → P\ (q) is the desired isomorphism.

Lemma 7.29. LetL be a lattice. Then height(HL ) = 2.
PROOF. It is clear that HL ⊂ (xp,yp) for any p ∈ P, i.e., height(HL ) ≤ 2. While on
the other hand u
ˆ0 =∏p∈P yp and uˆ1 =∏p∈P xp both belong to HL and have no common
factor, height(HL )≥ 2. Hence height(HL ) = 2. 
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Let I be a monomial ideal with the (unique) minimal set G(I) = {u1, . . . ,um} of mono-
mial generators. If I is squarefree, then I has linear quotients if and only if for each i and
each j < i there exists k < i such that uk/[uk,ui] is a variable and divides u j. Here [u,v]
denotes the greatest common divisor of u and v.
In Section 7.1 we defined the rank of an element in a graded poset. More generally,
letL be any poset and p ∈L . The rank of p is the maximal length of chains descending
from p.
We now come to our algebraic characterization of meet-distributive meet-semilattices.
Theorem 7.30. Let L be an arbitrary finite meet-semilattice. The following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) L is meet-distributive;
(ii) HL has linear quotients;
(iii) HL has a linear resolution;
(iv) HL has linear relations.
PROOF. (i)⇒ (ii): We fix a linear order≺ onL which extends the partial order given
by the degree. We put ur < uq if r ≺ q. For any uq ∈HL and any ur < uq, let t be a lower
neighbor of q in the interval [r∧q,q]. Then ut/[ut ,uq] = yp, where {p}= (q)\ (t). We
claim that yp divides ur. If not, then xp divides ur and so p ∈ (r)∩ (q) = (r∧q). Thus
p ∈ (t), since r∧q≤ t.
(ii)⇒ (iii) and (iii)⇒ (iv) are trivial.
(iv) ⇒ (i): Suppose L is not meet-distributive. Then equivalence of (iii) and (i) of
Theorem 7.12 (which is also valid ifL is a meet-distributive meet-semilattice) there exist
p,q ∈L such that q is lower neighbor of p and deg p− degq > 1. The ideal (up,uq) is
generated by precisely those monomials in G(HL ) which are not divided by xr for all
r ∈ P\ (p), and are not divided by all ys for all s ∈ (q). Since we assume that HL has
linear relations, Lemma 6.24 implies that (up,uq) has linear relations contradicting the
fact that deg p−degq > 1. 
As a corollary, we obtain the result of Theorem 7.25:
Corollary 7.31. Let L be a finite upper semimodular lattice. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(i) HL has a linear resolution;
(ii) L is distributive.
PROOF. The assertion follows from Theorem 7.12(v) and Theorem 7.30. 
Recall some facts in the Section 2.1. For F = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ [n] set PF = (xi1, . . . ,xik),
and let Γ be the unique simplicial complex such that I∆ = I(Γ). Then
I∆ =
⋂
F∈C (Γ)
PF and I∆∨ = (xF : F ∈ C (Γ)).(14)
Set Fc = [n]\F , and
∆c = 〈Fc : F ∈F (∆)〉.
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Then
I∆∨ = I(∆c).(15)
Theorem 7.30 together with Theorem 6.18 yields
Corollary 7.32. LetL be an arbitrary finite meet-semilattice, and let ∆L be the simpli-
cial complex whose Stanley–Reisner ideal is HL . The following conditions are equiva-
lent:
(i) (∆L )∨ is shellable;
(ii) (∆L )∨ is Cohen–Macaulay;
(iii) L is meet-distributive.
Proposition 7.33. Let L be a finite lattice, P the set of join irreducible elements of L .
Then
(i) the minimal prime ideals of height 2 of HL are (xp,yq) where p,q∈P and p≤ q;
(ii) HL has only height 2 minimal prime ideals if and only ifL is distributive.
PROOF. Let ˆL be the distributive closure of L . Then  induces an injective order
preserving map  : L → ˆL . Thus HL ⊂ H ˆL , and equality holds if and only if L is
distributive. This follows from Birkhoff’s theorem (see in Section 7.1).
(i) The minimal prime ideals of H
ˆL are precisely the ideals (xp,yq) where p,q ∈ P
and p≤ q, see [19]. Of course these are also minimal prime ideals of HL . We claim that
there are no other minimal prime ideals of height 2 of HL . Indeed, any such ideal must
contain some xp and some yq, since ∏p∈P xp and ∏p∈P yp belong to HL . Suppose p ≤ q,
then uq is not contained in (xp,yq).
(ii) It remains to show that if L is not distributive, then there exists a minimal prime
ideal of HL of height > 2. In fact, the proof of (i) shows that if such a minimal prime ideal
does not exist, then HL = H ˆL . ThereforeL = ˆL , and henceL is distributive. 
Proposition 7.33 together with (14) implies
Corollary 7.34. A finite latticeL is distributive if and only if (∆L )∨ is flag.
4. A free resolution of HL
The main theorem of the present section is the following:
Theorem 7.35. LetL be finite meet-semilattice.
(i) There exists a finite multigraded free S-resolution F of HL such that for each
i≥ 0, the free module Fi has a basis with basis elements
b(p;S)
where p ∈ L and S is a subset of the set of lower neighbors N(p) of p with
|S|= i.
The multidegree of b(p;S) is the least common multiple of up and all mono-
mials uq with q ∈ S.
(ii) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the resolution constructed in (i) is minimal;
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(b) for any p ∈ L and any proper subset S ⊂ N(p) the meet ∧{q : q ∈ S} is
strictly greater than the meet
∧{q : q ∈ N(p)}.
We call a finite meet-semilattice satisfying condition (ii)(b) meet-irredundant.
PROOF OF THEOREM 7.35. (i) The resolution will be built by an iterated mapping
cone construction. As in the proof of Theorem 7.30 we fix a linear order ≺ on L which
extends the partial order given by the degree. For any p in L we construct inductively a
complex F(p) which is a multigraded free S-resolution of the ideal HL (p) generated by
all uq ∈HL with q p. Then F(q) is the desired resolution, where q ∈L is the maximal
element with respect to ≺.
The complex F(ˆ0) is defined as Fi(ˆ0) = 0 for i > 0, and F0(ˆ0) = S. This complex
together with the augmentation map ε : S→HL (ˆ0), 1 → uˆ0 is a free resolution of HL (ˆ0).
Now let p ∈ L , p = ˆ0, and let q ∈ L , q ≺ p be the element preceding p. Then
HL (p) = (HL (q),up), and hence we get an exact sequence of multigraded S-modules
0−→ (S/L)(−multidegup)−→ S/HL (q)−→ S/HL (p)−→ 0,
where L is the colon ideal HL (q) : up. As in the proof of 7.30 one shows that
L = ({ut/[ut ,up]}t∈N(p)).
Let T be the Taylor complex associated with the monomials ut/[ut ,up], t ∈ N(p). Then T
is a multigraded free resolution of S/L with T0 = S, T1 =
⊕
t∈N(p) Set and Ti =
∧i T0 for
i≥ 1. Thus Ti has a basis whose elements are et1∧et2∧ . . .∧eti with t1 < t2 < · · ·< ti. The
multidegree of et1∧et2∧·· ·∧eti is the least common multiple of the elements ut j/[ut j ,up],
j = 1, . . . , i.
The shifted complex
T(−multidegup)
is a multigraded free resolution of (S/L)(−multidegup). We denote the basis element
of Ti(−multidegup) which corresponds to et1 ∧ et2 ∧ ·· · ∧ eti by b(p;{t1, . . . , ti}). Then
multidegb(p; t1, . . . , ti) = multidegup+multideget1∧et2∧·· ·∧eti , and hence it is the least
common multiple of up,ut1, . . . ,uti .
The monomorphism (S/L)(−multidegup)→ S/HL (q) induces a comparison map
α : T(−multidegup)−→ F(q)
of multigraded complexes. We let F(p) be the mapping cone of α . Then F(p) is a
multigraded free S-resolution of HL (p), and has the desired multigraded basis.
(ii) (a) ⇒ (b): Let p ∈ L with |N(p)| > 1, and let S ⊂ N(p) be a subset. By the
definition of the differential ∂ of F we have
∂b(p;S) = ∑
q∈S
±vqb(p;S\{q})+ · · ·
where vq = multidegb(p;S)/multidegb(p;S\{q}). Therefore the resolution can be min-
imal only if the multidegree of b(p;S\{q}) is a proper divisor the multidegree of b(p;S)
for all q in S.
By (i)
multidegb(p;S) = xAyB and multidegb(p;S\{q}) = xAyC,
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where A = (p), B = (p)c ∪⋃r∈S (r)c and C = (p)c ∪⋃r∈S,r =q (r)c. Here, for any
subset F ⊂ P, we set Fc = P\F .
It follows that vq = 1 if and only if
⋂
r∈S (r) =
⋂
r∈S,r =q (r). By Lemma 7.16(iii) this
is equivalent to say that ∧{r : r ∈ S}=∧{r : r ∈ S,r = q}.(16)
Hence if the resolution is minimal, then we do not have equality in (16) for any S⊂ N(p)
and any q ∈ S. In particular, for S = N(p) we obtain the desired result.
(b)⇒ (a): Let b(p;S) and b(q;T ) be two basis elements with |T |= |S|−1. It suffices
to show that in the following three cases the coefficient of b(q;T ) in ∂b(p;S) is either 0
or a monomial = 1:
• p = q and T ⊂ S;
• q < p;
• q < p.
In the first case we show that multidegb(p;T ) does not divide multidegb(p;S). Otherwise
we would have that
⋃
r∈T (r)c ⊆
⋃
r∈S (r)c. This would imply that
⋂
r∈S (r)⊆
⋂
r∈T (r),
which in turn would imply that
∧{r : r ∈ S} ≤∧{r : r ∈ T}. But then ∧{r : r ∈ N(p)}=∧{r : r ∈ N(p)\ (T \S)}, a contradiction.
In the second case we have multidegb(p;S) = x(p)yA and multidegb(q;T ) = x(q)yB
for some A and B. If multidegb(q;T ) does not divide multidegb(p;S) then the coefficient
of b(q;T ) is 0. Otherwise it is x(p)\(q)yA\B. Since q < p this coefficient is not 1.
In the last case (q) ⊆ (p), and so multidegb(q;T ) does not divide multidegb(p;S).
Hence the coefficient of b(q;T ) is 0. 
Corollary 7.36. If L is a meet-distributive meet-semilattice, then the finite multigraded
free S-resolution given in Theorem 7.35 is minimal.
PROOF. By definition meet-distributive meet-semilattices have the property that for
any element p ∈L the interval [∧{q : q ∈ N(p)}, p] is a Boolean lattice (of rank |N(p)|).
This implies condition (ii)(b) in Theorem 7.35. 
Note that condition (ii)(b) in Theorem 7.35 is satisfied for any meet-semilatticeL for
which |N(p)| ≤ 2 for all p ∈L . Other examples can easily be constructed, as follows:
let L be a meet-semilattice satisfying the condition (ii)(b), and let p,q ∈ L such that
q ∈ N(p). Let L ′ be the meet-semilattice adding a new element r with q < r < p. Then
this new meet-semilattice again satisfies (ii)(b).
An example of such a meet-semilattice is
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦ ◦
◦
◦
L
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Observe thatL is neither upper nor lower semimodular. The resolution of HL is
0−→ S(−12)−→ S6(−10)−→ S9(−8)⊕S6(−7)−→ S11(−6)−→ HL −→ 0.
We close this section with discussing the regularity of HL .
Corollary 7.37. LetL be a finite meet-semilattice, P the set of join irreducible elements
ofL . Then
(i) reg(HL )≤ |P|+max p∈L
S⊂N(p)
{
deg p−deg∧{q : q ∈ S}− |S|};
(ii) ifL satisfies condition (ii)(b) in Theorem 7.35, then
reg(HL ) = |P|+max
p∈L
{
deg p−deg
∧
{q : q ∈ N(p)}− |N(p)|}.
PROOF. Since F is a possibly non-minimal free resolution of HL it follows that
regHL ≤max{degb(p;S)−|S|}
where the maximum is taken over all basis elements in the resolution.
By our computation in the proof of Theorem 7.35 one has
degb(p;S)−|S|= |P|+deg p−deg
∧
{q : q ∈ S}− |S|.
This implies assertion (i).
If L satisfies the condition (ii)(b) in Theorem 7.35, then our resolution is minimal
and hence we have equality in formula (i). Moreover, if S′ ⊂ S⊂ N(p) with |S|= |S′|+1,
then
deg
∧
{q : q ∈ S}−deg
∧
{q : q ∈ S′} ≥ 1.
Hence ∧
{q : q ∈ S}−
∧
{q : q ∈ N(p)} ≥ |N(p)|− |S|.

5. The resolution of HL for a meet-distributive meet-semilattice
In this section we describe the differential ∂ in the graded minimal free resolution F
of HL whenL is a meet-distributive meet-semilattice.
As we have seen in the previous section, a basis of Fi is given by the basis elements
b(p;S),
where p ∈L and S⊂ N(p) with |S|= i. Thus it amounts to describe ∂ (b(p;S)) for each
such basis element. To this end we introduce some notation:
Let L be any meet-distributive meet-semilattice, and P the set of join-irreducible
elements ofL . We extend the partial order on P to a total order <.
For a subset T ⊂ P and q ∈ P we set
λ (q;T ) = |{r ∈ T : r < q}|.
For each q ∈ N(p), we have |(p)\ (q)|= 1. We denote the unique element in (p)\
(q) by p \ q. Furthermore, for any subset S ⊂ N(p) we set p \ S = {p \ q : q ∈ S}. Let
p ∈L and S ⊂L . We use p∨ S and p∧ S to denote the set {p∨ s : s ∈ S} and {p∧ s :
s ∈ S}, respectively. With the notation introduced we now have
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Theorem 7.38. For each p ∈L and each S⊂ N(p), one has
∂ (b(p;S)) = ∑
q∈S
(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)(yp\qb(p;S\{q})− xp\qb(q;q∧ (S\{q})).
Before we give the proof of the theorem we first note that q∧ (S\{q})⊂ N(q) for all
q ∈ S. This is the case because by assumptionL is meet-distributive, so that for any two
distinct lower neighbors q1 and q2 of p, the element q1∧q2 is a lower neighbor of q1 and
q2.
We also note that the differential defined in Theorem 7.38 is multi-homogeneous. To
see this, recall that multideg(b(p;S)) is the least common multiple of up and all uq with
q∈ S. Since uq = yp\qup/xp\q, we have multideg(b(p;S\{q}))=multideg(b(p;S))/yp\q,
and multideg(b(q;q∧ (S \ {q}))) = multideg(b(p;S))/xp\q. This shows that ∂ is indeed
multi-homogeneous.
PROOF OF 7.38. We use the linear order≺ onL introduced in the proof of Theorem
7.35, and show by induction on p∈L that the differential ∂ is given on the free resolution
F(p) of HL (p) by the iterated mapping cone construction as described in Theorem 7.35.
Recall that for p ∈L there is an exact sequence of multigraded S-modules
0−→ (S/L)(−multidegup)−→ S/HL (q)−→ S/HL (p)−→ 0,
where q≺ p is the element inL preceding p, and where L is the colon ideal
HL (q) : up = ({ut/[ut ,up]}t∈N(p)) = (yp\t : t ∈ N(p)).
By induction hypothesis, the differential on F(q) is obtained by iterated mapping cones
from exact sequences as before.
Let C=T(−multidegup) be the shifted Taylor complex associated with the sequence
yp\t , t ∈ N(P), where the order of the sequence is given by the order of the elements p\ t
in P. For a subset S ∈ N(p), S = {t1, . . . , ti} with p \ t1 < p \ t2 < · · · < p \ ti, we denote
the element et1 ∧ et2 ∧·· ·∧ eti ∈ Ti by b(p;S).
Let α : C→ F(q) be a complex homomorphism extending the map
(S/L)(−multidegup)−→ S/HL (q).
Then the differential given by the mapping cone is defined as follows:
∂i = (∂Ti +(−1)iαi,∂F(q)i+1 ) for all i.
Comparing this equation with the definition of ∂ in the theorem it remains to show that
for each S⊂ N(p) we have:
(i) ∂T(b(p;S)) = ∑q∈S(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)yp\qb(p;S\{q}), and
(ii) α can be chosen such that
(−1)iαi(b(p;S)) =−∑
q∈S
(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)xp\qb(q;q∧ (S\{q}).
Equation (i) is obvious, because this is exactly how the differential in the Taylor com-
plex is defined.
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We conclude the proof of the theorem by showing that if α is defined as in (ii), then
α : C→ F(q) is a complex homomorphism. This amounts to show that
∂F(q)i ◦αi = αi−1 ◦∂Ti .
To see this we choose b(p;S) ∈ Ti. Then
(∂F(q)i ◦αi)(b(p;S)) = (−1)i+1 ∑
q∈S
(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)xp\q∂F(q)i (b(q;q∧ (S\{q}))).(17)
By our induction hypothesis we have that
∂F(q)i (b(q;q∧ (S\{q}))) = ∑
q′∈S\{q}
(−1)λ (p\q′;(p\S)\{p\q})(yp\q′b(q;q∧ (S\{q,q′}))
− xp\q′b(q∧q′;q′ ∧ [(q∧ (S\{q})\{q∧q′})])
)
.
Here we used that q\q∧q′ = p\q′.
Substituting this in equation (17) we get
(∂F(q)i ◦αi)(b(p;S)) =(18)
(−1)i+1 ∑
q,q′∈S,q=q′
(−1)(λ (p\q;p\S)+λ (p\q′;(p\S)\{p\q})xp\qyp\q′b(q;q∧ (S\{q,q′}).
On the other hand
(αi−1 ◦∂Ti )(b(p;S)) = ∑
q∈S
(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)yp\qαi−1(b(p;S\{q}))(19)
= (−1)i+1 ∑
q,q′∈S,q=q′
(−1)(λ (p\q;p\S)+λ (p\q′;(p\S)\{p\q})))yp\qxp\q′b(q′;q′ ∧ (S\{q,q′}).
Here we used that q\q∧q′ = p\q′.
It follows that the right hand sides of the equations (18) and (19) coincide after ex-
changing q and q′. This concludes the proof. 
In fact this resolution is a cellular resolution in the sense of Bayer and Sturmfels [4],
the cells being cubes. Each basis element b(p;S) can be identified with the interval [q, p]
where q is the meet of all elements in S. Since L is meet-distributive, this interval is a
Boolean lattice, and hence may be identified with a cube.
It would be desirable to have also an explicit description of the differentials for the res-
olution of HL whenL is a meet-irredundant meet-semilattice. Quite generally, according
to the iterated mapping cone construction described in Theorem 7.35, the differentials in
the resolution of HL for a meet-irredundant meet-semilattice are of the form
∂ (b(p;S)) = ∑
q∈S
(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)yp\qb(p;S\{q})+ ∑
t∈[r,p],t =p
ctb(t;St),
where
(i) r is the meet of all elements in S,
(ii) ct = λtvt with λt ∈K and vt the monomial whose multidegree is multideg(b(p;S))−
multideg(b(t;St)),
(iii) St is a set of lower neighbors of t in the interval [r, p] with |St |= |S|−1.
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For example consider the following meet irredundant meet-semilattice
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦◦
r
q3
q1
p
q2
q5q4
L
whose poset of join irreducible elements is
◦
◦
◦◦q3
q1
q5q4
P
It is easy to see that in this case there are two, equally natural choices, to define
∂ (b(p;{q1,q2}), namely:
∂ (b(p;{q1,q2}) =−y1y3b(p;{q1})+ y4y5b(p;{q2})− x4x5y3b(q1;{q3})− x1x4x5b(q3;{r})
+x1x3y4b(q2;{q4})+ x1x3x5b(q4;{r}),
or,
∂ (b(p;{q1,q2}) =−y1y3b(p;{q1})+ y4y5b(p;{q2})− x4x5y3b(q1;{q3})− x1x4x5b(q3;{r})
+x1x3y5b(q2;{q5})+ x1x3x4b(q5;{r}).
Here we wrote for simplicity xi and yi instead of xqi and yqi , respectively.
6. On the Alexander dual of HI
Let L be a finite distributive lattice and I a poset ideal of L . Since the ideal Hibi
ideal HI is a squarefree monomial ideal, there exists a simplicial complex ∆ such that
I∆ = HI . In this section we study Stanlay–Reisne ideal I∆∨ of the Alexander dual of
∆, sometimes we also call it the Alexander dual of the Hibi ideal HI . In particular, we
know the Alexander dual of HL , which is studied in [19]. There the authors showed that
a bipartite graph G with bipartition (V,V ′), |V | = |V ′| is Cohen–Macaulay if and only if
there exists a finite distributive lattice L such that the Alexander dual of HL coincides
with the edge ideal of G.
For the convenience we introduce the following notation: let I be a squarefree mono-
mial ideal. Then I = I∆ for some simplicial complex ∆, and we write I∗ for I∆∨ . Here,
as before, ∆∨ is the Alexander dual of the simplicial complex ∆ and I∆∨ is the Stanley–
Reisner ideal of ∆∨.
Let L be a finite distributive lattice. In particular L is a poset and we may consider
a poset ideal I ⊂L . Note that any poset ideal I ofL is a (special) meet-semilattice.
Let p ∈L , then the poset ideal
Ip = {q ∈L : q ≥ p}
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is called 1-cogenerated. It is clear that for any poset ideal I we have
I =
⋂
p∈L \I
Ip.
We set HI = ({uq : q ∈I }). Then
Lemma 7.39. LetL be a finite distributive lattice and I ∈L a poset ideal. Then
HI =
⋂
q∈L \I
HIq and H
∗
I = ∑
q∈L \I
H∗Iq.
PROOF. In order to prove the first equation, it suffices to show that if I ′ and I ′′
are two poset ideals in L , and I = I ′ ∩I ′′, then HI = H ′I ∩H ′′I . It is clear that
HI ⊆HI ′ ∩HI ′′ . Since HI ′ and H ′′I both are monomial ideals, HI is a monomial ideal.
Let m ∈ H ′I ∩H ′′I be a monomial. Then there exist p ∈ I ′ and q ∈ I ′′ such that up|m
and uq|m. Let t = p∧ q. Since L is distributive, we have ut = x(p)∩(q)yP\((p)∩(q)) =
x(p)∩(q)y(P\(p))∪(P\(q)); hence ut |m. Since t ≤ p and t ≤ q, it follows that t ∈I ′ ∩I ′′=
I . Therefore, m ∈ HI .
Let P be a monomial prime ideal. Then
⋂
q∈L \I HIq ⊂ P if and only if HIq ⊂ P for
some q. Hence the assertion follows from (14). 
Theorem 7.40. LetL be a finite distributive lattice, P⊂L the poset of join irreducible
elements ofL , and I ⊂L a poset ideal ofL . Then
H∗I = (H
∗
L ,{ ∏
r∈G((q))
yr : q ∈L \I }),
where G((q)) is the set of generators of the poset ideal (q)⊂ P.
PROOF. By using Lemma 7.39 it suffices to prove the theorem for a 1-cogenerated
poset ideal Ip. In this case what we must prove is
H∗Ip = (H
∗
L ,{ ∏
r∈G((q))
yr : q≥ p}).
Let xAyB be a squarefree monomial with A,B ⊂ P. Then xAyB ∈ H∗Ip if and only if
A∩ (r) = /0, or B∩ (r)c = /0 for all r ≥ p.
Let T = (H∗L ,{∏r∈G((q)) yr : q ≥ p}). We first show that T ⊂ H∗Ip . Since HIp ⊂
HL it follows that H∗L ⊂ H∗Ip . Moreover, suppose that for some q ≥ p the monomial
∏r∈G((q)) yr does not belong to H∗Ip . Then there exists t ≥ p such that G((q))∩(t)c = /0,
equivalently G((q)) ⊂ (t). Hence (q) ⊂ (t). However, since q ≥ p, we have (p) ⊂
(q), so that (p)⊂ (q), a contradiction.
It remains to show that H∗Ip ⊂ T .
Suppose B = /0. Then A∩ (ˆ0) = /0 since (ˆ0) = /0 and also B∩ (ˆ0)c = /0, a contradic-
tion.
Suppose A = /0. Let ∆∨ denote the simplicial complex whose Stanley–Reisner ideal is
equal to H∗Ip and ∆
∨
y the restriction of ∆∨ over the vertex set {yt : t ∈ P}. Then the facets
of ∆∨y are {yt : t ∈ I }, where I is a maximal poset ideal of P which does not contain
(p). Such a poset ideal is of the form P\{t ∈ P : t ≥ h} with h ∈ G((p)). If yB belongs
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to H∗Ip , then B is contained in no facet of ∆
∨
y . Hence, for each h ∈G((p)), there is h′ ∈ P
with h′ ≥ h such that h′ ∈ B. LetI0 denote the poset ideal of P consisting of all t ∈ P with
t ≤ h′ for some h ∈G((p)). Let q ∈L with (q) =I0. It then follows that ∏r∈G((q)) yr
divides yB.
Finally we consider the case that A = /0, and yB ∈ H∗Ip . We will show that in this case
xAyB ∈H∗L . In fact, since yB ∈H∗Ip , there exists r ≥ p such that B∩(r)c = /0, equivalently
B ⊂ (r). Let (B) ⊂ P be the poset ideal generated by B. Then there exists t ∈L such
that (t) = (B). Since (t) = (B)⊂ (r) it follows that t ≤ r, and hence t ∈Ip.
Suppose xAyB ∈ H∗L , then a ≤ b for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B. This implies that A∩ (B) =
A∩ (t) = /0. This is a contradiction because also B∩ (t)c = /0. 
Recall from [19, Theorem 3.4] that if G is a Cohen–Macaulay bipartite graph over the
vertex set V ∪V ′ with V ∩V ′ = /0 and |V |= |V ′|, then there exists a partial order < on V
such that the distributive latticeJ (P) with P = (V,<) satisfies H∗J (P) = I(G). We write
L (G) for the distributive latticeJ (P).
Theorem 7.41. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex over the vertex set V ∪V ′ with V ∩V ′ = /0
and |V |= |V ′|. Suppose that
(i) there is no F ∈F (∆) with F ⊂V ,
(ii) G = {F ∈ F (∆) : F ∩V = /0, F ∩V ′ = /0} is a Cohen–Macaulay bipartite
graph with no isolated vertex.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) S/I(∆) is Cohen–Macaulay;
(b) The simplicial complex Γ with IΓ = I(∆) is pure;
(c) There exists a poset idealI ⊂L (G) containing all join-irreducible elements of
L (G) such that H∗I = I(∆).
The following pictures show examples of simplicial complexes satisfying the condi-
tions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7.41.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
∆
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
∆′
The module S/I(∆) is Cohen–Macaulay, while the module S/I(∆′) is not Cohen-
Macaulay. In fact, the distributive lattice L and its poset P of join irreducible elements
corresponding to the bipartite graph in ∆ and ∆′ is in both cases
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◦
◦
◦
◦
a
c
b
d
P
◦
◦
◦ ◦
◦
◦
◦ ◦
◦
/0
{a}
{a,c}
{a,b} {b}
{b,d}
{a,b,c} {a,b,d}
{a,b,c,d}
L
The simplicial complex ∆ corresponds to the ideal
I = { /0,{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c},{b,d},{a,b,c}}.
Since all poset ideals of L are generated by at most two elements, it follows from
Theorem 7.40 the simplicial complex ∆′ cannot correspond to any poset ideal in L .
Therefore, by Theorem 7.41 it cannot be Cohen-Macaulay.
PROOF OF THEOREM 7.41. Since every Cohen–Macaulay simplicial complex is pure,
one has (a) ⇒ (b). Moreover, since Theorem 7.30 guarantees that HI has a linear resolu-
tion, it follows from Theorem 6.18(i) that (c) ⇒ (a).
We now prove that (b) ⇒ (c). Let V = {x1, . . . ,xn} and V ′ = {y1, . . . ,yn}. Since Γ is
pure and since V is a facet of Γ, it follows that each facet of Γ is a facet of Γ0, where Γ0 is a
simplicial complex on V ∪V ′ with IΓ0 = I(G). In other words, each minimal nonface of Γ∨
is a minimal nonface of Γ∨0 . Thus we may regards that the minimal set I  of monomial
generators of IΓ∨ is a subset of L (G). Now, what we must prove is that I  is a poset
ideal of L (G) =J (P), where P = (V,<) is the poset consisting of all join-irreducible
elements ofL (G). Suppose, on the contrary, thatI  is not a poset ideal, and choose two
elements δ and ξ of L (G) with δ ∈I  and ξ ∈I  such that δ covers ξ in L (G). To
simplify the notation, we will assume that δ = {x1, . . . ,xk} and ξ = {x1, . . . ,xk−1}. Thus
{y1, . . . ,yk,xk+1, . . . ,xn} is a facet of Γ and {y1, . . . ,yk−1,xk,xk+1, . . . ,xn} is not a facet of
Γ. Thus there is a monomial generator u of I(∆) which divides y1 · · ·yk−1xkxk+1 · · ·xn.
However, since {y1, . . . ,yk−1,xk+1, . . . ,xn} is a face of Γ, it follows that the variable xk
must appear in the support of u. Hence u= xky j with 1≤ j≤ k−1. Then [?, Theorem 3.4]
says that xk < x j in P. This is impossible, since ξ is a poset ideal ofL (G). Consequently,
it turns out that I  is a poset ideal ofL (G).
Finally, in case that I  does not contain of a join-irreducible element xi of L (G),
the vertex yi belongs to all facets of Γ. This is impossible, since G possesses no isolated
vertex. This completes the proof of (b) ⇒ (c). 
Corollary 7.42. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex over the vertex set V = {v1, . . . ,vn}, and
let W = {w1, . . . ,wn} be a vertex set with W ∩V = /0. Let Γ be the simplicial complex over
the vertex set V ∪W whose facets are those of ∆ and all the edges {vi,wi} for i = 1, . . . ,n.
Then the facet ideal of Γ is Cohen-Macaulay.
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PROOF. Our work is to show that the simplicial complex Σ with IΣ = I(Γ) is pure.
Let F = {vi : i ∈ A}∪ {w j : j ∈ B} be a face of Σ, then A∩B = /0. If A∪B = [n], then
F∪{wi : i∈ [n]\(A∪B)} is a face of Σ. Thus all facets of Σ have the cardinality n. Hence
Σ is pure, as desired. 
The results of Theorem 7.30 and Theorem 7.40 can be extended as follows. Let L
be a finite distributive lattice, and let I ⊂L be a poset ideal, andJ a poset coideal in
L . Then HI and HJ have linear resolutions. We know this for HI by Theorem 7.30
and for HJ it follows by the same theorem using the fact that the dual of L is again a
distributive lattice. What can be said about HI ∩HJ ? One might expect that this ideal
has again a linear resolution. However this is not the case. For example, consider the
Boolean latticeB3 of rank 3, and let I =B3 \{ˆ1} andJ =B3 \{ˆ0}. Then HI ∩HJ
does not have a linear resolution.
However in the positive direction we have
Proposition 7.43. Let I be a poset ideal andJ a poset coideal inL . Then
(i) rankL ≤ reg(HI ∩HJ )≤ rankL +1, ifL =I ∪J ;
(ii) (HI ∩HJ )∗=(H∗L ,{∏r∈G((q)) yr : q∈L \I },{∏r∈G((q)c) xr : q∈L \J }).
PROOF. (i) Consider the long exact Tor-sequence
· · · → Tori+1(K,HI +HJ )→ Tori(K,HI ∩HJ )→ Tori(K,HI )⊕Tori(K,HJ )→ ·· ·
arising from the short exact sequence
0−→ HI ∩HJ −→ HI ⊕HJ −→ HI +HJ −→ 0.
SinceL =I ∪J , we have HL = HI +HJ . Hence the ideals HI , HJ and HI +HJ
have linear resolutions by Theorem 7.30. It follows that Tori(K,HI ) j = Tori(K,HJ ) j =
0 for j = i+ rankL , and Tori+1(K,HI +HJ ) j = 0 for j = i+ 1+ rankL . Thus the
assertion follows from the long exact Tor-sequence.
(ii) Since (HI ∩HJ )∗ = H∗I +H∗J , the claim follows from Theorem 7.40. 
Consider the following example.
•
◦
◦ ◦
◦
◦ ◦
•
/0
{a}
{a,c} {a,b}
{b}
{a,b,c} {a,b,d}
{a,b,c,d}
L
Here we take inL the poset ideal
I = { /0,{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c},{a,b,c},{a,b,d}},
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and the poset coideal
J = {{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c},{a,b,c},{a,b,d},{a,b,c,d}}.
Then HI ∩HJ = (avwx,buwx,acvx,abwx,abcx,abdw). Thus this intersection is gener-
ated by all generators of HL except uˆ0 and uˆ1, as indicated in the picture. The resolution
of HI ∩HJ is linear, namely
0−→ S(−6)−→ S(−5)6 −→ S(−4)6 −→ HI ∩HJ −→ 0.
Quite generally it would be interesting to know when HI ∩HJ = HI∩J , and when
an ideal of the form HI∩J has a linear resolution. Of particular interest are the following
cases:
(i) H = ({up}p∈L \{ˆ0,ˆ1});
(ii) H = ({up : r ≤ rank p≤ s}) for some r and s with 0 < r ≤ s < rankL .
These two cases we will discuss in the following section.
7. A class of unmixed simplicial complexes
In this section we will give a new class of unmixed simplicial complexes related to
the segments of distributive lattices.
A simplicial complex ∆ on the vertex set [n] is Cohen–Macaulay over a field K, if the
Stanley–Reisner ideal I∆ of ∆ is a Cohen–Macaulay ideal, while for a graph G, we say G
is Cohen–Macaulay, if the edge ideal I(G) of G is a Cohen–Macaulay ideal.
Recall that a graph G is bipartite if its vertex set V can be partitioned into disjoint
subsets V1 and V2 such that every edge {v1,v2} of G satisfies v1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2. Let G
be a bipartite graph with no isolated vertex on the vertex set V ∪V ′, where V ∩V ′ = /0 and
|V |= |V ′|. In [19, Theorem 2.4], the authors showed that a bipartite graph G is a Cohen–
Macaulay if and only if I(G) = H∗L for some distributive lattice L . In the previous
section we considered more generalize simplicial complexes ∆ on the vertex set V ∪V ′
with V ∩V ′ = /0 and |V |= |V ′|, such that
(1) there is no F ∈F (∆) with F ⊂V , and
(2) G = {F ∈F (∆) : F∩V = /0, F∩V ′ = /0} is a Cohen–Macaulay bipartite graph
with no isolated vertex,
and showed when the facet ideal I(∆) of ∆ is Cohen–Macaulay, see Theorem 7.41.
In this section we will prove another generalization of Theorem 2.4 in [19]. For this
we need some preparation.
The poset ideals and poset coideals of lattices are special subsets of lattices. Now we
introduce a more general class of subsets of lattices:
Definition 7.44. LetL be a lattice. A subsetS ofL is called a segment ofL , if for all
p,q ∈S with p≤ q, we have [p,q]⊆S .
It is clear that any poset ideal and any poset coideal of a latticeL are segments ofL .
Furthermore, we have
Lemma 7.45. Let L be a lattice, S a subset of L . Then the following statements are
equivalent:
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(i) S is a segment ofL ;
(ii) S is the intersection of a poset ideal and a poset coideal ofL .
PROOF. (i)⇒ (ii): Let I = {r ∈L : there exists an element s ∈S such that r ≤ s}
and J = {r ∈ L : there exists an element s ∈ S such that r ≥ s}. Then I is a poset
ideal of L and J is a poset coideal of L . For any s ∈S , we have s ∈ I ∩J . This
implies S ⊆ I ∩J . Now let r be an arbitrary element in I ∩J . Then there exist
p,q ∈ S such that p ≤ r ≤ q, i.e., r ∈ [p,q]. Since S is a segment, we have r ∈ S .
Hence I ∩J ⊆S .
(ii) ⇒ (i): Assume S = I ∩J , where I is a poset ideal of L and J is a poset
coideal of L . Let r ∈ [p,q] with p,q ∈S and p ≤ q. Since q ∈ I and r ≤ q, we have
r ∈I . Since p ∈J and r ≥ p, we have r ∈J . Hence r ∈I ∩J =S . This implies
thatS is a segment ofL . 
Remark 7.46. Let S be a segment of a lattice L . The poset ideal I and poset coideal
J with the property S =I ∩J are not uniquely determined. The poset ideal I and
poset coideal J in the proof (i) ⇒ (ii) of Lemma 7.45 are the minimal one with this
property.
Let G be a Cohen–Macaulay bipartite graph on the vertex set V ∪V ′ with V ∩V ′ = /0
and |V | = |V ′| = n, and S = K[x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yn] the polynomial ring over a field K.
Recall from [19, Theorem 2.4] that the vertices V = {x1, . . . ,xn} and V ′ = {y1, . . . ,yn}
can be labelled such that there exists a partial order < on V with the property that {xi,y j}
is an edge of G if and only if xi ≤ x j. Moreover it is shown that for P = (V,<) the
distributive latticeJ (P) satisfies H∗J (P) = I(G). We denote this lattice by L (G). As a
generalization of this result we have:
Theorem 7.47. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on the vertex set V ∪V ′ with V ∩V ′= /0 and
|V |= |V ′|. Suppose that G= {F ∈F (∆) : F∩V = /0, F∩V ′ = /0} is a Cohen–Macaulay
bipartite graph with no isolated vertex. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ∆ is unmixed, and all minimal vertex covers of ∆ have cardinality |V |;
(ii) there exists a lattice segmentS ⊆L (G) such that H∗S = I(∆).
PROOF. (i) ⇒ (ii): Let Γ be the (unique) simplicial complex defined by the equa-
tion IΓ = I(∆). Since ∆ is unmixed, we have Γ is pure. Let V = {x1, . . . ,xn} and V ′ =
{y1, . . . ,yn}with the labelling as described before this theorem. Since ∆ is a complex with
2n vertices and the minimal vertex cover of ∆ has cardinality n, it follows from Corollary
2.14, that |F|= n for each F ∈F (Γ).
Let Γ0 be the simplicial complex on V ∪V ′ with IΓ0 = I(G). Then any minimal vertex
cover of ∆ is a minimal vertex cover of G. Indeed, a minimal vertex cover C of ∆ is also
a vertex cover of G, and it has cardinality n, by assumption. On the other hand, since G
contains all the edges {xi,yi}, each vertex cover of G has at least cardinality n. Hence C
is a minimal vertex cover of G.
It follows that each facet of Γ is a facet of Γ0. In other words, each minimal nonface
of Γ∨ is a minimal nonface of Γ∨0 . Therefore, G(IΓ∨) ⊂ G(IΓ∨0 ) = G(HL (G)). That is,
there exists a subset S = /0 of L (G), such that G(IΓ∨) = {us : s ∈S }, and this implies
that I(∆) = H∗S .
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Now, what we must prove is that for any p,q ∈ S with p ≤ q one has [p,q] ⊆ S .
Suppose, on the contrary, there exist two elements δ and ξ of L (G) with ξ < δ , and
γ ∈L (G) such that γ ∈ [ξ ,δ ] but γ /∈S .
Recall that the elements of L (G) are poset ideals of P = (V,<). To simplify the
notation, we will assume that ξ = {x1, . . . ,xl}, γ = {x1, . . . ,xr} and δ = {x1, . . . ,xk}
with l < r < k. Since ξ = {x1, . . . ,xl} ∈S , we have x1 · · ·xlyl+1 · · ·yn ∈ G(HS ). Thus
{x1, . . . ,xl,yl+1, . . . ,yn} is a minimal vertex cover of ∆. It follows from Corollary 2.14 that
{y1, . . . ,yl,xl+1, . . . ,xn} ∈F (Γ). By the same reason we have {y1, . . . ,yk,xk+1, . . . ,xn} ∈
F (Γ), but {y1, . . . ,yr,xr+1, . . . ,xn} /∈F (Γ). Hence there exists a monomial generator u
of IΓ = I(∆) such that u does not divide y1 · · ·ykxk+1 · · ·xn and y1 · · ·ylxl+1 · · ·xn, but di-
vides y1 · · ·yrxr+1 · · ·xn. Hence there exists an i with r < i≤ k, such that xi | u and a j with
l < j ≤ r such that y j | u. By our assumption, u = xiy j. By our labelling of the vertices
it follows that xi < x j in P. Since j ≤ r, we have that x j ∈ γ . Since γ is a poset ideal it
follows that also xi ∈ γ . This is impossible, since i > r.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Since all generators of HS are of same degree and since H∗S = I(∆), it
follows that ∆ is unmixed. 
The following two simplicial complexes are unmixed and satisfy the assumption in
Theorem 7.47 with V∆ = {a,b,c,d}, V ′∆ = {u,v,w,x}, and V∆′ = {a,b,c}, V ′∆′ = {u,v,w}.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
u
a
v
b
w
c
x
d
∆
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
u
a
v
b
w
c
∆′
The segmentsS andS ′ such that I(∆) = H∗S and I(∆′) = H∗S ′ are given in the next
figures. For the simplicity, sets in these figures are written as monomials. For example
abcd stands for {a,b,c,d}. The elements of the segments are indicated by the bullet
vertices.
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◦
• •
◦
•
• •
•
•
•
/0
a b c
ab ac bc
abc bcd
abcd
S
◦
• •
• •
•
•
◦
/0
a b c
ab ac bc
abc
S ′
Note that I(∆) is Cohen–Macaulay, while the facet ideal I(∆′) is not. This is because
the ideal HS = {avwx,buwx,cuvx,abwx,acvx,bcux,abcx,bcdu} has a linear resolution,
while the ideal HS ′ = {avw,buw,cuv,abw,acv,bcu} has no linear resolution. It is there-
fore of interest to know for which kind of segments S of a finite distributive lattice L ,
the ideal HS has a linear resolution.
8. Lattice segments and poset ideals
We use the notation as in the previous sections. We have already seen that S =
I ∩J whereI is a poset ideal andJ a poset coideal inL . In case HS = HI ∩HJ ,
necessary and sufficient conditions for HS to have a linear resolution will be given in this
section. We will also discuss when HS = HI ∩HJ .
Let p∈L , as before, N(p) denote the set of lower neighbors. We set M(p) for the set
of upper neighbors of p. For any subset T ⊆M(p) we set T \ p = {(t)\ (p) : t ∈ T}.
Let P be the set of join-irreducible elements of L , and < a total order on L which
extends the partial order on P. For a subset T ⊂ P and q ∈ P, as before, we set
λ (q;T ) = |{r ∈ T : r < q}|.
For each element q ∈ N(p), we have |(p) \ (q)| = 1. We denote the unique element
in (p) \ (q) by p \ q. Let p ∈ L and S ⊂ L . We use p∨ S (p∧ S) to denote the set
{p∨ s : s ∈ S} ({p∧ s : s ∈ S}). The following theorem is shown in Section 7.4 and
Section 7.5.
Theorem 7.48. LetL be finite meet-semilattice.
(i) There exists a finite multigraded free S-resolution F of HL such that for each
i≥ 0, the free module Fi has a basis with basis elements
b(p;S)
where p ∈L and S ⊆ N(p) with |S|= i. The multidegree of b(p;S) is the least
common multiple of up and all monomials uq with q ∈ S.
(ii) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the resolution constructed in (i) is minimal;
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(b) for any p ∈L and for any proper subset S⊂ N(p) the meet ∧{q : q ∈ S} is
strictly greater than the meet
∧{q : q ∈ N(p)}.
(iii) If F is minimal, then the differential ∂ in F is as follows: for each p ∈L and
each S⊂ N(p), one has
∂ (b(p;S)) = ∑
q∈S
(−1)λ (p\q;p\S)(yp\qb(p;S\{q})− xp\qb(q;q∧ (S\{q})).
Corollary 7.49. LetL be a finite distributive lattice andI a poset ideal (coideal) ofL .
Then the minimal free resolution of HI is linear.
PROOF. LetI be a poset ideal ofL . ThenI is a meet-semilattice, and has property
(ii)(b) of Theorem 7.48. Hence the free resolution of HI as described in Theorem 7.48(i)
is minimal. For any p ∈I and any S⊆ N(p), the total degree of b(p;S) equals rankL +
|S|. This shows that the resolution of HI is linear.
Now assume that I is a poset coideal. Then by Remark 7.27, I˜ is a poset ideal in
L˜ . Therefore H
I˜
has a linear resolution by the first part of the proof. By Lemma 7.28
(and its proof) the canonical labelling ˜ of L˜ is given by ˜(p) = P\(p) for all p ∈ L˜ . It
follows that H
I˜
is generated by the monomials u˜p = x˜(p)yP\˜(p) = xP\(p)y(p). Now we
apply the following involution
σ : K[{xp,yp}p∈P]→ K[{xp,yp}p∈P], xp → yp and yp → xp,(20)
and we obtain σ(H
I˜
) = HI . This shows that HI has a linear resolution, too. 
As we have already seen that for a poset ideal I and a poset coideal J of a finite
distributive lattice L , the ideal HI and HJ both have linear resolutions, one might
except that if we write S =I ∩J for some poset ideal I and some poset coidealJ
of L and if HS = HI ∩HJ , then the ideal HS has a linear resolution. However there
are two questions arising: (1) when HI∩J = HI ∩HJ and (2) whether HI ∩HJ has
a linear resolution. In general, the intersection of two ideals with linear resolutions need
not to have a linear resolution, even for the special ideals HI and HJ . For example,
consider the Boolean lattice B3 of rank 3, and let I =B3 \ {ˆ1} and J =B3 \ {ˆ0}.
Then HI∩J = HI ∩HJ , but it has no linear resolution.
To see when HI∩J = HI ∩HJ and when HI ∩HJ has a linear resolution, we
need some preparation.
Let I be a poset ideal of a finite distributive lattice L and let F be the minimal free
resolution of HL and P the minimal free resolution of HI . Then by Theorem 7.48 one
sees that P is a subcomplex of F. More precisely we have
Lemma 7.50. For each i ≥ 0 there exists an injective map Tori(K,HI )→ Tori(K,HL )
which maps the basis elements b(p;S) of Tori(K,HI ) to the corresponding basis elements
of Tori(K,HL ).
For convenience, in this lemma and the remaining of this section the basis elements in a
free resolution and corresponding basis in the Tor-groups are denoted by the same symbol.
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LetJ be a poset coideal ofL . Then J˜ is a poset ideal of L˜ . Let F˜ be the minimal
multigraded free resolution of H
L˜
and T˜ the minimal multigraded free resolution of H
J˜
,
as described in Theorem 7.48. Then T˜ is a subcomplex of F˜, and the injective map
Tori(K,HJ˜ )→ Tori(K,HL˜ ) is as described in Lemma 7.50. Since σ(HL˜ ) = HL , we
have σ(F˜) is a minimal multigraded free resolution of HL . Since F is also a minimal
multigraded free resolution of HL , it is natural to ask what is the isomorphic chain map
from F˜ to F.
To answer this question we need the following two lemmata:
Lemma 7.51. Let L˜ be the dual of the distributive lattice L and F˜ the minimal multi-
graded free resolution of H
L˜
. Then
(i) for each i ≥ 0, the free module F˜i has a basis with basis elements b˜(r;T ) with
r ∈ L , T ⊆ M(r) in L and |T | = i. The multidegree of b˜(r;T ) is the least
common multiple of u˜r and all monomials u˜s with s ∈ T ;
(ii) the differential ∂˜ in F˜ is as follows: for each r ∈L and each T ⊆M(r), one has
∂˜ (b˜(r;T )) = ∑
s∈T
(−1)λ (s\r;T\r)(ys\rb˜(r;T \{s})− xs\rb˜(s;s∨ (T \{s}))).
PROOF. We may assume that F˜ is a minimal free resolution of H
L˜
as described in
Theorem 7.48. Therefore F˜ has a basis b˜(r;T ) where r ∈ L˜ and T is a subset of lower
neighbors of r in L˜ . Moreover, we have
∂˜ (b˜(r;T )) = ∑
s∈T
(−1)λ (r˜\s;r˜\T )(y
˜(r)\˜(s)b˜(r;T \{s})− x˜(r)\˜(s)b˜(s;s∧ (T \{s})),
where r˜ \ s denote the unique element in ˜(r)\ ˜(s) and r˜ \T the set {˜(r)\ ˜(s) : s ∈ T}.
Notice that for any element r ∈ L˜ (hence r ∈L , too), a lower (upper) neighbor of r
in L˜ is just a upper (lower) neighbor of r in L , and for any two element p and q in L˜ ,
the meet (join) of p and q in L˜ is just the join (meet) of them inL .
Let r ∈ L˜ and s a lower neighbor of r in L˜ . We have
˜(r)\ ˜(s) = (P\ (r))\ (P\ (s)) = s\ r
and
λ (r˜ \ s; r˜ \T )= λ (˜(r)\ ˜(s);{˜(r)\ ˜(s) : s∈T})= λ (s\r;{s\r : s∈T})= λ (s\r;T \r).
Thus we obtain the desired formula. 
Let S be any subset ofL . We write∨S (∧S) for the element∨{s : s∈ S} (∧{s : s∈ S}).
Lemma 7.52. LetL be a finite distributive lattice, p∈L and S⊆N(p) with |S|= i. Let
r = ∧{q : q ∈ S}, and T the set of all upper neighbors of r in the interval [r, p]. Then
(i) |T |= i and ∨T = p;
(ii) lcm(up,{uq}q∈S) = lcm(ur,{us}s∈T );
(iii) for any r′ = r and T ′ ⊆M(r′), one has lcm(ur′ ,{us′}s′∈T ′) = lcm(up,{uq}q∈S).
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PROOF. (i) Since L is a distributive lattice, the interval [r, p] is a Boolean lattice.
Hence |T |= |S|= i and ∨T = p.
(ii) The monomial associated to p is up = x(p)yP\(p), where P is the set of join
irreducible elements ofL . Let q ∈ N(p). Then uq = x(p)\(p\q)y(P\(p))∪(p\q). Hence
lcm(up,{uq}q∈S) = x(p)y(P\(p))∪(⋃q∈S(p\q)).
On the other hand, (r) = (p) \ (⋃q∈S(p \ q)), ur = x(p)\(⋃q∈S(p\q))yP\((p)\⋃q∈S(p\q)).
Since (p) = (r)∪ (⋃s∈T (s)), we have
lcm(ur,{us}s∈T ) = x(p)yP\((p)\(⋃q∈S(p\q))).
Since (p)⊆ P and ⋃p∈S(p\q)⊆ P, we have
(P\ (p))∪ (
⋃
q∈S
(p\q)) = P\ ((p)\
⋃
q∈S
(p\q)).
Hence (ii) follows.
(iii) As in the proof of (ii) we see that the y-part of lcm(ur′,{us′}s′∈T ′) equals the y-part
of ur′ . Since for any r′ = r, we have (r′) = (r). The assertion follows from (ii). 
We fix some notation. For each element r ∈L and T ⊆M(r), we write rT for the join
of all elements in T , and Tr the set of all lower neighbors of rT in the interval [r,rT ].
The polynomial ring S viewed as a S-module via the involution σ : S → S is denoted
by σS. Let F˜ be the minimal free resolution of the ideal H
L˜
with basis elements b˜(r;T )
as described in Lemma 7.51. Then F˜⊗S σS with basis elements b˜(r;T )⊗S 1 is a minimal
free resolution of σ(H
L˜
) = HL . We denote the complex F˜
⊗
S
σS by σ(F˜) and the basis
elements b˜(r;T )
⊗
S 1 by σ(b˜(r;T )).
Proposition 7.53. Let L be a finite distributive lattice, and let F and F˜ be the minimal
multigraded free resolutions of HL and HL˜ , respectively. Then the map π : σ(F˜)→ F
with π(σ(b˜(r;T ))) =−b(rT ;Tr) is an isomorphism of complexes.
PROOF. Let |T |= i. By Lemma 7.51, we have
πi−1(∂˜i(σ(b˜(r;T ))))(21)
= πi−1(∑
s∈T
(−1)λ (s\r;T\r)(ys\rb˜(r;T \{s})− xs\rb˜(s;s∨ (T \{s}))))
= ∑
s∈T
(−1)λ (s\r;T\r)+(i−1)+1(ys\rb(ss∨(T\{s});(s∨ (T \{s}))s)− xs\rb(rT\{s};(T \{s})r))
= ∑
s∈T
(−1)λ (s\r;T\r)+i(ys\rb(ss∨(T\{s});(s∨ (T \{s}))s)− xs\rb(rT\{s};(T \{s})r)).
Let s ∈ T and q = ∨{s′ ∈ T : s′ = s}. Since L is a distributive lattice, the interval [r,rT ]
is a Boolean lattice. Hence q ∈ Tr, rT \q = s\ r and rT \Tr = T \ r. Furthermore, we have
(s∨ (T \{s}))s = Tr \q
and
rT\{s} = q, (T \{s})r = q∧ (Tr \{q}).
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These facts together with Theorem 7.48 yields
∂i(πi(σ(b˜(r;T )))) = ∂i((−1)ib(rT ;Tr))(22)
= ∑
q∈Tr
(−1)λ (rT \q;Tr\rT )+i(yrT \qb(rT ;Tr \q)− xrT \qb(q;q∧ (Tr \{q}))
= ∑
s∈T
(−1)λ (s\r;T\r)+i(ys\rb(ss∨(T\{s});(s∨ (T \{s}))s)− xs\rb(rT\{s};(T \{s})r)).
Hence (21) and (22) imply that π is an isomorphism of complexes. 
Let T˜ and F˜ be the minimal free resolutions of H
J˜
and H
L˜
as described in The-
orem 7.48, and let ι : T˜→ F˜ be the injective complex homomorphism which maps the
basis elements b˜(r;T ) of T to the corresponding basis elements of F. Then we have the
following sequence of complex homomorphisms:
T˜
ι−−−→ F˜ σ−−−→ σ(F˜) π−−−→ F.
Let ψ be the map from Tor(K,H
J˜
) to Tor(K,HL ) induced by π ◦σ ◦ ι .
As a consequence of the previous proposition, we now have:
Corollary 7.54. For each i≥ 0 the map ψi : Tori(K,HJ˜ )→ Tori(K,HL ) is injective and
maps the basis elements b˜(r;T ) of Tori(K,HJ˜ ) to the basis elements (−1)|T |b(rT ;Tr) of
Tori(K,HL ).
Now we are ready to present one of the main results of this section:
Theorem 7.55. Let L be a finite distributive lattice, I a poset ideal and J a poset
coideal of L such that I ∪J =L . Then HI∩J = HI ∩HJ if and only if for each
pair p,q ∈L with q ∈ N(p), either p ∈I or q ∈J .
PROOF. We may assume that |L |> 1, because otherwise the assertions are trivial.
Notice that HI∩J ⊆HI ∩HJ holds always, and HI ∩HJ ⊆HI∩J if and only if
all generators of HI ∩HJ have degree r, where r is the rank ofL .
Consider the long exact Tor-sequence
−→ Tor1(K,HI )⊕Tor1(K,HJ ) β1−−−→ Tor1(K,HI +HJ ) α1−−−→ Tor0(K,HI ∩HJ )
−→ Tor0(K,HI )⊕Tor0(K,HJ ) −−−→ Tor0(K,HI +HJ ) −−−→ 0
arising from the short exact sequence
0−→ HI ∩HJ −→ HI ⊕HJ −→ HI +HJ −→ 0.
Since L = I ∪J , it follows that HL = HI + HJ , and since HL has an r-linear
resolution we have Tori(K,HL )i+ j = 0 if j = r, and Tor1(K,HL )1+r = 0. Thus we see
that all generators of HI ∩HJ have degree r if and only if α1 is a zero map, i.e, β1 is a
surjective map.
By Lemma 7.50 we have that the K-vector space β1(Tor1(K,HI )) is spanned by
the elements b(p;{q}) with p ∈ I and q ∈ N(p), and by Corollary 7.54 we have that
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β1(Tor1(K,HJ )) is spanned by the elements b(q{p};{p}q) = b(p;{q}) with q ∈J and
p ∈M(q). It follows that the image of β1 is spanned by the subset
B′ = {b(p;{q}) : p ∈I and q ∈ N(p), or q ∈J and q ∈ N(p)}
of the basis
B = {b(p;{q}) : p ∈L and q ∈ N(p)}
of Tor1(K,HL ). Therefore, β1 is surjective if and only if B′ = B. This implies the asser-
tion. 
It is clear that if I ∩J = /0 and HI∩J = HI ∩HJ , then not all generators of
HI ∩HJ have the same degree. Therefore in this case, the ideal HI ∩HJ has no linear
resolution. However in case I ∩J = /0 and HI∩J = HI ∩HJ we have
Theorem 7.56. Let L be a finite distributive lattice, I a poset ideal and J a poset
coideal of L such that I ∪J =L . If HI∩J = HI ∩HJ , then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) HI ∩HJ has a linear resolution;
(ii) for each element p ∈L , either p ∈I or ∧N(p) ∈J ;
(iii) for each element r ∈L , either r ∈J or ∨M(r) ∈I .
PROOF. We may assume that |L |> 1.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): Assume there exists some element r ∈ L such that r ∈J and p =
∨M(r) does not belong to I . Since L is a distributive lattice, the interval [r, p] is a
Boolean lattice. Hence ∧N(p) = r. Therefore we have p ∈ I and r = ∧N(p) ∈J , a
contradiction.
By the same argument, one sees that (iii) implies (ii).
Now, we prove that the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Consider the long exact
Tor-sequence
· · · → Tori+1(K,HI )⊕Tori+1(K,HJ ) βi+1−−−→ Tori+1(K,HL ) αi+1−−−→ Tori(K,HI ∩HJ )
−→ Tori(K,HI )⊕Tori(K,HJ ) −−−→ Tori(K,HL ) −−−→ ·· ·
arising from the short exact sequence
0−→ HI ∩HJ −→ HI ⊕HJ −→ HL −→ 0.
Here we used that I ∪J =L , so that HI +HJ = HL . Let r = rankL . Since the
ideal HI ∩HJ = HI∩J is generated in degree r, it has a linear resolution if and only if
Tori+1(K,HL ) j
αi+1, j−−−→ Tori(K,HI ∩HJ ) j
is the zero map for all j = i + r and all i ≥ 0, since the ideals HI and HJ have r-
linear resolutions. Since the ideal HL has an r-linear resolution, the map αi+1, j = 0 for
j = i+1+ r. Hence HI ∩HJ has a linear resolution if and only if αi+1,i+1+r = 0 for all
i≥ 0, and this is the case if and only if βi+1,i+1+r is surjective for all i≥ 0.
We argue as in the proof of Theorem 7.55. The set
Bi+1 = {b(p;S) : p ∈L and S⊂ N(p), |S|= i+1}
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is a K-basis of Tori+1(K,HL )i+1+r. Using Lemma 7.50 and Corollary 7.54 we see that
the set
B′i+1 = {b(p;S) : p ∈I and S⊂ N(p), |S|= i+1}
∪ {b(rT ;Tr) : r ∈J and T ⊂M(r), |T |= i+1}
spans the image of βi+1,i+1+r. Thus βi+1,i+1+r is surjective if and only if B′i+1 = Bi+1 for
all i > 0. Note that B′i+1 ⊂ Bi+1. Suppose condition (ii) holds, and let b(p;S) ∈ Bi+1. If
p ∈I , then b(p;S) ∈ B′i+1. If p ∈I , then p ∈J . Let r = ∧S. It follows from condition
(ii) that r ∈J . Let T be the set of upper neighbors of r in the interval [r, p]. Then p = rT
and S = Tr, and hence b(p;S) = b(rT ;Tr) belongs to B′i+1.
Conversely assume that B′i+1 =Bi+1. In particular, for all p∈L we have b(p;N(p))∈
B′|N(p)|. So either p ∈ I or there is some r ∈J and T ⊂ M(r) such that p = rT and
Tr = N(p). Since ∧Tr = r, it follows that ∧N(p) = r which is inJ . 
Up to now, we always assume that I ∪J =L and I ∩J = /0. Now we consider
the case I ∪J =L and I ∩J = /0. In this case, HI∩J = HI ∩HJ . However, we
have:
Theorem 7.57. Let L be a finite distributive lattice, I a poset ideal and J a poset
coideal of L . If I ∪J =L and I ∩J = /0, then the ideal HI ∩HJ has a linear
resolution.
This theorem follows immediately from the following two lemmata.
Lemma 7.58. Under the assumption of Proposition 7.57, the ideal HI ∩HJ is gener-
ated by the monomials lcm(up,uq) with p ∈J , q ∈I and q ∈ N(p). In particular, all
generators of HI ∩HJ are of degree rankL +1.
PROOF. Since I ∩J = /0, all generators of HI ∩HJ have degree greater than the
rank of L . Let H = 〈lcm(up,uq) : p ∈J ,q ∈ I and q ∈ N(p)〉. It is clear that H ⊆
HI ∩HJ . Since HI and HJ both are monomial ideals, the intersection HI ∩HJ is
again a monomial ideal. Let m be any monomial in HI ∩HJ . Then there exist r ∈ I
and s ∈J , such that ur|m and us|m. Let C be any chain between r∧ s and r∨ s. Since
I is a poset ideal and J is a poset coideal, and r ∈ I , s ∈J , we have r ∧ s ∈ I
and r∨ s ∈J . Hence there exist p,q ∈ C such that q ∈ I , p ∈J and q is a lower
neighbor of p. We claim lcm(up,uq)|m. To see this, we write m = ∏ni=1 xaiybi as mxmy
where mx =∏ni=1 xai and my =∏ni=1 ybi , and as before we write ut = x(t)yP\(t), where P
is the set of join irreducible elements of L . Since (p) ⊆ (r∨ s), we have x(p)|x(r∨s).
Since ur|m and us|m, we have x(r∨s)|m and hence x(p)|mx. By the same argument we see
that yP\(q)|my. Hence lcm(up,uq) = x(p)yP\(q) divides m. 
Lemma 7.59. Let R be a polynomial ring over a field K, I and J ideals in R. Suppose I,
J and I + J have d-linear resolutions. If all elements of G(I∩ J) have degree d +1, then
the ideal I∩ J has a (d +1)-linear resolution.
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PROOF. Consider the long exact Tor-sequence
· · · → Tori+1(K, I)⊕Tori+1(K,J) βi+1−−−→ Tori+1(K, I + J) αi+1−−−→ Tori(K, I∩ J)
−→ Tori(K, I)⊕Tori(K,J) −−−→ Tori(K, I + J) −−−→ ·· · .
Since I, J and I+J have d-linear resolutions. It follows that Tori(K, I) j = Tori(K,J) j = 0
for any j = i+d and Tori+1(K, I+J) j = 0 for any j = i+1+d. Hence Tori(K, I∩J) j = 0
for j < i+d or j > i+1+d. Since I∩J is generated in degree d+1, we have Tori(K, I∩
J) j = 0 for j = i+d. Therefore Tori(K, I∩ J) j = 0 for any j = i+1+d. Hence I∩ J has
a (d +1)-linear resolution. 
In the remaining of this section we discuss some special classes of segments of a finite
distributive lattice L to which our results apply and where some additional information
can be obtained . As we have already seen, for any segment S there exist a poset ideal
I and a poset coideal J such that S = I ∩J . Now Let L be a finite distributive
lattice of rank r. We consider a special class of segmentsS ofL which consisting of all
elements p inL such that i≤ rank p≤ j for some i and j with 0≤ i≤ j ≤ r. We denote
it byLi, j.
Lemma 7.60. Let L be a finite distributive lattice of rank r, and let Li, j be a segment
of L . Then there exists a poset ideal I and a poset coidealJ of L such that HLi, j =
HI∩J = HI ∩HJ .
PROOF. Let I = {p ∈L : rank p ≤ j}, and J = {p ∈L : rank p ≥ i}. Then I
is a poset ideal,J is a poset coideal of L , and Li, j =I ∩J . It remains to show that
HI∩J = HI ∩HJ . Let p,q ∈ L and q ∈ N(p). If p /∈ I , then rank p > j. Hence
rankq = rank p− 1 ≥ j ≥ i, i.e., q ∈J . The assertion follows from Proposition 7.55.

With the assumptions and notation of the previous lemma, the ideal HLi, j has a linear
resolution if and only if HI ∩HJ has a linear resolution.
Corollary 7.61. LetL = {ˆ0, ˆ1} be a finite distributive lattice andS =L \{ˆ0, ˆ1}. Then
(i) HS has a linear resolution if and only ifL is not a Boolean lattice;
(ii) in case L is the Boolean lattice Br, the ideal HS has the following minimal
free resolution:
T : 0−→ Tr−1 −→ ·· ·T1 −→ T0 −→ HS −→ 0.
with Ti = S(
r
i)(2r−i−2)(−r− i) for i = 0, . . . ,r−2 and Tr−1 = S(−2r).
PROOF. (i) LetI = {p∈L : rank p≤ rankL −1}, andJ = {p∈L : rank p≥ 1}.
Then by Lemma 7.60, I and J are the poset ideal and poset coideal of L such that
HS = HI ∩HJ . The distributive lattice L is a Boolean lattice if and only if the meet
of all lower neighbors of ˆ1 is ˆ0. Since ˆ1 is the only element which is not in I , and ˆ0 is
the only element which is not inJ , by using the Theorem 7.56, we have HS has a linear
resolution if and only ifL is not a Boolean lattice.
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(ii) Choose I andJ as in the proof of (i). Hence HS = HI∩J = HI ∩HJ . We
consider long exact Tor-sequence as in the proof of Theorem 7.56. Notice that (ˆ1,N(ˆ1))
is the only pair with the form (p,S) with p ∈ Br and S ⊂ N(p) such that p ∈ I and
∧S ∈J . It follows that the map βi is surjective for i < r. Hence for all i < r−1 we have
the exact sequence
0−→ Tori(K,HS )−→ Tori(K,HI )⊕Tori(K,HJ )−→ Tori(K,HBr)−→ 0,(23)
and so
bi(HS ) = bi(HI )+bi(HJ )−bi(HBr) for i < r−1,
where bi(I) is the i-th Betti number of the ideal I. By using Theorem 7.48, Corollary
7.54 and the combinatorial fact that each Boolean lattice Br contains
(
r
i
)
2r−i Boolean
sublatticesBi, we have bi(HI ) = bi(HJ ) =
(
r
i
)
2r−i−(ri) and bi(HL ) = (ri)2r−i. Hence
bi(HS ) = 2(
(
r
i
)
2r−i−
(
r
i
)
)−
(
r
i
)
2r−i =
(
r
i
)
(2r−i−2),
for any i < r− 1. It also follows from (23) that the resolution of HS is linear up to
homological degree r−2.
Now let i = r−1. Since Torr(K,HI ) = Torr(K,HJ ) = 0, we get the exact sequence
0→ Torr(K,HBr)→ Torr−1(K,HS ) → Torr−1(K,HI )⊕Torr−1(K,HJ )
−→ Torr−1(K,HBr)→ 0.
Since dimK Torr−1(K,HI )⊕Torr−1(K,HJ ) = dimK Torr−1(K,HJ ) = 2r, it follows that
Torr−1(K,HI )⊕Torr−1(K,HJ )→ Torr−1(K,HBr) is an isomorphism. Hence
Torr−1(K,HS )∼= Torr(K,HBr)∼= K(−2r),
as desired. 
Using Lemma 7.60 and Theorem7.56, we have the following two facts:
Corollary 7.62. LetL be a finite distributive lattice, and i an integer. If |Li,i|> 1, then
the ideal HLi,i has no linear resolution.
PROOF. Let I = {p ∈ L : rank p ≤ i} and J = {p ∈ L : rank p ≥ i}. Then by
Lemma 7.60 we have HLi,i = HI∩J = HI ∩HJ . Since L is distributive, there exist
elements u and v inLi,i such that rank(u∨v) = i+1. Hence rank(∧N(u∨v))< ranku = i.
Therefore we have u∨ v ∈I and ∧N(u∨ v) ∈J . By Theorem 7.56, HLi,i has no linear
resolution. 
Corollary 7.63. If L is a finite planar distributive lattice, then the ideal HLi, j has a
linear resolution, if i < j.
PROOF. LetI = {p∈L : rank p≤ j} andJ = {p∈L : rank p≥ i}. Then HLi, j =
HI∩J = HI ∩HJ . SinceL is a planar distributive lattice, each element p inL has at
most two lower neighbors. Hence rank∧N(p) ≥ p− 2. Thus if p ∈I , then rank p > j.
Therefore since i < j, we have rankq ≥ rank p− 2 ≥ i, i.e., q ∈J . By Theorem 7.56,
HLi, j has a linear resolution. 
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x-regularity, 67
1-cogenerated poset ideal, 95
adjacent, 13
adjacent face, 46
Alexander dual, 21
alternating sum property, 52
bad leaf, 33
balanced bipartite graph, 14
bipartite graph, 14
bipartition, 14
Boolean lattice, 78
bouquet, 39
branch of a leaf, 22
chain (poset), 77
chain between facets, 19
chord, 60
chordal graph, 60
clique of a graph, 59
closed walk, 14
cogenerator of poset coideal, 79
Cohen–Macaulay graph, 17
Cohen–Macaulay ideal, 16
Cohen–Macaulay module, 16
Cohen–Macaulay ring, 16
Cohen–Macaulay simplicial complex, 99
comparable, 77
compatible, 65
complement of a simplicial complex, 21
complete bipartite graph, 14
complete graph, 14
connected, 13
connected component, 14
connected graph, 14
connected in codimension 1, 19
connected simplicial complex, 19
cover, 77
cycle, 14
d-linear resolution, 48
degree, 13
degree of a face, 47
degree of an element, 81
diameter, 26
dimension of a face, 19
directed graph, digraph, 15
directed walk, 15
disconnected edges, 44
discrete graph, 13
distance between two facets, 26
distance between two vertices, 14
distributive closure, 82
distributive lattice, 79
dominate, 15
dual of a poset, 78
edge graph, 47
edge ideal, 17
edge of a graph, 13
edge of a simplicial complex, 19
edge ring, 17
embedding of lattice, 81
end, 13
end vertex, 13
even cycle, 14
facet, 19
facet ideal, 21
flag, 27
follow of a bouquet, 39
forest (general case), 23
forest (graph case), 15
free vertex, 22
generator of poset ideal, 79
good leaf, 33
graded meet-semilattice, 80
graded poset, 77
graph, 13
Grobner basis, 65
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head of a directed walk, 15
head of an edge, 15
Hibi ideal, 83
ideal of linear type, 65
incident, 13
incomparable, 77
indegree, 15
independent vertex set, 16
initial ideal, 65
intersection property, 50
irreducible subset of a Taylor relation, 57
irredundant (proper) chain, 20
isolated vertex, 13
isomorphic poset, 80
join irreducible element, 77
join irreducible subposet, 77
join semi-lattice, 78
labelling of a lattice, 81
laef order, 26
lattice, 78
leading coefficient, 65
leading monomial, 65
leading term, 65
leaf, 22
least upper bound, 78
length of a chain, 19
length of a chain (poset), 77
length of a cycle, 14
length of a poset, 77
length of a walk, 13
linear monomial cycle, 42
linear quotient ideal, 47
linear quotient tree, 48
linear quotients, 73
linear tree, 48
link, 23
lower neighbor, 77
lower semimodular lattice, 79
M-sequence, 29
matching, 15
matching number, 15
maximum of a lattice, 78
meet irreducible element, 77
meet-distributive meet-semilattice, 80
meet-irredundant meet-semilattice, 89
meet-semilattice, 78
minimal vertex cover, 21
minimal vertex cover of a graph, 15
minimum of a lattice, 78
modular lattice, 79
monomial cycle, 41
neighbor set, 15
nonface, 19
odd cycle, 14
orientation, 15
outdegree, 15
partial order, 77
partially ordered set, poset, 77
path, 14
perfect ideal, 55
perfect matching, 15
perfect module, 55
poset coideal, 79
poset ideal, 79
presentation ideal, 64
proper chain, 19
pure resolution, 48
pure simplicial complex, 19
pure skeleton, 60
quasi-forest, 26
quasi-tree, 26
rank function, 77
rank of a poset, 77
rank of an element, 77
reduced Gro¨bner basis, 66
Rees algebra, 64
regularity, 42
relation tree, 58
root of a bouquet, 39
saturate, 15
saturated chain, 77
segment of a lattice, 99
shellable, 73
shelling order, 73
simplex, 19
simplicial complex, 19
sink, 15
sliding depth, 29
source, 15
spanning subgraph, 13
stable subset of a graph, 59
standard labelling, 81
standard monomial, 65
standard product presentation, 29
Stanley–Reisner ideal, 20
Stanley–Reisner ring, 20
star, 23
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stem of a bouquet, 39
subcomplex, 19
sublattice, 78
subposet, 77
support, 39
support of a polynomial, 65
symmetric algebra, 64
tail of a directed walk, 15
tail of an edge, 15
Taylor complex, 55
tensor algebra, 63
term order, 65
toric ideal, 64
total order, 65
tree (general case), 23
tree (graph case), 15
universal Gro¨bner basis, 66
unmixed graph, 17
unmixed ideal, 16
unmixed simplicial complex, 21
upper bound, 78
upper neighbor, 77
upper semimodular lattice, 79
vertex cover number of a graph, 16
vertex cover of a graph, 16
vertex cover of a simplicial complex, 21
vertex of a graph, 13
vertex of a simplicial complex, 19
walk, 13
